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ABSTRACT 
 

Social Document Fictions: Race, Visual Culture, and Science in African American Literary 
Culture, 1850-1930 

 
Autumn Womack  

 

When in 1928 Alain Locke coined the phrase “social document fiction” to describe 

W.E.B. DuBois’ 1911 novel Quest of the Silver Fleece, he magnified a tenuous interplay 

between aesthetics, politics, and social science that underpins nineteenth and early twentieth 

century black intellectual activity. For Locke, social document fiction describes the small body 

of literature that, although important as “sociological” treatises, had yet to achieve the aesthetic 

sophistication that writers of the Harlem Renaissance would master. Even in his dismissal, 

Locke’s phrasing suggests that black authors had succeeded in connecting two representational 

forms that continue to be positioned as polar opposites: those that use objective observation to 

index social life (surveys, statistics, photographs, and catalogs) and the imaginative realm of 

fiction. Indeed, in Quest of the Silver Fleece, DuBois combines technical analyses of agriculture, 

Southern economy, and Post-Reconstruction education with tales of magic cottonseed in order to 

convey a social world that remained opaque to positivist analysis. Belonging to neither the 

sphere of slave narratives, domestic family romance, or Realism, social document fiction 

combines formal innovation with scientific discourse to produce racial knowledge that exceeds 

the nineteenth century’s emergent regimes of truth. This understudied genre of literature invites 

us to consider a simple but fraught question: what does it mean to think of social document 

fiction as a tool for the study of black life?  

This dissertation answers this question by reconstructing African Americans’ responses 

to key moments between 1850 and the late 1920s when visual technology, like the microscope, 



the photograph, and film, joined with emerging fields of natural history, sociology, and 

anthropology to render black subjects as intelligible objects of scientific inquiry. Immersed in 

this “racial data revolution,” blacks grappled to identify a strategy for transmitting new “facts of 

blackness.” I consider social document fiction as an important strategy for reassembling racial 

epistemologies and reorienting the public’s racialized gaze. I extend this genre beyond the work 

of DuBois to consider how literature by Martin Delany, Sutton Griggs, and Zora Neale Hurston 

each manifest a struggle to articulate a poetics and politics in relationship social science.  
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Introduction: What is Social Document Fiction? 

  

In 1928 Alain Locke - the African American social scientists, writer, race theorist, 

Howard University professor and recently appointed “midwife” of the Harlem Renaissance - 

published “The Negro’s Contribution to American Art and Literature,” a short essay in which he 

offers black writing and music as measures of early twentieth-century black political and social 

progress.1 “The Negro’s Contribution,” was part of the Annals of the American Academy of 

Political and Social Sciences’ special issue on the state of American race relations. Simply 

entitled The American Negro the issue was pitched as an in-depth evaluation of what, in the late 

1920s, was still the highly contentious terrain of the “Negro Problem.”2  Along with Locke, The 

American Negro gathered a who's-who of black intellectuals, including prominent figures like 

the novelist and literary theorist James Weldon Johnson, the sociologist and mathematician Kelly 

Miller, and of course, W.E.B. Du Bois. Together, the articles aimed to offer a broad sampling of 

some of the, “significant studies and information [on race relations] brought forth in the past few 

                                                
1 Alain Locke, “The Negro’s Contribution to American Art and Literature,” Annals of the 

American Academy of Political and Social Science vol. 140, The American Negro (1928): 234-
247. 

 
2 While the “Negro Problem” has arguably always been a vexed topic in American life, in 

this project I am particularly concerned with the discourses around black life that emerge during 
the Progressive Era, a moment when social scientists and race theorists alike were working to 
understand blackness in a rapidly changing social world. In other words, in “scientific and 
popular discourses,” Khalil Muhammad explains, black and white race theorists searched for “an 
objective and unifying basis by which to measure and judge black fitness and behavior for 
survival, labor, and citizenship in a newly modernizing nation.” Khalil Mumammad, The 
Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern Urban America 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2010), 16. For a useful discussion of how early 
twentieth-century black intellectuals in particular were theorizing the, “Negro Problem,” see The 
Negro Problem: A Series of Articles by Representative American Negroes of To-Day ed. Booker 
T. Washington (New York: James Pott & Company, 1903).   
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years.”3 With titles such as, “The Negro in the United States – A Statistical Statement,” 

“Residential Segregation in American Cities,” “The Changing Economic Status of the New 

Negro,” and “The Church and Negro Progress,” to name just a few, the publication worked to 

communicate to the latest challenges facing America's blacks, predict future patterns in the racial 

relations, and perhaps most importantly, and present key data that would go towards “fixing” the 

nation's most theoretically and physically problematic population, blacks. 

Nineteen twenty-eight was not the first time that the American Academy of Political 

Science looked to America's black population as both a topic of scientific inquiry, and a 

conceptual problem deserving sustained national attention. Beginning with the 1898 publication 

of Du Bois’ essay “The Study of Negro Problems,” where argued that systematic research and 

analysis was key to "solv[ing]" the "problem" posed by newly emancipated blacks, the 

organization periodically returned to what it broadly described as the, “relations between colored 

and white races in The United States.”4 From the 1913 issue marking the fiftieth anniversary of 

Emancipation, to the 1921 supplement covering black living conditions in Philadelphia, to an 

over twenty individual essays theorizing the state of African American education, crime, and 

housing conditions, black American social and political life was consistently framed as a topic 

ripe for sociological analysis.5 But as Donald Young, the 1928 editor, explained, the late 1920s 

                                                
3 Donald Young, “Foreword,” Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 

Science vol. 140, The American Negro (1928), vii.  
 
4 W.E.B. Du Bois, “Race Relations in the United States,” Annals of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science vol. 140, The American Negro (1928), 7.  
 
5 Importantly, the period during which the "Negro Problem" was framed as a key 

sociological issue corresponds with the rise and institutionalization of sociology as an academic 
discipline and field of study. This intimacy between black social life and the rise of sociology is 
an undercurrent of Du Bois' "The Study of Negro Problems" but as this project will show, black 
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demanded a revaluation of the “Negro Problem.” Now more than ever, Young cautioned, black 

life was challenging the claims made by even the most skilled socials scientists: “Students as 

well as layman have had to discard or even reverse many of their theories concerning ‘trends’ 

and ‘solutions’ of Negro development and ‘problems.’”6 The mass movement of African 

Americans from the Southern states to North Eastern cities, Young suggested, undercut the 

convincing predictions of earlier race theorists who claimed that blacks' "natural" affinity for 

warmer climates would dictate migration patterns to the American South West. Similarly, the 

steady rise in population and birth rates was cited as evidence against statistical arguments 

underpinning the widespread belief that blacks where physiologically unfit for survival, and thus, 

were moving towards social extinction.7 With undeniable fractures in the Progressive Era's 

theorization of the Negro Problem, Young announced, “the changes of the past 15 years are of 

such magnitude that a new accounting requires that old theories and attitudes be held up to the 

light of our newer knowledge.”8  

While his colleagues took up this challenge by reading crime statistics, unemployment 

rates, and the development of religious and social organizations, just three years after editing the 

seminal anthology The New Negro: An Interpretation, Locke returned to the data pool that had 

                                                                                                                                                       
literature and black culture is crucial to the shaping of sociology and thus textures recent 
accounts of the centrality of blackness to American modernity.  

 
6 Donald Young, “Foreword,” vii.  
 
7 One of the famous examples of this line of thinking can be found in Frederick L. 

Hoffman's 1896 Race Traits and Tendencies of the American Negro. For a detailed analysis of 
the way that Hoffman argued for the physical defincies of blacks see Khalil Muhammad's The 
Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime, and the Making of Modern Urban America. See also 
Michelle Mitchell, Righteous Propagation: African Americans and the Politics of Racial Destiny 
after Reconstruction (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2004).   

 
8 Donald Young, “Foreword,” viii.  
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made him famous: black literature. Reading black aesthetics as a rubric against which race 

progress could be measured, Locke offers literature in particular as the form that will shed the 

most light on the present and future role of blacks in America.  While Locke mobilized his 1925 

anthology to, in the words of Brent Hayes Edwards, announce and inaugurate, a literary tradition 

of black American modern writing, the shorter essay looked back from 1928 to argue that the 

artistic progress made by black writers offers invaluable evidence for "sociologically," 

understanding black American life.9  Setting up a correlation between political and artistic 

freedom, Locke constructed an narrative that charted black Americans’ movement from a 

psychically dependent group unable to see their own cultural value, to a liberated cadre of young 

black artists who were finally embracing their "authentic" African voice and producing 

technically advanced body of black "national literature."10  In the transformation from what he 

described as the politically didactic slave autobiographies of the late eighteenth century towards 

the “artistically self-sufficient and innerly [sic] controlled” fictions of contemporary writers like 

Jean Toomer, Zora Neale Hurston, and Claude McKay, Locke argued that one could find a 

radical “transformation of race spirit and group attitude.”11 No longer hemmed in by the politics 

of antebellum anti-slavery movements, the desire for assimilation, or the crisis in New Negro 

politics that characterized the 1890s and 1910s, Locke figured the late 1920s as a period during 

which black writers could produce writing that resisted the compulsion towards propagandistic 

                                                
9 I flesh this claim out more fully in “Chapter 4: The Anthology Aesthetic.” Here I am 

referring particularly to Edwards’ reading of the unique function of black anthologies, “not in 
confirming the canon, not in a backward looking-survey of the high points in a trajectory, but 
instead in founding and enabling the very tradition it documents.” See Brent Hayes Edwards, The 
Practice of Diaspora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black Internationalism 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003), 44.  

 
10 Alain Locke, “The Negro’s Contribution to American Art and Literature,” 236.  
 
11 Ibid., 244.  
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politics and mimicry. Rather, modern writers were, he argued, harnessing their, "body of 

collective experiences," (American culture, "tropical heritage," and the violent racial climate) to 

produce a valuable and unique voice that was all their own.12  

Locke’s thesis not only makes a case for fiction's status as a rich data pool for, “social 

analysis and criticism,” but in constructing a forward-looking account of black literary progress, 

one that moves seamlessly from the politically and artistically confined past to the liberated 

present, he hypothesized a racial awakening amongst blacks and whites alike.13 As Locke told it, 

"The Negro's predisposition towards the artistic," combined with his movement towards, "a 

control and mastery of the spiritual and the mystic as contrasted with the mechanical and 

practical aspects of life makes him a spiritually needed and culturally desirable factor in 

American life."14 Thus, "The Negro's Contribution," articulates a by now familiar account of the 

emergence of modern black literature, one in which nineteenth and early twentieth century 

writing is figured as steadily reaching towards the artistic, political, and social freedom 

symbolized by "modern" writers that we have come to identify with the Harlem Renaissance 

literary movement. But at the same time, "The Negro's Contribution," contains a curious 

phrasing that has the capacity to reorient our view of nineteenth and early twentieth century 

black literary history, one that, as we shall see, Locke himself seems troubled by, "social 

document fiction."15 

                                                
12 Ibid., 234.  
 
13 Ibid., 243.  
 
14 Ibid., 244.  
 
15 This paradigm most often takes the form of the movement from the slave narrative to 

the novel, or, alternately, the movement from romance to realism. One of the most visible places 
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Social document fiction is first introduced to make sense of W.E.B. Du Bois' first novel 

The Quest of the Silver Fleece (1911). As Locke would have it, Quest of the Silver Fleece was 

little more than a creative misstep, a distraction that took away from the efforts of Du Bois' 

Charles Chesnutt and Paul Lawrence Dunbar, whom he praised as noteworthy examples of the 

late nineteenth century’s, "almost literary," efforts.16 More particularly, Quest of the Silver 

Fleece's problematic status is that it failed to fit within a prescribed literary tradition, interrupting 

the steady movement from slave narratives to modern black literature 

 While Locke positions social document fiction as a misstep on the African American 

literary tradition's trajectory and a detour on the road towards the creation of a celebratory black 

national literature, the understudied genre demands to be taken seriously. Indeed, social 

document fiction reemerges in essay's final subsection, "Fiction," in a way that at once reveals its 

complex and central relationship to black literature. Locke returns to Quest of the Silver Fleece 

in order to make a comparative case for the supremacy of the vanguard of black writers that he 

introduced The New Negro (1925). Locke explains:  

More significantly still, sociologically, is the field of fiction. Here arrival at 
maturity represents more than emotional or technical control, resting as it does on 
the capacity for social analysis and criticism. Viewed in contrast with such 
masterfully and objective balance portrayals of Harlem Life as Rudolph Fisher's 
"The Walls of Jericho" and Claude McKay's "Home to Harlem," The Negro 
Novel of ten or even five years back seems generations less mature. For the work 
of DuBois and, "The Quest of the Silver Fleece", and even his recent novel "Dark 
Princess," Jessie Fauset's "There is Confusion," and Walter White's "Fire in the 
Flint" and "Flight" are all essentially the category of problem literature, and gain 
half or more of their value as "social documents.17 

 

                                                                                                                                                       
where this construct comes to life is the organization of the Norton Anthology of African 
American Literature.  

 
16 Alain Locke, “The Negro’s Contribution to American Art and Literature,” 240.  
 
17 Ibid., 244.  
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Here, Locke’s teleology of black literature buckles. While the argument begins by establishing 

both a temporal and aesthetic progression from Quest of the Silver Fleece to McKay's published 

Home to Harlem (1928), social document fiction refuses to stay in the past. After all, Dark 

Princess and Flight were published in 1926, just two years earlier. Likewise, Fauset's There is 

Confusion was printed in 1924, after Jean Toomer's "pioneer artistic novel" Cane (1923).18 

While I do not mean to split chronological hairs, we can begin to see how Locke's deceptively 

linear mapping of black literary development in fact full of twists, turns, and contradictions. That 

is, Social document fiction appears to have a life of its own, resisting the categories of value set 

in place by Locke.   

 Equally interesting is the strategic distance between sociologically interesting literature 

(Home to Harlem) and the aesthetic and cultural difficulties posed by a work like Quest of the 

Silver Fleece. As Locke presents it, black fiction is only a valuable benchmark of black social 

development (sociological evidence) when writers are able to, "balance," technique, politics, and 

the "emotional touch."19 Such mastery yields "objective" and true to life portrayals of black 

urban life. The recourse to terms like "balance" and "objective" push the precious modern black 

writer dangerously close to world of the social document. And yet, these texts somehow avoid 

such classification. The threat of social document fiction, then, would appear to be its capacity to 

disrupt, or disorient, a sociological assessment of black culture that would reveal, in the words of 

Locke, "the positive and favorable internal effect of such recent cultural development upon the 

course of Negro group life itself."20 More than disrupting black literary progress, the works of 

                                                
18 Ibid., 244.  
 
19 Ibid., 244. 
 
20 Ibid., 244. 
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Fauset, White, and DuBois undercut the construction of a modern progressive subject advanced 

by Locke's literary paradigm by putting pressure on boundaries of the term and the by extension, 

the tools of assessment used to present it.  

 If social document fiction presents a "problem" to Locke's construction of black literary 

history, its status provides a productive platform for revisiting key moments and texts in African 

American literary history. In this light, my project aims to ascertain the stakes of reading African 

American literary history and culture from the perspective of social document fiction. In so 

doing, I consider what narratives of black literary history, as well as social and political life, 

emerge when we take the odd genre of social document fiction as our guide. Put another way, 

what happens if a text like Quest of the Silver Fleece is viewed as less of an aesthetic and 

political aberration, and rather, as a novel that announces a key political, social, and artistic 

occupations of black writers? What texts, reading practices archives and figures would begin to 

come into focus? What reading strategies does one such project demand, and where are such 

epistemologies located? What narratives and accounts of black life do we begin to see when 

public recognition of black cultural value is no longer what is at stake?  

 "Social Document Fictions: Visual Culture, Social Science, and African American 

Literary Culture," approaches these and other questions by revisiting the 1850s, 1890s, and 

1920s, key moments when African American writers turned to fiction with an increased fervency 

and, as I will argue, moments in which black intellectuals worked to challenge and reimagine 

how race was publicly projected and documented. While these periods of literary activity are 

most often theorized through the lens of the slave narrative, realism, or modernism, a paradigm 

that very much mirrors that of Locke, with social document fiction as a platform, this dissertation 

argues that developments in black writing must also be read in relationship to the emergence of 
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visual technologies and the institutionalization of social scientific disciplines, particularly 

sociology, anthropology, and natural science.  

In his own reflections on the novel, DuBois echoed Locke's emphasis on its extra-literary 

status, explaining that more than anything else, Quest of the Silver Fleece was "an economic 

study of some merit." That DuBois described the text in this way is telling, especially given his 

own longterm investment in producing canonical economic studies for Atlanta University and 

The U.S. Bureau of Labor in the 1890s and 1910s. Thus, if Quest of the Silver Fleece was an 

analysis of Southern Economic conditions, than the fusion of realism, fantasy, and empiricism 

suggests that black socio-economic life exceeds the turn of the century's emergent regimes of 

truth. But his phrasing also suggests that the formally experimental novel operates as a socio-

economics treatise; that is, Quest of the Silver Fleece is social science. 

To be sure, W.E.B. DuBois was not alone in noting the productive juncture between 

empiricism and fiction. In both literary studies and social science, a vast body of scholarship 

charts the intimacy between fiction and scientific discourse, highlighting such diverse dynamics 

as the emergence of realist fiction alongside social science's investment in ordering and naming, 

and the relationship between mid-twentieth century African American social realism and 

canonized sociology.21 In the decades surrounding the turn of the nineteenth-century, African 

American writers were especially engaged with the interplay between literature and the recently 

institutionalized disciplines of social science (sociology, anthropology, psychology, economics, 

and political science). Since social sciences' will to complete knowledge often turned upon the 

                                                
21 While there are numerous examples to support this claim, Jonathan Arac clearly 

articulates this point noting, “Imaginative writers and journalists joined politicians and those 
whom we now consider the founders of social sciences in a common effort to comprehend the 
disturbances of their age and to organize them in a useful model.” Commissioned Spirits: The 
Shaping of Social Motion in Dickens, Carlyle, Melville and Hawthorne (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1989), 13-14.  
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historically penetrable black body, it comes as no surprise that turn of the century African 

American fiction is a particularly vibrant archive where we see the interplay between social 

science, literature, and visuality staged. To be sure, scientifically grounded theories of race – 

ranging from ethnology, to evolutionary theories of progress, to theorizing culture as an index of 

race – were widely covered in African American novels. Such engagements often play out in 

explicit didactic debates amongst characters about the "Negro Problem," or in the construction of 

visibly white, yet "biologically" black, characters whose racial ambiguity engage with late 

nineteenth century views of racial essentialism. Just as frequently, works like Pauline Hopkins' 

serial novel Of One Blood; or the Hidden Self (1903) draw upon social scientific idioms 

(psychology and ethnology), to suggest how a non-normative paradigm (Egyptology-Ethnology) 

might be mobilized to challenge the pressing social and legal disfranchisement wrought by the 

failure of Radical Reconstruction, as well as in reconstitution of racial knowledge. In other words, 

if late nineteenth and early twentieth century African American thinkers saw the political 

potentials located at the meeting point of social science and fiction, then this transformative 

value stemmed from fiction's capacity to not only give voice to scientific debates, but also, in the 

words of Avery Gordon, to "enable other kinds of sociological information to emerge," kinds 

that not only have potentially transformative political consequence, but that also simply bring 

focus to socialites that remain suppressed, ignored, or unintelligible to normative empirical 

practices. 22 It is this latter project that I argue social document fiction is engaged with.  

 The present essay aims to return our attention to productive point of entanglement 

between social science and fiction, and to suggest that social document fiction provides a new 

point of departure for reassessing African American literature published in the nineteenth and 

                                                
22 Avery Gordon, Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological Imagination 2nd 

edition (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008), 25.  
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early twentieth centuries. Moving out from Alain Locke's pejorative reading of Quest of the 

Silver Fleece, I categorize social document fiction as a small body of generically hybrid and 

formally experimental texts that, in straddling the line between the fantastic and the empirical, 

intervene into turn of the century social scientific discourse. In social document fiction, social 

scientific data takes shape in the interstices between the factual and the highly imaginative, and 

is bounded by the period between the 1850s and the 1920s. My definition assumes that texts like 

Quest of the Silver Fleece engaged with social science along epistemological lines, producing 

models for theorizing and reading black social life. In this regard, social science's discursive 

boundlessness during this period is crucial to the emergence and power of social document 

fiction. As Dorothy Ross reminds us, the "contents and borders" of late nineteenth century social 

science were porous and fluid, the result of "a continuous struggle by multiple participants to 

occupy and define a sharply contested, but never clearly bounded, discursive and practical 

field."23 In other words, this period is one of epistemological experimentation, with social 

document fiction acting as just one participant. Social document fiction's generic neighbors move 

beyond novels, to include social surveys, statistical graphs, charts, and photographs, to name just 

a few; tools in the social scientists still forming tool box. 

 In this regard, I see the present project extending the work of scholars like Roderick 

Ferguson, Avery Gordon, and Heather Love, all of whom explore the formal and epistemological 

intimacy between literature and social science.24 Ferguson’s Aberrations in Black:  Toward a 

                                                
23 Dorothy Ross, “Changing Contours of the Social Science Discipline,” in The 

Cambridge History of Science: Volume 7, The Modern Social Sciences edited by Roy Porter, 
Theodore M. Porter, and Dorothy Ross (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 206.  

 
24 Heather Love, "Close but Not Deep: Literary Ethics and the Descriptive Turn " New 

Literary History 41, no. 2 (2010). Roderick Ferguson, Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of 
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Queer of Color Critique is especially important in this regard.  Against the backdrop of 

canonization of American sociology, a process that began in the late 1920s, Ferguson reads 20th 

century African American fiction, “to illuminate how African American culture as an 

epistemological object produced dialogical relations that both exceeded the formal parameters of 

its interlocutors and confused the distinction between factual and fictive enterprises.”25 What 

Ferguson describes as sociology’s regulative function is particularly important here. As he sees it, 

with the canonization of sociology, difference, particularly racial difference, both turned upon 

and produced a narrative of racialized heteronormativity: “As canonical sociology has racialized 

heteropatriarchy through whiteness, the discipline has excluded and disciplined those formations 

that deviate from the racial ideal of heteropatriarchy.”26 The value of black life was thus always 

measured in relation to heteronormative gender, class, and sexual ideals. African American 

literature provides the opportunity, Ferguson suggests, for seeing moments of, “discursive 

explosion around a heterogeneously constituted African American culture.”27 In many ways, the 

work of social document fiction resonates with Ferguson’s readings. After all, this genre is also, 

“discursively explosive,” and generically hybrid. But while Ferguson is concerned with the 

repressive status of canonized sociology, this project explores the moment before sociology was 

canonized. This moment is particularly important, I will argue, because we see countless black 

social scientists turned fiction writers leveraging their experimental texts as viable strategies for 

                                                                                                                                                       
Color Critique (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004). Avery Gordon, Avery 
Gordon, 2nd ed. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008). 

 
25 Roderick Ferguson Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color Critique 

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), 27. 
 
26 Ibid., 18.  
 
27 Ibid., 27.  
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reforming social scientific discourse. In this way, I argue that the texts that I explore here are less 

oppositional, and more interventionist. This project thus moves our attention back from the late 

1920s, the moment where Ferguson begins his work, and asks us to consider how this political 

imperative was also at work for much of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

 The transformative potentials of social document fiction as a site from which to approach 

African American literature are even more exciting when the turn of the century field of social 

documentation is juxtaposed with the formal features of the genre’s paradigmatic text, Quest of 

the Silver Fleece. While social documentation, along with its associated terms social 

documentary and sociology, most immediately call to mind the efforts of Progressive era 

reformers and later, the journalistic efforts undertaken by the Works Progress Administration, a 

more capacious view reaches back to the 1840s to how new visual technologies and the 

professionalization of American science (natural, social, and cultural) joined forces to produce a 

body of seemingly unmediated and entirely objective knowledge. As Lorraine Daston and Peter 

Galison explain in their history scientific objectivity, the mid-nineteenth century marks a 

transformation from the subjective natural historian to the modern scientific researcher. This new 

figure leveraged modes of documentation including, "inference statistics, double blind-clinical 

trials, and self-registering instruments," along with the daguerreotype, the microphotograph, and 

the microscope to produce seemingly unmediated data about the new modern landscape that was 

completely disentangled from the scientists persona.28 The idea was that information extracted 

from photographs, early film, and first person interviews could form a reliable bank of raw data 

in which the every day social life of a "problem" population is reflected objectively. These social 

documents came with an unspoken promise of unbiased truth. In photographs, for example, 

                                                
28 Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, Objectivity (New York: Zone Books, 2010), 17. 
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viewers are assured that the image is holding up a static mirror, an unmediated reflection, and an 

objective picture of the social world. More than simply producing data about unfamiliar 

populations, what interests me here are the ways in which tools of social documentation 

performed the work of producing data, while authorizing a visual logic of race, gender, and class. 

In other words, forms like the photograph, sociological survey, population charts, criminal mug 

shots and census reports, to name just a few, did more than reflect the visible world, they 

conditioned how we come to see and know.   

 From this vantage point the stakes and potentials of social documentation on black life 

begin to come into focus. On the one hand, what Khalil Muhammad has termed the, "racial data 

revolution," had violent and violating consequences for African Americans. "Objective" Charts, 

graphs, and photographs not only transformed black bodies into a series of lifeless and abject 

facts to be studied and learned, but as Muhammad notes, these media also performed the task of 

naturalizing black criminality and inferiority. On the other hand, documentary evidence's truth 

telling capacity often gets figured as a powerful tool from which blacks can produce an archive 

of data that counters or reverses racist knowledge. Shawn Michelle Smith makes this point in her 

discussion of Du Bois' deployment of photographic and visual archives. For Smith, Du Bois' turn 

to culturally and scientifically legitimated modes of social documentation represent his attempt 

to, "replicate scientific methodology," so as to, "undermine the assumptions of about race 

forwarded by biological racialists, especially eugenicists."29 Beyond photography, theorists like 

Nancy Stephan and Sander Gilman have argued that black turn of the century thinkers in 

particular "adopted" and "appropriated" the idioms of scientific discourse to make visible a body 

                                                
29 Shawn Michelle Smith, Photography on the Color Line: W.E.B. DuBois, Race, and 

Visual Culture (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004), 23. 
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of data that challenged the core assumptions of scientific racialists.30 But what other strategies 

did black intellectuals mobilize as they worked to animate black life?  

 This project offers a third way of theorizing blacks relationship to racial data and the 

social document, one that rubs against the purely instrumental or celebratory perspectives. 

Moving with the idea that social documents are technologies in the sense that they produce 

knowledge and structure ways of seeing and knowing, I argue that black intellectuals deployed 

formal experimentation to both produce alternate racial epistemologies and engender visual 

rubrics that reveal previously erased or ignored facets of black social life. I suggest that black 

intellectuals were equally interested in the data extracted from social documents as the aesthetics 

and reading practices that these forms engendered. It is from this vantage point that I want to 

suggest we read Quest of the Silver Fleece and understand the political and aesthetic potentials of 

social document fiction.  

If Quest of the Silver Fleece is a social document, a classification that I want to take 

seriously, then it pushes up against the normative functions of social documentation sketched 

above. Instead of holding up a steady mirror to reflect the visible world in strictly realist terms, 

the generically hybrid text blends sociological-like descriptions with a world of fantasy, conjure, 

and romance, to reveal a socioeconomic world that remains opaque to normative empirical 

paradigms. The text articulates racial and social analytics that do more than revealing unrealized 

facts. Instead, it is my contention that a text like Quest of the Silver Fleece expresses a mode of 

reading and a social scientific epistemology that exposes nonheteronormative socialities. From 

this vantage point, to think of Quest of the Silver Fleece as a social document is to consider the 

                                                
30 Nancy Leys Stepan and Sander L. Gilman, “Appropriating the Idioms of Science: 

Rejecting Scientific Racism,” in The “Racial” Economy of Science edited by Sandra Harding 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993): 170-201. 
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limits of the "all" seeing visual and social technologies and to investigate the novel as home to 

radical racial epistemologies.  

Set in between Alabama, Washington, DC, and New York City, Quest of the Silver 

Fleece charts the fates of star-crossed lovers Bles Alwyn and Zora. Born and raised in an 

enchanted swamp, Zora suggests that she and Bles compete in the rush for cotton by harvesting a 

crop of cotton planted on land conjured by Zora’s mother, Elspeth. Although Bles and Zora 

manage a successful harvest (due in large part to the mystical properties of the swamp and the 

conjured cottonseeds provided by Elspeth), their plan for financial independence is foiled when 

they are cheated out of their profits by white speculators. Running alongside the cotton plot is the 

narrative of of a school run by the white Northern liberal Sarah Smith, an account of the arrival 

of a team of white sociologists, educators, and investors eager to parse and examine the southern 

“Negro problem,” and the tale of Zora and Bles separate evolution into responsible adults. Zora 

eventually returns to Alabama, Bless joins her, and together they create the crop of silver fleece 

of which they always dreamed. 

Echoing Locke's dismissal of social document fiction and Quest of the Silver Fleece, 

contemporary critics have had difficulty coming to terms with the novels politics and poetics. In 

one of its first critical treatments Arnold Rampersad considers it as, “first a simple love story” 

that seeks to “dramatize the moral and political consequences of the black situation in 

America.”31 More recently, Michele Elan and Paul Taylor have echoed this position and claimed 

that Quest of the Silver Fleece underscores how romance is “the central trope and vehicle for 

                                                
31 Arnold Rampersad, The Art and Imagination of W.E.B. DuBois (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 1976), 132.  
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social change for Du Bois.”32 Reading Quest of the Silver Fleece as a precursor to his 1928 Dark 

Princess, they go on to argue that in Du Bois’ novels the trials and tribulations of love are always 

already influenced by both, “the naturalist determination and the realist’s faith in the possibility 

of human agency.”33 Moving away from the romantic paradigm, David Levering Lewis provides 

the most nuanced, albeit brief, reading of the novel. In his expansive biography of DuBois he 

argues that the novel “weaves between fable and realism, the pastoral and the picaresque; 

sometimes effectively sometimes jarringly.”34 But it is Zora, a woman that is figured as a source 

of economic power who is also unrestrained by social conventions, who poses the greatest 

challenge to readers: “As appealing as the author makes Zora, her behavior often disconcerts the 

reader not so much because it is erratic or capricious, but because it is too violative of the logic 

of psychological development.”35  

In many ways, these readings of Quest of the Silver Fleece try to force the novel into the 

terms of realism and romance. Its inability to neatly mesh with the gendered, racial, romantic, 

and formal dimensions of black literature is what, ultimately, reduces the text to a formal 

experiment gone wrong, a literary conundrum that escaped its reading audience. I want to 

suggest that we view Quest of the Silver Fleece as a social document, a move that allows us 

embrace the formal and ideological eccentricities as an attempt to advance a new rubric for 

reading black social economics in particular, and black social life more broadly. That is, if Quest 
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of the Silver Fleece is a social document, than as DuBois' strategies suggest, a full analysis of 

black labor, post-Bellum race relations, and African American economics demands a form and a 

function that will capture the factors that move beyond the purview of standard social scientific 

methodologies. 

Nowhere is this project more clearly expressed than in the novel’s opening moments 

where readers witness Bles and Zora’s first encounter. As Bles makes his way to the newly 

opened “Negro School,” he encounters his future wife, and comrade in work, in the not-quite-

real space of the enchanted swamp. As he approaches the "red waters of the swamp" readers find 

Bles arrested by illegible sights and sounds:  

Then of a sudden up from the darkness came music. It was human music, but of a 
wildness and a weirdness that startled the boy as it fluttered and danced across the 
dull red waters of the swamp. He hesitated, then impelled by some strange power, 
left the highway and slipped into the forest of the swamp, shrinking, yet following 
the song hungrily and half forgetting his fear…Amid the mighty halo, as on 
clouds of flame, a girl was dancing. She was black, and lithe, and tall, and 
willowy. Her garments twined and flew around the delicate moulding of her dark, 
young, half-naked limbs. A heavy mass of hair clung motionless to her wide 
forehead. Her arms twirled and flickered, and body and soul seemed quivering 
and whirring in the poetry of her motion. As she danced she sang. He heard her 
voice as before, fluttering like a bird’s in the full sweetness of her utter music. It 
was no tune or melody, it was just formless and boundless music.36 

 

In this inaugural moment, readers face a sensory overload. Sights, sounds, and smells combine to 

create a perceptive crisis. The figure that later reveals herself as Zora resists visual capture as her 

body parts, "twirl," "flicker," and "dance." Suggesting that realist prose will be unable to 

apprehend her body, Zora's motion finds expression in radical, "poetry" and unmediated, 

"formless and boundless" sound. As a site that becomes crucial to the economic analysis that 

transpires, this is after all where Zora and Bles both meet and finally raise their cotton, Du Bois' 
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characterization suggests that understanding and apprehending the swamp's magic is central to 

any assessment of black social economics. By figuring Zora as a woman who is at once steeped 

in magic and crucial to black economic knowledge, DuBois can be read as suggesting that any 

method and strategy for assessing and articulating African American life would have to figure 

out a way to see that which elided technological and prosaic capture.  

 Indeed, the description of Zora and the fruitful swamp are completely incompatible with 

social scientific technologies and methods. At the turn of the century, for example, photographic 

technology would not be able to affirmatively "capture" whirling swirling movements, nor would 

statistical charts and graphs be able to make sense of the abstract impact of magic on the profit 

margin of cotton crops. The experimental novel, then, offered "new languages and methods for 

assessing and articulating African American life in all its geographic, economic, and gendered 

variety."37 As a social document, Quest of the Silver Fleece also suggests that engaging in one 

such project demands a capacious sensory apparatus, one that extends beyond vision, to affect, 

sound, and touch. 

 "Social Document Fictions: Science, Visual Technology, and African American Literary 

Culture," mobilizes term the social document fiction as a platform for reconsidering the African 

American literary productions from the second half of the nineteenth century through early 

twentieth century. I begin this project with a consideration of the mid-nineteenth century activist, 

doctor, scientist, and writer Martin Delany. Against the context of the emergence of natural 

science, and new visual economies of race (particularly the microscope), I argue that we can read 

Delany’s 1850s oeuvre (The Condition, Elevation, Emigration, and Destiny of the Colored 

People of the United States, Blake; or, The Huts of America, “Comets,” and “Attraction of 
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Planets”)  as space in which he was searching for a racial epistemology and a literary form that 

could express his vision of radical black revolution. Cutting across readings that consider Delany 

within the terms of Black Nationalism, I argue that Delany’s model for revolution is contingent 

upon a theory of process, rather than progress, and which finds form in the cosmos and 

expression in the periodical. Delany thus demands that we adopt a reading practice that I call 

relational reading.  Chapter 2 moves forward to the 1890s. Bringing together black intellectuals 

Kelly Miller, W.E.B. DuBois, and Sutton Griggs, I sketch a moment in which these figures were 

grappling for a form that would announce the complexities and nuances of black life. In the face 

of a statistical revolution, the widespread circulation of photographic technologies, and 

heightened debates about the place of black Americans in the polity, Du Bois, Griggs, and Miller 

turn to the social survey and the novel as two forms that might bring focus to obscured, and yet 

crucial black sociality. I pair Griggs’ first novel Imperium in Imperio (1899) with the turn of the 

century social survey movement, connecting their formal and figurative properties. I suggest that 

while the survey held the possibility for radically re-presenting black life, it was Imperium in 

Imperio’s capacity to decenter objective observation, (the hallmark of turn of the century social 

science), that allowed the text to elucidate politically transformative bodies and spaces.  

 The third chapter steps back to consider what archives and social formations come into 

view when we deploy the epistemologies and practices offered by texts like Imperium in Imperio 

and Blake. I argue that against Griggs’ expanded visuality, an archive of lynching survivors 

comes into focus. Using a series of photographs depicting a surviving family of a lynching I 

construct the challenges embedded in making visible this liminal form of social life, a form that 

exceeds the boundaries of turn of the century visual discourse wherein blackness is figured as 

either ideal or abject. Confounding this binary system of identification, the turn of the century 
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public grappled to make sense of this liminal population. Reconstructing the publication and 

circulation history of a particular set of images of Lavinia Baker and her family, I argue that 

captioning became a key strategy for reframing these excessive bodies. At the same time, I argue 

that the challenges that came with reading and representing survivors of lynching, bespeaks a 

larger early twentieth century challenge of figuring lynching as an ongoing crisis, rather than a 

single traumatic event. To this end, the final section of Chapter 3 explores the strategies 

deployed by Du Bois when he decided to publish lynching photographs in the 1911 and 1912 

issue of The Crisis. The fourth and final chapter takes us to 1928, the year that launched this 

investigation, where I look towards the relationship between the anthology, anthropology, and 

the continued struggle to visualize black life. I connect what I call the, "anthology aesthetic," in 

the work of Alain Locke and Zora Neale Hurston, to show how both figures manipulated and 

deployed the anthology's epistemological contours. The chapter ends with a reading of Hurston's 

understudied film footage recorded during her research in the American South during the late 

1920s. These films, I suggest, mobilize the anthology aesthetic in order to give the illusion of 

access to racial knowledge, a strategy that I argue is also at work in her fiction writing from this 

period. Like the previous chapters, my reading of Locke and Hurston demands that we see these 

intellectuals as persistently searching for a form and praxis for re-reading black life.  

 This project thus serves as an entry point through which we can reconsider the 

development of African American literary culture. Bringing together an unlikely cast of 

characters, and approaching both new and familiar archives, "Social Document Fictions," 

textures our understanding of nineteenth and early twentieth century black literature, while 

providing a provocative platform for reassessing later works.  
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Chapter 1: With Chart and Compass: Martin Delany and the Radical Science of Freedom 

 

 In his often overlooked book Principia of Ethnology: The Origin of Races and Color, 

with an Archeological Compendium of Ethiopian and Egyptian Civilization, from Years of 

Careful Examination and Enquiry, Martin Delany combines the science of “ethnology” – what 

he describes in the preface as a field dedicated to uncovering the “mystery” of the “origin” of 

racial difference – with the methodology of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century natural 

history, revealing a new scientific paradigm that paradoxically advocated the “integrity” or 

“purity” of race, and advanced the belief that all races were indeed “of one blood.”38  First 

published in 1879, the contradictions in Delany’s science are summed up in the lengthy title, 

where we see a direct confrontation with fields that often found themselves at odds 

pedagogically. Throughout the first part of the 19th century ethnology was a discipline dominated 

by an emerging school of American Scientists who sought to uncover the roots of racial 

differentiation, specifically drawing a link between environment and difference. Largely calling 

upon the pseudo-scientific logic of polygenesis, the theory that races were distinct species, 

ethnology produced works in the school of race science by figures like Josiah Nott, George 

Gliddon, and Samuel Morton.39 

 The racially charged field of ethnology, then, seems at odds with the benign and laissez 

faire world of natural history, a domain that, although transforming towards a modern focus on 

                                                
38 Martin R. Delany, Principia of Ethnology: The Origin of Races and Color, with an 
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perception as a subjective practice, in the 1870s the field was widely characterized by the figure 

of the objective observer casually moving throughout the natural landscape and meticulously 

cataloging their findings into systematic charts, lists, and graphs. Delany explicitly points to the 

terms of natural history by qualifying his fieldwork as spanning “years” and produced by 

sustained periods of study, “examination,” and “enquiry.” But as early as the end of the 

eighteenth century natural historians who specialized in anatomy, botany, and biology were 

confronted with the reality that slavery was populating the seemingly neutral landscape with 

human bodies. Tasked with making sense of the human within a field of objective science and 

impersonal data, scientists called upon a range of scientific technologies (microscopes, 

daguerreotypes, craniometry), tabulating their findings and effectively transforming black bodies 

into racial types that, along with the rest of the natural environment, could be dissected, studied, 

and classified into racial typologies.40 As racial “types,” Nancy Stepan explains, the “depth of 

the physical and moral chasm separating…the different races in the world” could be better 

studied, and justified.41 In other words, natural historians and scientists had, they believed, 

negotiated the terms of empirical discourse in such a way that race was read as a natural object of 

inquiry. 

 Mediating the oppositional fields of natural science and race science was anything but 

easy. By the mid -nineteenth century, natural historians were taking their lead from Charles 

Darwin whose argument that although all human species derived from the same origin, evolution 

worked such that lower races had, and would continue to, lose out in the race for progress. But 
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while Darwin’s evolutionary model had “by 1870 won considerable acceptance by the general 

public and by scientists in Britain” and the United States, in no way did it replace the more 

explicitly violent terrain of polygenesis, ethnology, and eugenics.42 Instead, these fields were 

engaged an intimate interplay for disciplinary authority. Unpacking this paradoxical moment, 

Nancy Stepan explains:  

The puzzle is that the physical anthropologists were committed to a science of 
unchanging essences, to racial ‘types’ whose reality and stability allowed the 
anthropologist to make categorical racial classifications of human groups whose 
differences were taken to be deep and socially significant. Evolution, on the other 
hand, was a theory of continual change, in principle deeply opposed to typological 
or essentialist thinking. Yet racial scientists called themselves ‘evolutionists’, 
while keeping alive the typological racial science that had formed the heart of the 
racial endeavor since the early part of the nineteenth century.43 

 

The conundrum was ultimately solved by theorizing evolution such that the fiction of racial types 

appeared to be “extremely old and fixed,” so that while nature and history developed, race 

remained a fixed constant. Although these debates continued throughout the twentieth century, 

the evolutionist and the physical anthropologist believed that they had temporarily solved their 

problem. 

 It is against the context of such debates that we can better understand Delany's project. In 

the preface to Principia Delany explicitly states his desire to produce a text for “the scientific 

and serious enquirer,” one that will give a “satisfactory solution to the all-important question in 

social science," racial difference.44 On the most basic level, his hybrid practice appears to do just 
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that. After all, wouldn’t basic observation from the “objective” and culturally sensitive position 

of the anthropologist, another professional hat that Delany attempts to wear, yield the truth that 

at least biologically, all races are the same? But observation was the lynchpin for American race 

scientists who purported to proved black inferiority as anatomical and natural fact. One need 

only think of the massive collection of human skulls that Samuel Morton tirelessly studied in an 

attempt to establish an official racial hierarchy with whites at the top and blacks "naturally," at 

the bottom.45 The recourse to observation is even more striking in light of recent interpretations 

of 19th century race science, such as ethnology and the equally disturbing field of eugenics, 

which have reveal how the theory – innate racial difference – and the practice – natural 

observation – are out of sync, that figures like Morton incorrectly interpreted and observed, 

evidence, that their findings were skewed to justify their preconditioned reading of blackness as 

always already inferior.46  

 The generic diversity that is hinted at in Principia's title, and develops as the text plays 

out, is in keeping with what we might think of as a popular mid-century scientific practice, one 

that is characterized by a disciplinary porousness. Rather than rejecting or revising the projects 

of his racist counterparts, Delany’s work in Principia, and as this chapter will argue, a large part 

of his oeuvre, mirrors the method and struggles of his fellow scientists, all of whom worked to 

square methodology with epistemology. That is, just as figures like Morton and Nott combined 

and negotiated observation based paradigms from the natural sciences and history with a new 
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field of ethnology, Delany fused these two disciplines to produce yet another way of reading race 

relations in the United States. For Delany, the visual practice of observation was not what was at 

odds with a new model of race science, his colleagues were seeing through the wrong 

interpretive grid.  

 Delany’s work in Principia is important for a second reason. Just as it establishes a link 

between science and black intellectual activity, it also is a text in which Delany identifies himself 

as not only a political activist, but also as a natural scientist who is the embodiment of his 

intended reader, the “scientific and serious enquirer.” While the diversity and expanse of 

Delany’s professional life - which includes careers as an editor, scientists, doctor, inventor, 

writer, speaker, novelist, inventor, and Civil War General - has been explored, his identity as a 

man of science has been glossed over in favor of his work as a writer. Importantly, Delany’s 

most productive periods of writing coincide with moments of fervent activity in science and 

medicine. This section aims to present a reading of Delany’s work that privileges the place of the 

empirical and that takes Delany as he, and his contemporaries took him, as “Doctor Delany.”47At 

the same time, Delany’s deployment of scientific epistemologies to enable new ways of racial 

reading is not limited to Principia. Throughout his career, and in most of the texts he composed, 

Doctor Delany looked to astronomy, medicine, and natural history’s methodology as discursive 

terrains that could also produce knowledge.  

 In this chapter I take up the theme of mid nineteenth-century American science and race 

to examine three texts by Martin Delany: Condition Elevation Emigration and Destiny of the 

Negro (1852), the serial novel Blake; or the Huts of America (1859-61), and two short essays on 

astronomy, “Comets" (1859) and “The Attraction of Planets” (1859).  In doing so, I begin to 
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trace how black American intellectuals deployed, invented, and experimented with empirical 

epistemologies, mobilizing them as models for revising, animating, and reimagining black social 

life. While science presented material and discursive tools for black racial uplift (black 

intellectuals often encouraged careers in medicine and science as forms of race advancement), it 

also offered new conceptual models for thinking about how black life might be organized. In the 

hands of black writers, and in the form of experimental prose, the empirical was a praxis that 

could be co-opted to re-form African American social and political life.   

 The 1840s and the 1850s in America are also of interest because this period is marked by 

institutional shifts in the field of science and the rise of black novel writing; two seemingly 

discrete cultural phenomenon that are deeply intertwined. Prior to the 1840s the field of science 

in the United States was still very much indebted to European personalities and traditions. By the 

late 1840s the outward appearance of the field was changing: medical schools were shoring up 

requirements in an attempt to present medicine as a legitimate career; universities were 

instituting discrete departments dedicated to the individual study of topics like zoology and 

anatomy; and the new crop of American scientists were eager to contribute unique perspectives 

to science. The move amongst Europeans from a purely organic and taxonomic vision of natural 

science, where nature reveals itself to the attentive observer, to an investment in unseen 

anatomical recesses of plants and animals was adapted by Americans who aimed to make their 

own interventions by attending to the uniquely American landscape of race. Turning towards 

discourses of disease, character, bone structure, and even blood, Americans worked to present a 

respected body of racial data.48 
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 For black Americans, a group who perhaps more than any other bore the ideological and 

material weight of this new American science, writing emerged as a viable tool for proving one’s 

humanity and combating racist data. The myriad slave narratives that emerged during this period 

have been thoroughly analyzed as documentary evidence of blacks who, by presenting an archive 

of facts about American race relations and the institution of slavery that rivaled the findings of 

objective scientists, were able to write themselves into freedom.49 Of central concern to this 

chapter are not only the intimate relationships between political vision, science, and literary form, 

but also the place of imaginative writing in this seemingly sealed triangulation. On the one hand, 

since black writers had to invent, imagine, and negotiate a relationship to a literary tradition from 

which they were violently excluded, all antebellum black literature might be called imaginative. 

Although purporting to offer unadorned truths, the antebellum slave narrative can be read as an 

imaginative expression of one’s relationship to a reading public, an oppressive reality, and a yet 

to be obtained future. But on the other hand, antebellum imaginative writing can be refined to 

moments when blacks turned to the non-literary and resisted the terms of Enlightenment 

humanity in an effort to gain access to a different future.  

 It is this second definition of imaginative literature that I take up here. Not only does this 

model clue us in to the different praxes animating the creative thinking of complicated literary 

figures like Martin Delany, but it also invites us to think forms like fiction and science together 

in a nineteenth-century context. Moreover, since natural science claimed to describe how 

identities formed, then for mid-century black thinkers, it makes sense that its vocabulary might 

serve as a model for liberating social formations. For if science and medicine had the ability to 
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delimit who was and was not worthy of citizenship, and thus to organize social relationships, 

then what other patterns and possibilities might it yield?  

 This chapter begins with a reading of Martin Delany’s first full-length text, Condition, 

Elevation, Emigration and Destiny of the Colored People, which was written in the midst of his 

most active medical work. In spite of his enthusiasm about the project, the reading public and his 

own politically active contemporaries argued that its message was illegible, leading to a poor 

public reception. Reading the political and aesthetic project of Condition against the backdrop of 

the medical field during the 1850s, particularly Delany’s own education at Harvard Medical 

College and his experiments with microscopic technology, I argue that in Condition, Delany 

aimed to produce a new body of knowledge about antebellum black life, one that was 

underscored by and formatted according to the methodologies of natural science. In particular, he 

adopts the posture of a natural observer who looks to nature’s own patterns as guidance for social 

formation. Only Delany apprehends nature differently, and thus while his method echoes that of 

his contemporaries, what he extracts from nature is not a hierarchical taxonomy of difference, 

but a network of attraction that organizes the social world in anachronistic and non-linear 

formations. In the end, the public's inability to comprehend or “get” Condition emerges less as 

failure of Delany as a social thinker, and more as a question of reading practices. Put another 

way, I argue that Delany’s audience was not aware of the principles according to which he was 

organizing the history and future of black American socio-political life.  

 Even read as a popular failure, Condition offers valuable information about the place of 

science in Delany’s politics, a relationship that would come to fruition seven years later in his 

serial novel Blake; or the Huts of America. Here the serial production of the novel is important as 

it allowed Delany to strategically take editorial control of his text, a tactic that ensured that by 
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consuming monthly and weekly installments of the novel alongside his non-fiction writing on the 

solar system, his audience would read the text properly. In this way the formal features of 

periodical resolved the disjuncture between political vision and aesthetic form that undercut the 

efficacy of Condition. As in Condition, Delany invited his readers to consider his tale of black 

revolution through the frame of the empirical, only this time he looked to astronomy and 

epidemiology. Read through this lens, Blake reveals itself as a story that enacts what I term 

“cosmic revolution,” a vision of social formation and development that privileges process over 

progress and disrupts the Western telos of development, history, modernity, and a single 

representative leader.50  

 As Blake develops the scheme for black revolution, the very thing that drives the 

narrative forward, takes on the shape of infectious disease. By tapping into the language of 

contagion and pathology, Delany trades upon the analogical relationship between blackness and 

disease and thinks about the way that the spread of viruses might provide useful mappings for 

social movement. Ultimately, I suggest that Delany constructs a different type of scientific 

knowledge while putting pressure on the very limits of what is considered detrimental to social 

progress. Since blackness was analogized to disease in both popular and medical discourse, by 

adopting an epidemiological vocabulary the novel asks us to consider what possibilities for 

social reorganization lay in the patterns and praxis of disease? What aesthetics might inhere in 

blackness, the very thing that that white Americans had written off as toxic and lethal, but that 

constituted culture, identity, and belonging for Afro Americans?  

                                                
50 Recent scholarship has begun attending to Delany’s occupation with nature, 

comparative anatomy, and natural epistemologies of black revolution. This chapter is in direct 
conversation with these works, particularly in its focus on science as praxis for black social 
formation. In particular see Britt Rusert’s dissertation “Shackled in the Garden: Ecology and 
Race in American Plantation Cultures.”  
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 The reading of Blake and Condition that I offer yields a different portrait of Martin 

Delany and 19th century theories of black revolution. Because of the undertones of violent 

insurrection that drive the plot of Blake, as well as Delany’s own investment in black emigration, 

the novel is often given the status as the first black radical text and Delany is celebrated as one of 

the earliest proponents of black nationalism.51 Paradoxically, Delany’s investment in scientific 

and medical paradigms as practical and theoretical models for revolution critiques the idea of 

revolution as a process that comes to a head in a single event and by the leadership of a single 

revolutionary hero. Importantly, this construction of Delany is not ungrounded. Throughout his 

non-fiction writings including political pamphlets, published speeches, editorials, and letters, 

Delany emerges as a man who Robert Levine has characterized as spending a life struggling for 

recognition as “representative” race man.52 Just as medicine offered an alternate route for 

uplifting the race in his professional life, in his writing, it served as a platform for expressing a 

different view of revolution, one that he was perhaps less sure or confident of. Indeed, the 

onetime turn towards fiction as form for expressing these theories in the greatest complexity 

suggests that perhaps Delany was only testing out or experimenting with the narrative of 

collective and consistent revolution. Thus I aim to paint a different version of Delany, Condition, 

and Blake, the novel that has been described as a “compelling portrait of revolutionary ethos,” 

one in which in which the “virtual chronicle of the black revolutionary moment of the Americas” 
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is uncertain, experimental, and most importantly, guided by the organizing principles of science 

and medicine.53 

With Chart and Compass  

 When Martin Delany delivered a speech on the importance of education to a group of 

Brooklyn Sunday school children on March 20th 1852, he did so with a sense of hopelessness. 

Standing before the eager young students, Delany asked “but to what end are all of these 

attainments? Where is the field for their future usefulness?”54  Delany’s despairing words were a 

far cry from the visions of self-help and race uplift that he enthusiastically forwarded as editor of 

his own newspaper The Mystery, as co-editor with Fredrick Douglass of The North Star, and as 

an outspoken national activist who advocated for black civil rights. Throughout the better part of 

the 1840s Delany argued that black Americans were not only worthy of citizenship, but that 

through institutional advancements they were in fact socially and economically elevating 

themselves. As he expressed in one of his early editorials for The North Star, the first step in 

uplift is to “become a business, money making people.”55 Delany would return to this motto of 

elevation through action again and again in his career, encouraging blacks to aim for careers in 

medicine, education, and banking. But for a brief moment, Delany’s usually steadfast belief in 

the causal relationship between political and economic freedom faltered, exposing a radical 

doubt in the very rhetoric that made him famous. Although subtle, the shift in Delany’s 
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perspective was not lost on onlookers, one of whom noted that his response to students “certainly 

is indicative of despair.”56 

 In early 1852 Delany had every reason to feel frustrated. The 1850 Fugitive Slave Act 

dealt a particularly strong blow to Anti-Slavery and Abolitionist movements, and Fredrick 

Douglass’ attempt at organizing a National League of Colored People was met with apathy from 

the black community. Personally and professionally the period was just as disappointing. In 1849 

Delany left his position as co-editor the North Star to return to a career in medicine. During the 

1840s he operated as a cupper and lecher in his hometown of Pittsburgh, where he studied with 

local physicians and was recognized as one of the cities black physicians. Perhaps taking his own 

advice about elevation through professionalization to heart, in 1849 he made the decision to 

formalize his medical career and applied, at first unsuccessfully, to a number of medical schools 

before making a last ditch appeal to the Dean of Harvard Medical College, Oliver Wendell 

Holmes. Swayed by multiple letters of recommendation from well-known white doctors in 

Pennsylvania, and perhaps feeling confident because he had just admitted two other black 

students as part of an agreement with American Colonization Society, Holmes agreed to accept 

Delany into the fall's 1850 matriculating class.57 Delany’s time at Harvard, however, was short 

lived. During the semester a group of white students assembled to protest the admission of all 

three black students, including Delany, on the grounds that their presence in the classroom 
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constituted “departures from established rule” and, “gave offence to a portion of the [schools] 

members.”58 The petition proved successful and all three black students were dismissed.  

 Subsequently, Delany left Boston and embarked on a national lecture tour where he 

spoke on physiology and anatomy. Moving throughout Ohio, Boston, Pennsylvania, and New 

York Delany stood before nearly sold out crowds and announced that he had at last solved the 

“puzzle of varying skin colors.”59 Armed with an early version of Oliver Wendell Holmes’ 

microscope, Delany argued that at the base level, black and white skin was comprised of the 

same pigment, a cellular compound that he called rouge. Delany’s finding was rooted in his 

analysis of microphotographs taken from slides of a range of skin cells that were likely collected 

while he was at Harvard; he found that visible differences in skin color were owing to varied 

rouge density: those living in warmer climates developed more rouge and those in cooler 

climates, such as Europe, required less. However, under a microscope the cells were broken 

down into the smallest units of analysis, where white and black cells looked identical. Skin color 

was thus not only mutable, but the skin that revealed itself to the unaided eye, the epidermal 

schema, was also misleading.  

 Delany’s deployment of the early microscope produced a landscape of racial visibility 

that countered the predominant models set in place by what Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison 

term tools of "mechanical objectivity."60 Central to these developments were new visual 

technologies like the daguerreotype, the microscope, and statistical graphs and charts. With their 
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ability to transmit unvarnished depictions of "truly existing things," such technologies managed 

contributed to a rapidly expanding arsenal of texts, images, signs, and language, all of which 

claimed to render that which remained invisible to the naked eye, without the contaminating 

influence of the subjective viewer.  

 With regards to race, tools of mechanical objectivity did more than simply document the 

real, but they also abstracted the black human body into a series of lifeless facts, or typologies, 

that could be classified, catalogued, and properly ordered. Perhaps the most famous example of 

this are the daguerreotypes commissioned by the Swiss biologist and natural historian Louis 

Agassiz. Agassiz hoped that stripped of clothing, and standing face forward and to the side, the 

bodies of fifteen South Carolina slaves would provide insight about the nature of racial 

difference. While nominally scientific, these images were also highly political. As Brian Wallis 

has explained in his extensive analysis of these images, the daguerreotypes were designed to 

“prove the superiority of the white race” and to legitimate Agassiz’s theory of “separate 

creation.”61 While scientists had grappled to authoritatively agree upon the roots of racial 

difference - was it biological, environmental, or purely physical? -  the daguerreotypes reduced 

the black body to data that, when analyzed, provided seemingly objective evidence proving that 

blacks were lower on the natural chain of being than whites. As the fodder for scientific analysis, 

visual imagery like these daguerreotypes were translated into forms like hierarchical charts and 

graphs.  

 But perhaps most importantly, the visual engendered and registered a narrative of racial 

progress. In their discussion of the role of the photograph and daguerreotype in nineteenth-

century African American life, Shawn Michelle Smith and Maurice Wallace draw a link between 
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visual imagery and the production of a unified, human, black subject. Just as literacy (reading 

and writing) was a strategy for black's working to register a self-conscious and embodied black 

voice, for public thinkers like Frederick Douglass, they explain, "looked eagerly to photography 

to lend a new empiricism to the truth of the African's humanity and to the propitiousness of the 

future of the freeman."62 Photographs, would thus, "uniquely carry the past into any future they 

might aspire."63 Both being photographed and reading photographs "provided the grounds for 

study, criticism, and improvement," but they also provided an arena for blacks to re-present 

themselves as citizens, to challenge the imagery produced by scientific racism, and to insist that 

African Americans were not only capable of participating in the national polity as citizens, but 

that they were always already civilized. 64 

 Delany’s lectures and his theory of rouge, however, insist that race and race progress 

could neither could be visibly perceived or indexed, nor could it be captured on a slide, 

photograph, chart, or teleological narrative that, like photography, authorized a narrative 

movement from enslavement, to literacy (textual or visual), to freedom (real and metaphysical). 

As Delany saw it, the tools of mechanical objectivity did not show anything at all: microscopic 

slides and daguerreotypes neither revealed the “natural” root of racial difference, nor could they 

legitimate nature’s social patterns. Rouge did not pin down the fact of blackness but rather made 

it clear that blackness resisted being reduced into a legible or conventional form; it did not 

comply with the normative scopic regimes.   
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 Thus, instead of solving the puzzle of skin color, Delany presented a new visual, racial 

and scientific conundrum. Whereas mechanical objectivity reduced black bodies to quantifiable 

data that were translated into forms like charts, statistics, and graphs, by cutting across scopic 

regimes status as the primary analytics for racial identification, Delany called upon new 

paradigms for understanding race, and new expressive forms for transmitting it. More simply put, 

Delany's theory insists upon asking what a racial theory would look like that did not hinge upon 

the authority of visual technology?  

 We can find preliminary answers in Delany’s short book, The Condition, Elevation, 

Emigration and Destiny of the Colored People of the United States. Composed, or as Delany 

puts it “got up,” in one month while he was lecturing in New York, and designed as a companion 

to the ideas that he espoused on stage, the text aims to “place before the public in general, and 

the colored people of the United States in particular, great truths concerning this class of citizens, 

which appears to have been heretofore avoided, as well by friends as enemies of their own 

elevation.”65 In so doing, Delany deploys a diverse archive of materials and methods while 

wearing multiple authoritative hats. In order to construct a comparative history of migration, for 

example, Delany adopts the posture of ethnographer, before transforming into expert political 

scientist, outlining the myriad black artistic, cultural, and economic achievements that deemed 

the population qualified for citizenship. He went on to suggest that if the United States would not 

accommodate its black citizens, emigration to South America or Canada was in order. Indeed, 

Delany shifts his authorial identity so frequently and seamlessly that the disciplinary divides 

separating the discursive fields of politics, culture, and history were weakened.   
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 While audiences enthusiastically embraced the lectures, particularly his sophisticated 

claim that environmentally sensitive melanin, rather than innate biological difference, was the 

basis of variations in skin tone Condition was met with apathy.66 The poor public reception of 

Condition was only a small indication of the bad press that was to come. Just a few weeks after 

giving his speech to the Sunday school, his already shaking confidence in the possibility of black 

political transformation was further weakened when his former friend and colleague Fredrick 

Douglass published a scathing review of Condition. Douglass’ review of Condition appeared in 

the April 1, 1853 issue of his new publication, Fredrick Douglass’ Paper. In the now well-

known critique, Douglass focused on what he saw as Delany’s contradictory political positions 

and disparate writing style. While I have suggested that Delany’s approach to narrative was 

designed to present a well-researched and capacious account of the “facts,” Douglass had 

difficulty with the murky terrain of an interdisciplinary project. Although he admitted that 

Condition was an “excellent book,” Douglass maintained that Delany's project failed to offer a 

legible strategy for achieving black political and physical freedom. Instead, he wrote, it “leaves 
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us just where it finds us, without chart or compass, and in more doubt and perplexity than before 

we read it.”67  

 Douglass’ harsh critique of Condition is further complicated by his previous knowledge 

and acceptance of most of the central claims advanced in the book. In the spring of 1848, Delany 

embarked on a Western tour to promote the North Star, of which he was the co-editor. During 

his travels throughout the American West Delany worked to raise subscriptions, met with 

branches of local anti-slavery organizations and regularly wrote letters that were printed as an 

ongoing series in the North Star. These essays sketch many of the claims that were reprinted in 

Condition. In addition to the letters, the essay “Domestic Economy” appeared in three 

installments of the North Star beginning on March 23rd, 1849 and is an early version of 

Condition’s chapter “Means of Elevation.” The printing of these texts in the North Star, a 

periodical that Douglass exercised extreme control over, suggests that the content of Delany’s 

message was not what troubled him. Rather, the formal contours of the book seem to be what 

triggered Douglass disdain. For surely, as part of a serial publication, in 1849 Delany’s voice had 

his full support. The tension between Delany’s writing and its reception suggests that it was not 

that Condition lacked chart, compass, or direction, but that Douglass, and others, did not 

recognize the paradigm according to which the text was organized.68 
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 In many ways, Douglass’ review is a magnified version of the larger public reception of 

Condition. Black readers barely responded to work, and, with the exception of a review printed 

in the Liberator, the generically hybrid text received almost no attention from the black press, 

the primary organ for drawing attention to a new work. Although Delany hoped to issue a second 

and refined edition, Condition quickly fell out of print. His goal of advancing emigration to the 

Northern and Southern hemispheres, articulated in the appendix, suffered an equally apathetic 

response from the public. Although Canada was and continued to be a popular destination for 

fugitive slaves throughout the 1850s, the large-scale movement of free blacks that Delany had 

argued for did not take shape, and in spite of his convincing arguments in favor of the geographic, 

cultural, and financial viability of South and Central America, black Americans were tentative 

about relocating to the Southern Hemisphere.  

 But if Condition is an ephemeral publication whose impact on anti-slavery activism and 

nineteenth-century black emigration movements is difficult to assess, Douglass’ attention to the 

formal aspects of the text draws us to consider the ways in which its organizing principles are 

operating in the service of a different mid-century black political vision, one that appears to have 

fallen below its readers' radar. Condition is, after all, nothing if not “charted.” Delany provides 

rhetorical signposts that signal how passages, sections, and should arguments relate, a cognitive 

chart guiding his audience through the text and teaching them how to read. Chapters bearing 
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pedagogically inflected titles like “Means of Elevation” and “A Scan at Things Past,” answer 

leading prompts such as, “What then is the remedy, for our degradation and oppression?”69 

Moreover, as if anticipating his critics, as early as the preface Delany explicitly states that at the 

root of his work is an “effective course of procedure” for all black Americans.70 While the 

presence of these clues does not necessarily mean that readers would have been able to 

understand the somewhat convoluted course, or follow the "compass," it does indicate that he 

designed his text with purpose, that the chart he mapped out was intended to do both aesthetic 

and political work. As it would turn out, in Condition black elevation and its attendant course, is 

organized according to a particular type of science. 

 Condition’s scientific underpinnings have not gone completely unnoticed by its critics. 

Douglass’ use of the terms “chart” and “compass” are a direct allusion to the scientific idioms 

and metaphors that fill its pages. Similarly, Wilson Moses has suggested that Delany’s racial 

vision in the 1850s derived from his unique “social physics,” a cause and effect model based on a 

“ progressive view of history in which God had intended human problems to be solved by human 

agency, once their causes had been analyzed and understood.”71 Moses, however, follows 

Douglass and Oliver when he claims that the intricacies of Delany’s “social physics” of progress 

are never clearly advanced. But if we attempt to follow the guiding orientation mapped by 

Delany's compass, then the directions take us to the moment when Delany began writing the text, 

a moment framed by his expulsion from Harvard and his national lecture tour on physiology.  
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 As a student at Harvard in 1850, Delany’s position towards scientific knowledge, racial 

attitudes, and politics was undoubtedly influenced by both the institution’s coursework and 

larger cultural climate. Although the Harvard's decision to admit Delany and his two black 

classmates reflects a degree of liberal thinking, the faculty and coursework were deeply 

influenced by theories of biological determinism, the idea that racial distinction is the result of 

innate anatomical difference. Largely as part of an effort to justify the classification of humans as 

chattel slaves, but also in an attempt to establish an intellectual authority that was distinct from 

European identity During the first half of the nineteenth century, the still forming American 

school of science developed their unique brand of biological determinism. Although 

monogenesis (the theory that regardless of difference humans descended from a single origin) 

predominated late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century racial discourse, by mid-century 

leading figures in the American School, such as Samuel Morton and Louis Agassiz embraced 

and mainstreamed the controversial model of polygenesis. Eschewing the more egalitarian view 

of human development, in which men were all considered to be of one blood, polygenesis 

enforced a world wherein racial hierarchy was natural, and blacks would always be inferior to 

whites. When Delany matriculated at Harvard in the fall of 1850 the University had a special 

relationship with both Agassiz and Morton, and Oliver Wendell Holmes was particularly fond of 

both men. Within Harvard’s medical library Morton’s wildly popular “Crania Americana” was 

not only a canonical text, but Holmes praised it as essential to every student of ethnology, 

anatomy, and biology. 

  Likewise, beginning in 1846 Agassiz was appointed to Harvard University’s Lawrence 

Scientific School, heading the zoology department and teaching classes in comparative anatomy, 

in which he became famous for advancing a pedagogical practice grounded in sustained and 
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uninterrupted observation of nature. Just a few months before Delany set foot on Harvard’s 

campus, Agassiz took his penchant for observation to South Carolina, the trip that produced the 

now iconic daguerreotypes mentioned above.  

 Although neither Agassiz nor Morton were listed as faculty in the medical department, 

their close relationship to the institution and to Holmes, as well as the interdisciplinary nature of 

19th century medicine, suggests that their pedagogy impacted Delany’s social and intellectual 

experience. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that the petition by Delany’s white classmates was 

not influenced by Morton’s claim to biological racism or Agassiz’s interest in black bodies as 

objects of scientific inquiry. Signed by fifteen of Delany’s classmates, the petition called for the 

expulsion of the black students and demanded, “To be informed whether colored persons are to 

be admitted as students at another course of lectures. This request is offered…that the 

undersigned may have the opportunity to make such arrangements for the future as shall be most 

agreeable to their feelings in the event of negroes being allowed again to become members of the 

school.” 72  

 The relationship between Delany, Morton, and Agassiz is more than a matter of 

chronological, cultural, or institutional overlaps, however. All three men were also deeply 

invested in the congruency of nature’s laws, social practice, and the political purchase of 

systematic classification. Throughout the 1840s and 1850s, Agassiz and Morton were at once 

changing what people knew about the natural world, and actively pioneering a scientific practice 

in which taxonomies, tables, and charts separated empirical knowledge from the social, 
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cementing the distinctly “modern” practice of segregating “nature” from “culture.”73 As Bruno 

Latour explains, what we now think of as modern intellectual activity depends upon the practice 

of ‘translation’ and ‘purification,’ two inextricably linked steps in which “discourse, science, and 

politics” are segregated into distinct fields.74  Translation, “creates mixtures between entirely 

new types of beings, hybrids of nature and culture,” while, “purification” is the process by which 

nature and culture get parsed apart, where they are construed as “two distinct ontological 

zones.”75 The respective projects of Morton and Agassiz promote a “modern” perspective in 

obvious ways. For his part, Morton maintained that races were distinct species whose intellect 

was marked by physiological features extending from hair, skin color, and body type to invisible 

zone of anatomy. Basing his findings on the detailed analyses of Native American skulls, in 

Crania Americana, his first full-length expression of phrenology, Morton measured cranial 

cavities and, using what has now been established as flawed systems, argued that racial 

distinction was directly relational with skull and brain size with whites having the largest brains, 

followed by American Indians, and then blacks. Cataloguing skulls was what ultimately gave 

Morton his credibility, and also provided him with the raw data used to justify racial ranking. 

Without flesh and blood, the skulls transformed subjective human life into objective objects of 

study that could be easily converted into numerical fact. Crania Americana’s racial mapping 

purported to recalibrate the natural order of things in the most objective way, by following the 
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patterns set out by nature itself. Ultimately his “objective” ordering offered universal catalogs 

into which any persons could be positioned as an anonymous racial “type.”76  

 While Morton found his raw racial data in inanimate skulls freed from mediating factors 

like culture, identity, and history, during the 1850s Agassiz found his archive of objective data in 

the animal kingdom. Famous for practicing a distinctly “modern” approach to science, in which 

subjects and objects exist in binary opposition, Agassiz gained popularity amongst his followers 

and fellow scientists for an observation-based pedagogy in which scientists adopted the role of 

nature’s unbiased translator. As he saw it, when nature was uninfluenced by subjective human 

influence, it offered endless data about our living world, all one had to do was watch it with the 

penetrating eye of a scientist. But more important that gathering data was the consequence of a 

series properly ordered. “Proper,” of course, meant “natural,” for as both Agassiz and Morton 

understood it, nature herself offered a built-in organic framework. Thus, to return to Brian 

Wallis' phrasing, the “fundamental rules for cataloguing and classifying” formalized a discursive 

grid against which of “nature” emerged.77  

 Although less obvious than the well-rehearsed practices of Agassiz and Morton, in 

Condition Delany emerges as a fellow scientist who relies on observation, data, and the authority 

systematic classification to structure physiological, social and political relationships. From this 

vantage point, Delany’s work is less a content specific reaction to the racist rhetoric advanced by 

the self-proclaimed objective voices of science, and more an engagement with a methodological 
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and pedagogical practice of reading, ordering, and classifying nature. While his work 

undoubtedly undercuts the claims made by biological racialists by insisting upon black’s 

capacity for citizenship and productivity, equally important is the expressed understanding of the 

production of knowledge, of science as an aesthetic practice that determines how we read the 

social world. More simply put, Delany embraced the power of ordering to produce knowledge, 

investing deeply in nature’s ability to offer an organic praxis for organization. Only Delany read 

a different natural order, extracted an alternate natural law, and in turn, envisioned a new terrain 

of knowledge wherein blackness moved from object of knowledge to subject of history.  

  If Delany engaged in one such practice, his systems of classification are based on the 

rejecting the cultural “type” and investing “objective” bodies with histories, identities, and 

feeling. This model insists upon a practice of reading the natural world in which there is such 

thing as “pure culture” and “pure nature,” and where scientists do not abstain from investigating 

the social. Indeed, time and time again in Condition Delany rejects the guidelines of modern 

science by figuring himself as ethnographer, a social and scientific observer who “having been 

from Canada to Maine to Arkansas and Texas” has collected date that is catalogued without the 

“work of purification.” Unlike Morton’s fossils, the calcified fish that Agassiz famously studied 

in his lab, and daguerreotypes of slaves’ bodies, as scientist, Delany presented the paradoxical 

category of living facts; thinking, breathing, and sentient beings whose natural patterns were 

deeply imbricated with the cultural, discursive, political, and the scientific.  

 For Delany, the task of transforming objects of knowledge to citizens capable of 

producing history, culture, and futures began with attending to black Americans as a diversified 

population. Emphasizing the importance of individual identity in the study of any group, Delany 

explains, “Except the character of an individual is known, there can be no just appreciation of his 
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worth; and as with individuals, so it is with classes.”78  Condition’s demand that we attend to 

character stunts the transition from subject to type, for even within the “classes” and 

homogenous groupings that get presented, he maintains that there is texture, difference, and 

diversity, all of which must be seriously unpacked before being able to make sense of a racial 

value. This project comes into focus in chapters such as “Colored American Warriors,” “Literary 

and Professional Colored Men and Women” and “Practical Utility of Colored People of the 

Present Day as Members of Society – business Men and Mechanics.” Here a cast of characters 

includes well-known figures like James Forten of Philadelphia and more obscure men like 

Stephen Smith, whom Delany names as “decidedly the most wealthy colored man in the United 

States.”79  

 More than simply assigning personalities and histories to anonymous types, Delany 

deploys dialogue to cut across the nature-culture divide, a move that ultimately transforms the 

figure of the objective scientist into subjective narrator. In narrating Forten's career as a 

successful in “principal sail manufactories,”80 Delany figures himself as a third person 

omniscient narrator, recounting intimate conversations that he was not on hand to witness. The 

inclusion of discourse has the effect of novelizing the prose, of creating a textual landscape that 

becomes, as Mikhail Bakhtin reminds in his important theorization of the novel, “more free and 

flexible.”81 This is not to suggest that Delany’s insertion of speech works to fictionalize or 
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delegitimize what I have been arguing is an empirically minded project. Rather, the idea of 

novelization as set forth by Mikhail Bakhtin, is useful for considering the ways in which 

representations of dialogue, and the concomitant presence of the third person omniscient narrator, 

create a textual space that is as he suggests in The Dialogic Imagination, prone to “indeterminacy, 

a certain semantic open-endedness, a living contact with unfinished, still-evolving contemporary 

reality (the open-ended present).”82 From this vantage point, dialogue constitutes itself as a social 

rather than “histological specimen,” and it is through dialogue that the objective is animated, 

brining Delany’s social vision of science into relief.  

 While Condition puts pressure on what was, in 1850, viewed as a modern American 

approach to reading nature, imagining a different scientific practice, and thus, vision of 

modernity, the project does not simply replace subjecting patterns of order with a celebratory 

embrace of disorder and “indeterminacy.” Delany aims to make visible the paths in which nature 

and culture are inextricably linked. Here order is not automatically rejected, a reactionary move 

that would immediately reconstitute the very binary that Delany sought to avoid. Instead, Delany 

excavates nature for different patterns. In the natural order that Delany reads and relays, nature is 

invested with agency, it can structure and influence social and political developments, and it 

promotes a mapping of relationships – structural, interpersonal, and otherwise – that, 

topographically, reveal itself as consistently enveloping.  

 Within Condition, This as yet unobserved natural order emerges as the theory of “like 

seeking like.”83 The concept is first articulated in the chapter “Means of Elevation” and is offered 
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as both a theoretical and practical model of effecting social and political change, “a principle in 

the laws of matter, as well as of mind.”84 On the most basic level, the theory plays out quite 

simply, “change the condition and the person is at once changed.”85 A 19th century Afro-

American version of the laws of attraction and a modification of Newtonian physics in which 

every action is met with a greater or equal reaction, Delany maintains that if blacks possess a 

knowledge of “business enterprises, trades, professions, and sciences” they will effectively shift 

their status from “consumers” of culture to cultural “producers.”86 By “doing” it will be 

impossible for black Americans not to experience a shift in their position, be it physical, 

economic, social, or political; and by creating knowledge, consumer products, or literal “space” 

for oneself if the professional world, they would move from what Morton had described as their 

status as a purely imitative race.87 But while dominant models of science materialized in 

systematic charts that organized data into even, chronological, intervals, Delany’s reading of 

nature was manifest in a natural ordering that, if sketched out, would look less like a linear time-

line, and more like a highly connected and reciprocal network. Delany’s model sees objects 

moving towards a common center, towards objects, beings, geographies, and “things” that are 

alike.   

 As the articulation of like versus like develops it adopts an overtly biological tone when 

“action” is endowed with the power to shift the tide of adaptation and evolution. Delany argues 

that racial inferiority is owing to the evolution of oppression, not some biological difference that 
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has developed in response to migration patterns, cranial size, skin color, or bone structure: “The 

degradation of the slave parent has been entailed upon the child, induced by the subtle policy of 

the oppressor, in regular succession handed down from father to son – a system of regular 

submission and servitude, menialism and dependency until it has become almost a physiological 

function of our system, an actual condition of our nature.”88 Here, the seeming inferiority of 

blacks was not the hereditary trait passed on from slave parent to child. Rather, black 

“degradation” is framed as a social problem, the cause of which is placed squarely upon the 

shoulders of white Americans who have maintained a perpetual system of dependency and 

servitude. The “natural laws” forwarded by "objective" scientists like Morton and Agassiz, 

Delany suggests, are complicit in a highly constructed system of structural racism; they are not 

natural at all. That is, inferiority has only become a “condition” because it has become ingrained 

as a seemingly “natural” effect of racism. However, following Delany’s laws of attraction, even 

a subtle alteration in black condition will force a shift in the field of race relations. Delany’s 

model, thus, at once works to replace the privileged terrain of “natural laws” with his own “laws 

of attraction,” while undercutting the authority of biologically based schools of scientific racism, 

placing the power of change in the hands of human agents rather than the abstract realm of 

nature. 

 With the idea in place that people could intervene in and shift natural laws of the world, a 

black future that mirrors the terms of Delany’s empiricism comes to light in Condition. With 

regards to emigration, Delany again abides by his natural law of attraction and argues that 

because black Americans are both socially and environmentally better suited for life in North 

America, domestic emigration within the Americas is more favorable than movement to Africa. 
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After all, he proclaims, "America is our destination and our home.” In presenting a vision of 

black movement that favors small groupings and clusters, rather than assimilation, Delany’s 

theory foreshadows post-Civil War Reconstruction policies, which aimed to set up black mutual 

aide societies, banks, and schools, by arguing that creating black owned business and institutions 

was the first step in setting the law of attraction into motion. What would emerge, Delany hoped, 

would be politically and economically autonomous communities of blacks citizens. Importantly, 

his vision was not entirely mono-racial. As part of his argument for Central American emigration, 

he suggests the similarity between black Americans and American Indians, two groups whose 

status as people of color is reinforced by biological and social experience. Both groups, Delany 

writes, have witnessed firsthand what it means to be oppressed.  

 Although the emphasis on the formation of communities and relationships through 

attraction offers an alternate model of mid-century black social formations, formally it manifests 

in circuitous chapters that often seem repetitive. Delany reiterates points over and over, cutting 

and pasting passages and phrases from chapter to chapter, so that readers experience the 

frustration of moving forward and yet getting nowhere. It is from the perspective of frustrated 

reading that we can begin to understand more clearly Douglass difficulty with Condition. While 

the formal eccentricity of the text stages the law of attraction as the phrases reverberate until they 

are embedded in the readers mind, echoing his own seemingly contradictory phrase that for 

blacks “America is both our home and our destination,” the slow ripple effect signaling the 

efficacy of “like attracting like” makes it difficult to track the progress of either the text or the 

political movement that Delany is advocating. What, after all, does it mean to make something 

both a “home” and a “destination”?  
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 To be sure, Delany was gesturing towards the impossibility of black domesticity in an 

antebellum context, a theme that he would re-imagine in his construction of a series of ephemeral 

“huts” in his novel Blake; or the Huts of America. Perhaps readers did turn away from Condition 

“without chart or compass,” not because it did not exist, but perhaps because it remained 

illegible to them. Against this reading, we can understand Delany’s writing career as an effort to 

get his audience to read right. At the same time his archive betrays a larger struggle to 

conceptualize the “compass” and “chart” that would lead to black freedom, and to realize an 

aesthetic form that could contain his vision.  

Scientific Revolution 

 In 1859 Martin Delany made a strategic decision to channel his creative energy back into 

the newspaper, the very form that launched his career; only this time he did not assume his 

regular post as editor. Between 1859 and 1861 the first half of Delany’s serial novel Blake;or, 

The Huts of America along with two short essays on astronomy entitled “The Attraction of 

Planets” and “Comets” appeared in new monthly magazine The Anglo African Magazine. For 

the first time Martin Delany was featured as doctor, scientist, and novelist. While he had 

experience fusing science and politics, Delany’s contributions to the Anglo-African Magazine 

represent his first time composing texts that could be, strictly speaking, classified as entirely 

fictional or empirical. Delany’s newly streamlined approach to writing can be read as a response 

to the formal critiques waged against Condition. By publishing two discrete works in which the 

imaginative, the political, and the scientific appear to be segregated, Delany may have been 

hoping to avoid the confusion generated by a generically hybrid work like Condition. But the 

singular nature of these works within Delany’s career is suggestive of a larger political and 

aesthetic project, one that is driven by what we have seen as Delany’s quest to shift the terrain of 
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knowledge about Black American life by negotiating the relationship between form and activism. 

The question then becomes, on the pages of The Anglo-African Magazine, how do fiction and 

science interact and further, what politics do their interactions yield?  

 Attending to Blake’s as a serial novel offers inroads for answering this question and 

reveals valuable information about the political hopes underpinning Delany’s textual and 

aesthetic experimentation. Importantly, Delany was not the only contributor to write multiple 

pieces for the Anglo-African. First established in 1859, The Anglo-African was the creative 

vision of African American publisher and editor Thomas Hamilton. In the introductory essay, the 

"Apologia," Hamilton explained his desire to, "make this Magazine 'one of the institutions of the 

country.'"89 In order to gather enough material to constitute a significant literary force, an 

"institution," James McCune Smith, Frances Harper, and William J. Wilson, among others, 

published essays, and poetry month after month. But Delany was the only writer to have more 

than one title appear in a single issue. Given Hamilton’s goals of presenting a diverse sampling 

of black intellectual activities at mid-century, that two substantial texts by Delany appeared in 

the first issues of the Anglo-African suggest that the works are mutually constitutive in ways that 

extend beyond their common author. As this section will argue, together, the two works 

depended upon a mode of reading that is unique to the world of periodical print culture in 

general, and serial novels in particular, one that finds its twin in the organizing patterns of the 

cosmos.  

 By the 1840s the periodical was established as a primary vessel disseminating literature, 

politics, as well as a medium from which black could wage a representational challenge to racist 

imagery casting blackness as inhuman, abject, and morally depraved. As Elizabeth McHenry 
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shows in Forgotten Readers, her important study of nineteenth-century African American 

literary societies, the antebellum black press "must be seen as part of a constant and ongoing 

campaign launched by Black Americans to prove the sublimity of the black mind by 

demonstrating literary abilities and a propensity for developing literary character."90 Not only 

did the press allow a space for blacks to prove their literacy, but as McHenry explains, the 

publications often contained material intended to instruct a large body of readers how to 

represent themselves as "new subjectivities" and "allowed them to position race within [rather 

than as exterior to] the context of an American identity."91 In other words, black newspapers and 

magazines not only taught black Americans, specifically free Northern blacks, how to negotiate 

their identities in the midst of a racist terrain, but they also underscored the importance of 

learning how to read literary texts as central to self empowerment.  

 Building upon McHenry's claim that newspapers were pedagogically important for blacks, 

we can also begin to see how the newspapers formal and narrative strategies (its layout, editorial 

comments, and author choice) certifies a reading practice In his critical reading of the nineteenth 

century serial novel Michael Lund explains that in placing multiple, and often dissonant, articles 

on a single page, readers were constantly moving back and forth between genres, styles, and 

forms. “Not only could discussions of current events frame individual works of art in their 

original installment format," he explains, "but works of fiction sometimes functioned as almost 

direct commentary on other titles.”92  In this way individual texts dialogued with each other as 
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similar themes, narrative structures, and issues echoed and reverberated across titles. The 

periodical offered a writing space where Delany could parse out themes, genres, and approaches 

that might have seemed ill fitting or confusing in a bound work, while maintaining the intimacy 

between ideas and arguments. When it came to consuming Delany's work in the Anglo-African 

Magazine, nineteenth-century black readers who were well trained in the particulars of 

newspaper culture would have quickly adopted this dynamic reading process, reading the titles as 

frames, guides, and compasses for one another. In this regard it is important that in the first issue 

of the magazine, Delany's article "The Attraction of Planets" and the first installments of Blake 

are printed alongside each other, as readers move from, what we shall see, are empirical prose to 

the exciting tale of black fugitive slaves, the texts create a frame for each other [figure 1]. Hence, 

Delany and Hamilton’s editorial decisions in the initial issue can be understood as their attempt 

to equip readers with a chart and compass for navigating the fictional world of Blake. In this way 

the formal features of the periodical work in the service of Delany’s political and aesthetic 

projects, and allow him to crystallize the views of black political revolution that were lost in 

Condition. Viewed as a textual corollary to Blake, the essays on astronomy emerge as detailed 

roadmaps for both readers and as it turns out, the novel’s characters.  

 Certainly the juxtaposition of technically dense scientific prose with the fictional story of 

black insurrection is reflective of Delany’s desire to exercise editorial control over his writing. 

And we should not minimize the reality that next to medicine, editing was Delany’s strong suit.  

At the same time, the pairing serves a pedagogical function for the readers of the Anglo-African 

Magazine who would no doubt recognize the nearly identical metaphors, adjectives, and rhetoric 

used throughout both texts as means to describe Blake as well as the life cycle of comets and 

planets. By positing science and the fictive as mutually constitutive, Delany could begin 
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articulating the seemingly impossible - black freedom - as possible while simultaneously positing 

a new narrative form – the serial novel – as the choice mode for expressing black mid-century 

life and inciting political change. In the case of Blake and the essays on astronomy, Delany 

purported to produce new knowledge about the reality of black political revolution in which 

social change did not emerge from a single leader, recognizable event, or dramatic end of an 

epoch. Indeed, Delany’s decision to use astronomy as the compass or epistemological guide for 

black social practice was not arbitrary.  Rather, the rhythm of the cosmos and the formal 

contours of the serial work together to articulate a vision of blackness that was grounded in 

movement and a narrative of freedom that privileges process over progress. 

 The first of Delany’s essays to appear was “The Attraction of Planets,” in which Delany 

sets forth a law of “mutual attraction and repulsion,” one that responsible for all patterns of 

movement in the universe.93 Here, particles, bodies, and matter with opposite electrical charges 

are drawn towards each other. According to Delany, the law of electrical charges regulates the 

attraction of planets and accounts for their continual orbit around the sun, their “common 

center.”94 Because their electric charge is opposite that of the sun, the two forces remain in a 

constant push and pull, a “state of continual revolution with unimpeded or unaccelerated 

motion…towards and from a common center.”95  The tension between the two opposite poles, 

Delany explains, is what maintains both the planets movement and their positions. But Delany’s 

lesson in the basics of astronomy does not stop there. He goes on to explain: 
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 By a radiating arrangement of the solar influence, would change her direction in 
a curve or ellipsis, and passing a short distance around the sun, when, with a 
velocity equal to that with which she approached, retrace her course by repulsion 
of the sun. Continuing an opposite direction until losing her electrical intensity – 
having reached near the point of starting – being attracted, retraces her steps in a 
curve, returning toward the sun by the original path, forming an annual 
revolution.96   

 

Emphasizing the irregularities underpinning the seemingly continuous rotation of the planets, 

Delany announces that the rotation moves forward, backwards, towards and away from a 

common center, rejecting planetary orbit as smooth and progressive development. In other words, 

this is a rotation that is full of discontinuous steps. Following Delany’s planetary compass, 

movement, or course of the planets, makes it impossible to plot a streamlined cycle from start to 

finish. While Delany’s revision of planetary motion certainly changes how his audience would 

have understood nature’s inner-workings, as a racial metaphor, it also radically revises 

epistemologies of black progress, one that depend upon mapping a continuous line between past 

and present, between slavery and freedom.  The import of this vision is immediately realized in 

Blake.  

 Directly following “Attraction of Planets” is the first installment of Blake; or the Huts of 

America. Blake tells the story of Henry Blake, a free-born Cuban black who was captured and 

forced into slavery in Mississippi. In the earliest chapters, after learning that his wife Maggie has 

been sold to another plantation, Blake vow's to at once find her, and, even more importantly, 

plant the seeds for a revolution. Blake's project is comprised of a transnational “scheme” that 

will see all disenfranchised people of color overthrowing slavery. At least this is what Henry gets 

at. While Henry moves through plantations, holding meetings with local leaders, and ostensibly 

sketching the intricacies of his project, we never actually learn what "scheme" is. Instead, Delany 
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does allow readers access to the intricacies of Blake's movements through North America, Africa, 

Cuba, and Canada, disseminating his "scheme," "sowing the seeds" of revolution, and ushering 

his friends and family to freedom in Canada.97  As it turns out, his wife is in Cuba, and the 

second half of the novel transports Blake and his family to the Caribbean island. Henry is 

reunited with his wife, and subsequently, takes a back seat as the "scheme" materializes, 

spreading out to include his uncle, the National Poet Placido, and a cadre of influential Cuban 

elites. In spite of the dramatic build up, readers never see the "scheme" unfold. The final issues 

in which scholars believe the revolt would be staged have never been recovered. Instead, readers 

are left with the haunting line, "Woe be unto those devils of whites, I say!"98 

 Interestingly the initial installment does not begin with the first few chapters. Rather, 

Delany trades upon serial reading practices in order to teach his audience how to re-read black 

political and social development as an anachronistic and discontinuous process, beginning the 

serialization of Blake with Chapter 28. In his introduction to the installment, Hamilton gives a 

disclaimer, “We do not give these chapters because of their interests above others, but because 

they are the only ones the authors permits us to print.”99 Hamilton also explains that these 

chapters are part of a larger 80 chapter, two-part work, suggesting that Delany had in fact 

completed the entire manuscript and that his editorial decision to release the middle two chapters 

served a specific goal. As the installment progresses, the fugitives are pursued, and ultimately 
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captured. Interspersed in the familiar tale of escape is music, plenty of dialect, and suspenseful 

elements; in short, all of the makings of a popular antebellum novel.  

  On the one hand, the decision to commence publication with chapter 28, "The Fugitives," 

could be understood as a marketing strategy, the familiar phrasing “fugitives” working to draw 

readers in by not only promising a tale of adventure, but also tapping into the popularity of the 

well-known fugitive slave narrative. But on the other hand, as the first chapter that readers 

encounter, "Fugitives" announces flight, movement, and fugitivity as the primal state of African 

American life. In his seminal analysis of the formal characteristics of the antebellum slave 

autobiography, James Olney observes that most often, such texts contain "a first sentence 

beginning, 'I was born... ,' then specifying a place but not a date of birth."100 Olney locates the 

necessity of this assertion in the black writers constant need to evidence "his existence and his 

identity," to prove that thinking, writing, blacks really did exist. "The titular tag 'Written by 

Himself,' and the standard opening "I was born," are intended to attest to the real existence of the 

narrator, the sense being that the status will be continually called into doubt, so it cannot even 

begin until the narrators real existence is firmly established."101 The stock moment births slave 

writers into the important triangulation of, "literacy, identity, and freedom."102  

 Working towards a much different political horizon, in her seminal study Scenes of 

Subjection, Saidiya Hartman locates black violence as the primal scene in African American 

slave autobiography. "The passage through the blood stained gate," she writes, "is an inaugural 
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moment in the formation of the enslaved. In this regard it is a primal scene. By this I mean that to 

be a slave is to be under the brutal power and authority of another; this is confirmed by the 

event's placement in the opening chapter on genealogy."103 Hartman's project turns upon locating 

strategies by which black writers gave expressions to the violent outrages that were slavery, 

without reproducing the very scene of violence. Like Olney, then, Hartman's reading of black 

autobiography's "primal scene" highlights the confining structures (physical and epistemic) that 

blacks were born into.  

 However, on the pages of The Anglo-African Magazine, Delany shifts the stock scene in 

antebellum black writing, announcing flight, movement, and fugitivity as a primal state, 

replacing both violence and the announcement "I was born," and perhaps most importantly, the 

teleological narratives that these moments usher in. Indeed, as Olney reminds us, the claim to 

personhood in the earliest pages of the slave narrative is an essential key to a formula that moves 

seamlessly (in most cases) from brutal conditions of slavery ("an account of slave auction, of 

families being separated and destroyed, of distraught mothers clinging to their children") to 

literacy to freedom ("description of successful attempt (s) at escape).104 By starting the 

serialization with movement, the narrative structure is thrown into relief, as freedom becomes the 

condition that blacks are always already born into. Indeed, it is difficult to locate the starting 

point of the text and thus, like the continual but erratic revolution of the planets, it is impossible 

to identify a single “goal” or “end” point. In other words, Delany’s version of natural harmony 

organizes both a text and a black revolutionary model that is always already in motion.  
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  With readers inaugurated into a textual landscape in which astronomy and fiction are 

mutually constitutive, the second essay, “Comets,” offers a refined account of cosmic law. 

According to Delany the comet is “a great sphere of electrical fire in a constant state of 

acceleration” that “continues without a definite course forever.”105 Unlike the planets, which 

exist in a perpetual state of orbit, the comet “has a continuous succession of accelerated 

motions…impelling it onward and upward in its course.”106 Although the comet does not have a 

definitive path, like the planets it is always already in motion as it “distribute [s] electricity 

throughout universal space, re-supplying the continual loss that must be sustained to systems and 

planets…thereby giving life, action, health and vigor to both animate and inanimate creation, to 

this and distant words, worlds to us unknown.”107 While the comets destination remains a 

mystery, its import is derived from its process of investing “animate and inanimate” beings with 

energy, life, and vitality. So if "Attraction of Planets" maps out a macro conceptualization of 

development, then “Comets” details the inner-workings of individual parts of the solar system, or, 

read as analogous to black life, as a new type of “hero” who moves throughout time and space, 

inciting individuals to action and spreading energy.  

 With these reading tools in place, Henry Blake emerges as a comet come-to-life that re-

sets the terms of black revolution, progress, and heroism. Like the comets, Blake’s ability to 

usher his friends and family to Canada and spread his “scheme” depends upon moving beyond 

earthly time. Further, he is alternately described as a  “fleeting shadow,” a “flying cloud” and a 

“messenger of light and destruction,” Blake moves through the continental United States at a rate 
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that seems equivalent to the speed of light.108 Within a matter of a few lines, he has moved from 

Mississippi to Canada, from Cuba to West Africa, and from Louisiana to New York. With Henry 

at its helm, time moves “swiftly as the current of the fleeting Mississippi” so that laying the 

seeds for black revolution throughout North America actually only took Blake a few months, 

when in the nineteenth century this would take much longer.109  

 But perhaps most importantly, like the comets and planets, Blake’s success is contingent 

upon the process that he engages in rather than in the movement towards a shared goal, event, or 

geography. And if Blake is the stand in for a model black hero, then Delany’s argument rests on 

the assumption that blacks need to adopt a new practice, one in which success and progress is 

assessed by how one forms relationships and communities rather than the ability to achieve 

freedom, which we know is a ruse. In other words, Delany’s text maps a vision of black process 

in place of progress.  

 Both the novel and Blake’s investment in this project of process is narrated in the chapter 

“Studying Head Work.” In the midst of leading his fugitive friends and family to Canada, Blake 

finds himself tasked with teaching the rest of his party how to read the cosmos. In keeping with 

his characterization as a “highly intelligent” intellectual, when prompted by his company to “tell 

us ‘bout de North Star,” Blake eschews the simple explanation that the north star leads to 

freedom in favor of figuring it as part of a complex constellation.110 Blake explains:  

The star numbered 8, above the pointer, a little to the left, is a dim, small star, 
which at first sight would seem to be in direct line with it; but by drawing a line 
through 7 to 8, leaves a space as you see between the star 6 and the lower part of 
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the line; …The star number 9 in the distance, and a little to the right, would also 
seem to be directly opposite the pointers; but by drawing a line through 7-9, there 
is still a space left between the lower end of the line and 6. Now trace the dotted 
line from 6 through the center of 7, and it leads directly to 10. This is the North 
Star, the slave’s great guide to Freedom! Do you all now understand?111 
 

In this astronomy lesson freedom emerges out of a complex network of relationships and 

geographies that are impossible to be mapped in any easy way. The pedagogical scene 

dissembles the notion of freedom as progressive movement out of bondage and toward a liberal 

ideal. Instead he posits a discrete set of practices of freedom that are structured by constant 

revisionary process. Like Blake’s own travels throughout North America, the lines between the 

stars that Blake charts here are retrograde and circular as Blake asks us to move chronologically 

from 7-9 and then back to 6. Freedom is achieved but only after we traverse and re-traverse and 

unlikely path. The final question, “do you understand” also challenges the cartography of 

freedom in which the south is bound to slavery and oppression and the north appears as the 

promised land of freedom. In fact, Delany’s is an unlikely map of freedom. Rather than 

representing a final stage in progress, freedom is part of a cycle. After all, Blake and the 

‘fugitives’ follow the North Star to Canada only before returning further south to Cuba while 

Henry Blake continues his movement to West Africa and then back. The lesson is less in what 

the North can offer, than in the practices of freedom that emerge in pursuit of that elusive goal. 

These are the affiliations that form as Blake teaches his fugitives to re-read, the relationships and 

communities he forms as he spreads his scheme, and the lesson’s in freedom that he imparts.  

 If Henry Blake literalizes Delany’s theory of revolution, it is not one that only exists in 

opposition to Western models of time, space, and development. Part of the complexity of the 

novel rests in Delany's deployment of multiple narratives of political change. Although Blake 
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expresses apprehension at being named a “leader,” in a rousing chant he enthusiastically claims 

“insurrection as my theme,” before leaving his friends behind on the Frank’s Plantation to begin 

organizing his scheme. As it turns out the parting words are in keeping with the version of 

revolution that Delany’s astronomical model eclipses. Delany continues by exclaiming “My 

watchword ‘Freedom or the Grave’/Until from Rappahannock’s stream/To where the Cuato 

waters lave/One simultaneous war cry/Shall burst upon the midnight air! /And rouse the tyrant 

but to sigh…”112 Here revolution will be marked by one identifiable and collective event, made 

visible by a trans-national “war cry.”  

 Even with the explicit cry for “war,” the event driven model of revolution is out of sync 

with Delany’s own theories. Although subtle, the novel makes this clear when the midst of his 

journey to build the infrastructure of his insurrection Blake finds himself in the “mystical, 

antiquated and almost fabulous dismal swamp,” a community of maroons including a roster of 

black revolutionary participants including “Gamby Gholar,” a “noted high conjurere and 

compeer of Nat Turner,” and Maud Ghamus, a “frien’ on Gamby Gholar” and former general in 

the American Revolutionary War. Delany figures the dismal swamp as something of a utopia.113 

Within the “thick black waters” reside enough men, Maudy Ghamus claims, “to take the whole 

united states.” Aside from housing an arsenal of black warriors, the swamp would appear to be 

the earthly double of Delany’s solar system. The novel’s construction of the swamp and its 

residents, however, is more nuanced. This is, after all, a space populated by movements that 

failed to achieve their goals. Indeed, Blake is greeted in the swamp as a “harbinger of better 

days,” but although the inhabitants have developed their own fruitful economic system, 
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comprised of billings from conjure, and have successfully “defied the approach of their pursuers,” 

the “better days” and the swamp are still only “almost” fabulous.114 Delany’s hesitancy in 

completely embracing the spaces utopian status as embodiment of a plausible black political 

future stems from the fact that in spite of their intentions, the previous generation of 

revolutionaries subscribed to a plan that veered to close to recapitulating Western models of 

revolution. Indeed, in spite of a chapter titled “Colored American Warriors” Delany avoids 

mentioning Denmark Vesey, Gabriel Prosser, and Nat Turner in The Condition, a move that is in 

keeping with his less than favorable account of these movements in Blake. That is, if Blake is the 

place where Delany’s theories of scientific revolution mature, then these prior movement’s 

commitments to a “radical and irreversible reordering” that is, as Steven Shapin reminds us, 

“developed together with linear unidirectional time” are unable to usher in and imagine the 

political future that Delany has in mind.115  

 Trapped somewhere between the “retrograde” course of the planets and the forward 

acceleration of a comet, as the plot develops Henry’s movement becomes stagnated. Here two 

seemingly opposite laws of the universe are imagined as coextensive, and the vision of black 

political movement is, like both the comets and the planets, emerges as less interested in 

traceable movements and more grounded in an investment in process and development. As 

Delany sketches it in “Comets” and “The Attraction of Planets” neither the planets nor the comet 

actually move forward: the planet is stuck in a perpetual state of rotation, and the comet simply 

fizzles out. If we imagine Delany’s revolutionary figure Blake as hybrid of comet and planet, 
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then he functions less a hero that leads a revolution and instead emerges as a figure that touches 

incites individuals and communities to action as he moves.  

Invisible Enemies  

 Although less obvious than his use of astronomy as a tool to enable the emergence of a 

different kind of black revolution, Delany’s use of epidemiological idioms in Blake structures 

some of his most sophisticated claims about the contours of black sociality. Using the language 

of disease, contagion, and outbreak to describe the development and dissemination of Blake’s 

“scheme,” Delany tells a story of a black community that forms at the site of exposure to that 

which is deemed dangerous, unhealthy, and pathological. Like Delany’s recourse to astronomical 

metaphors, once alerted to their presence, in Blake the use of terms usually reserved for the 

discussion of communicable disease is difficult to ignore. Indeed, from the moment that Blake 

shares his idea for collective resistance the novel establishes the symmetry between 

epidemiology and the aesthetics of black social formation. Having successfully escaped from the 

Franks plantation, Blake holds one of the first “seclusions” during which he shares the details of 

his plan: “All you have to do is find a good man or woman – I don’t care which, so that they 

prove to be the right person – on a single plantation, and hold a seclusion and impart the secret to 

them, and make them the organizers for their own plantation, and they in like manner impart it to 

some other next to them, and so on. In this way it will spread like smallpox among them” 

(emphasis mine).116  

  Comparing the movement of the plan to the deadly trajectory of smallpox makes plain the 

dangerous and violent nature of Blake’s “scheme,” one that he hopes will reap “destruction” 

upon his white oppressors while tapping into midcentury rhetoric in which slave revolts were 
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figures as viral. In addition, the description invests the scheme with an independent momentum 

that recalls the terms used to describe 19th century disease. Like Priscilla Wald’s “outbreak 

narratives,” Delany’s scheme moves without recourse to geographic boundaries and conveys 

histories about “who has been where.”117 In the case of Henry Blake, the presence of secret 

organized resistance is a sign that he and his scheme have touched down while documenting a 

historical narrative of American slavery.   

 But Delany’s decision to analogize his scheme to communicable disease deserves further 

pause. Given the intimate relationship between race and pathology throughout the first half of the 

19th century, in which blackness was analogized to disease and negation, to think of a plan for 

black social regeneration in terms of disease is to think about the routes and roots of outbreak as 

a site of productivity as well as contagion’s capacity to form a different kind of black agency at 

the site of abjection, loss, and dispossession.  As the novel progresses and Blake’s scheme begins 

to take on a life of its own, the repetition of epidemiological discourse reveals a shared 

methodology between disease and blackness.  

 Prior to the solidification of epidemiology as a field dedicated to the study of infectious 

microbes, medical professionals did not have an authoritative theory to explain the transmission 

of disease. Although outbreaks of cholera, yellow fever, and mysterious “plagues” had long 

haunted the cultural and medical imagination, by the first half of the nineteenth century doctors 

embraced the theory that disease was the result of innate anatomical deficiencies. Just as visible 

individual and group traits, such character, were theorized as a direct manifestation of one’s 
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biological make up, the emergence of disease was traced to natural difference. While 

investigations into epidemic outbreaks like cholera, small pox, and tuberculosis did find that 

poor urban populations were more susceptible to disease early health reformers elided the 

obvious links between environment and sickness in favor for a moral, racial, and class based 

analysis of communicable disease. According to most midcentury disease theorists, illnesses 

were not spread from person to person but were figured as a unique symptom of universal 

typology of “class,” “race” and “character.” Here, “invisible enemies” were the toxic microbes 

that caused small pox and cholera and immigrants, non-whites and the poor who were not only 

biologically susceptible to the diseases, but whose biological deficiencies promoted infection. 

Within the North American medical circles, black neighborhoods were constructed more than 

just the breeding ground for infectious disease – blackness was an illness in and of itself.118  

 Near the beginning of the Cuba portion of the novel, the narrator recounts a brief scene 

that underscores the symmetry between blackness and disease and illustrates the ways in which 

Delany foregrounds the racialized nature of medical idioms. In the midst of Henry’s movements 

through Cuba in search of American plantation owners who may have clues about his wife’s 

whereabouts, the narrator gives an account of how slaves are “broken” down from sentient 

beings to obedient “chattel,” that although easily overlooked, is pivotal to Delany’s project.   

In the midst of his search, Henry Blake finds himself privy to a conversation between three 

slaveholders, one of whom is Cuban and two who are American. Postlewaite is a “gentleman” 

from Kentucky who is visiting from America with his “body servant” George, a tall, “fine-

looking, manly, intelligent fellow, being quite a favorite with his master.”119 As the passage 
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continues we learn that George’s status as a favorite is due to both his intimate relationship with 

Postlewaite, they were “raised up from childhood together,” and his submissive and dejected 

attitude. Indeed, it is the later which garners praise and attention from the fellow slaveholders 

who remark at how “well broken” the “Negro” is.  Postlewaite explains that George’s present 

attitude is the result of sending George to a “professional whipper” who was tasked with 

removing any ideas about equality, friendship, or will that George may have developed on 

account of growing up with his now master. When asked if he “think[s] he’s completely cured,” 

Postlewaite is confident that George is “completely broken...and humble as a dog,” particularly 

because “the last chaistement…completely reduced him, taking out the last remnant of his 

manhood, so that he’s as spiritless as a kitten.”120 George’s prescribed treatment plan exposes 

how blackness, particularly black masculinity, underlines the supposed link between disease and 

race as it articulates the argument that within a plantation economy to be a healthy black body is 

to assume the countenance of an animal, to be utterly devoid of all traces of humanity. George is, 

after all, only viewed as “cured” when he has taken on the persona of a pet. Here blackness and 

black personhood in particular are constructed as not only an illness, but also one that must be 

treated in order for economic structures to continue smoothly operating. Blackness, then, moves 

beyond a racial descriptor and is invested with the power to contaminate the ideological and 

physical architecture of a North American economy.  

 In spite of the popular theories linking race and disease, medical professionals in the 

1840s and 50s were beginning re-theorize the roots of contagion. While Louis Pasteur was 

working in France to legitimate the theory that diseases were spread from person to person, as 

opposed to theories of spontaneous generation, in the United States Oliver Wendell Holmes - the 
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very man who, until dismissing him from Harvard, was held in high esteem by Delany – was 

charting similar territory. But just as natural historians in the first half of the 19th century were 

faced with incorporating the increasingly racialized landscape into their pedagogy, germ 

researchers like Holmes were tasked with identity-based foundation of epidemiology.  

 In 1855 Holmes published an essay presenting his expansive findings on the roots and 

routes of Puerperal Fever, the infectious disease commonly known as childbed fever, and in it 

the bond between race and disease is maintained, if not strengthen, through recourse to the 

gendered rhetoric of separate spheres and the sanctity of white femininity.  In Puerperal Fever as 

Private Pestilence Holmes makes the bold assertion that doctors are responsible for the spread of 

the domestically rooted disease and explains, “The disease known as Puerperal Fever is so far 

contagious as to be frequently carried from patient to patient by physicians and nurses.”121 

Holmes’ theory in Puerperal Fever investigated routes of the disease, formulating an early 

model of the health carrier concept. But in spite of what at first glance appears as a 

democratizing portrait of disease, Puerperal Fever is deeply entangled with the class and race 

based rhetoric of mid-century epidemiology. Holmes noted that the disease was particularly 

fervent in working class neighborhoods where “it is customary among the lower and middle 

ranks of people to make frequent personal visits to puerperal women resident in the same 

neighborhood.”122 Just as Holmes attempts to assert puerperal fever as a disease that moves 

through people, as opposed to emerging from within, he still maintains the link between 

bourgeois ideals of gendered domesticity and the routes of infection.  After all, the disease 

spreads amongst the “lower and middle” ranks that are unable to automatically perform the 
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ideology of middle class domesticity, and instead practice a more communal approach to living. 

These populations visit each other upon the birth of a new child, or less romantic, live in 

cramped conditions in which the new mother is unable to separate herself from her household 

and the public.  

 Thus, in locating humans as the carriers of disease, Holmes underlines its paradoxically 

formative nature – it constitutes the healthy from the sick, but it also tightens the boundaries 

between private and public, solidifying the exclusionary zone of domesticity, and consolidating 

communities around the contradictory feelings of fear and attraction. Ultimately, disease 

prevention can be boiled down to a practice that involves adopting middle class ideals, 

particularly a firm separation between public and private and the maintenance of gendered 

spheres. Of course what underscores this model is also the systematic rejection of blacks from 

ideal domesticity, and thus, a healthful population, ensuring the link between contagion and 

black life.  

 More than inciting a new form of public panic, Holmes’ Puerperal Fever narrates “the 

social experience of disease, the image of communicability, and the materialization of 

interdependence that characterizes depictions of epidemics” and which, I want to suggest, is 

animated in Blake.123 That is, the transportation networks that carry disease in Holmes’s work 

and which construct the white gendered home as a safe haven from disease, emerge as the 

organizing principle for Delany’s vision of black community, agency, and revolution. Indeed, as 

the “small pox”-like scheme begins to take shape, its patterns of movement and process of 

development mirrors the life cycle of communicable diseases that Holmes sets up. Just as 

Holmes constructs doctors as agents who may be hosts to the “invisible enemies” that when 
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passed on have the power to erase life, upon being touched by Blake and his scheme, slaves 

appear to disappear without warning at the hands of their own invisible enemy, Blake and the 

idea of a free black sociality.  

 However, it is Delany’s figuration of huts as an alternate domestic sphere that promotes 

black futurity, rather than death by disease, which poses the greatest challenge to mid-century 

disease theory and articulates the radical potential of epidemiological episteme. In Blake there 

are two types of living spaces: “home” and “hut.” For the most part “home” is the domain whites, 

political inactivity, or both. While Colonel Frank’s plantation is the salient example, homes are 

not exclusively white. For example, in Part II of the novel, many of the Cuban revolutionaries 

domestic spaces are qualified as homes. Huts, on the other hand, engender the spread of Blake’s 

scheme. In the short chapter “Gad and Gossip” the politics of both spaces come into relief as the 

hut and the home are figured as twin spaces coping with the strange disappearance of a number 

of local slaves who, readers know, are joining Henry’s fugitive movement.  For the white 

plantation owners, the mysterious loss of their slaves is rendered in pathological terms. Mrs. 

Franks, the wife of Henry’s owner Colonel Franks, in particular articulates this position when 

she cries, “O, Heavens! We’re no longer safe in our own houses. Why, sir, we’re about being 

overwhelmed by an infamous class of persons who live in our midst, and eat at our tables!”124  

Incidentally, the ideal domestic “home” is the breeding ground for pathology and fails to protect 

its inhabitants from the invisible enemies. Even the physical and racial boundaries that purport to 

separate the private from public and white from black are no match for threat from the “infamous 

class.”  
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 Conversely, the huts get figured as a safe haven where the enslaved community gathers to 

find out the latest information about the runways and in which Henry can safely find refuge 

while he travels. Indeed, upon his arrival in each new town, Henry scouts out the “hut” of a 

trustful black man with whom he can hold one of his famous “seclusions.” In addition to 

operating as a refuge, the huts are also the locus of a distinctly black mode of community 

formation that is manifest in schemes and gossip. After learning about the escape of more slaves, 

the hut of Henry’s mother in law Mammy Judy becomes the contact zone for sharing information 

and “for two hours or more letting a number come in, gossip, and pass out, only to be 

immediately succeeded by another.”125 Unlike the plantation homes, and standing in opposition 

to Holmes’ theory about the danger that comes comings and goings, Mammy Judy’s hut 

possesses a throbbing pulse, it is full of life and engenders new future possibilities, particularly 

freedom.  

The repetition of huts form the metaphorical bridge between disease and Blake’s black 

revolutions. For in addition to being a breeding zone for revolutionary schemes, the huts also 

possess a degree of ephemerality and invisibility. That is, whites cannot see, or more properly, 

read the activities transpiring in the huts. In the midst of the local frenzy caused by slaves 

“disappearing” from numerous area plantations, one slave holder explains, “Well, ‘squire, 

hanged if this thing mus’nt be stopped! Four slaves in less than that many days gone from under 

our very eyes, and we unable to detect them!”126 The urgency motivating his claim derives in 

part from the fact that his labor force is diminishing, and in part from a fear about that which, 

although clearly happening, escapes perception.   
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 As the novel explains, however, the seclusions, escapes, and plans are in fact happening 

directly beneath their “very eyes.” Henry manages to rescue his son, for example, in the midst of 

what slaveholders assume is simply a Sunday night celebration. Afro American traditions and 

cultural performances have been critically interpreted as sights of resistance and as spaces in 

which white power gets subverted. What I want to highlight here is the way in which the whites 

in Blake are not constructed as wholly blind, but rather their anxiety is rooted in a failure of 

sense. Because even when they look it is impossible to ignore how they are unable to see sites of 

contagion, or, the possibility that blackness as disease has been misdiagnosed and submission is 

not the cure at all. Thus, just as small pox, puerperal fever, and cholera were described as 

invisible enemies, as hyper-visible and yet untraceable, so too are the huts.   

Serial Social Life  

 While astronomy, epidemiology, and natural history all occupy the common discursive 

terrain of empiricism, and each field was mobilized by Delany to enunciate what I have set up as 

a radical narrative of black social and political movements, they also emerge as sharing much in 

common with newspapers. In particular, each epistemology that Delany extracts, re-forms, and 

forwards, mirrors patterns of reading and circulation that are unique to print culture. Perhaps the 

most famous articulation of the power of newsprint to form community and identity comes from 

Benedict Anderson’s formulation of the newspaper. As Anderson explains it, newspapers, and to 

a lesser extent novels, have the capacity to consolidate national identity by performing 

simultaneity; readers of a newspaper are linked through space and time by the regularity of the 

publication.  

 But the circulation patterns of newspapers also enable a different model of nation and 

identity to form, one that follows the routes that are closer to that of a comet, disease, or an 
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alternative force field. In other words, the newspaper can cut across space and time, crisscrossing 

from destination to origin and back again, they move according to a “temporality of repetition” 

that Homi Bhabha has identified as a site of political agency amongst the subaltern. More 

particularly, the newspapers, the comets, the contagious, and the natural “represent the 

emergence of a form of social temporality that is iterative and indeterminate.” 127 In so doing the 

newspaper not only shores up imagined borders, but also transgress them and creates them anew. 

To be sure, this aspect of the serial is one of the features that drew black writers to it with a sense 

of urgency throughout the nineteenth century. From this vantage point Delany’s turn towards 

empirical epistemologies as road maps for black socialities makes perfect sense. As a public 

figure that privileged the reciprocal relationship between aesthetic form and political vision, the 

black press emerges as the ideal space for articulating a project that was based upon models that 

often reoriented time, space, and history.  
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Chapter 2: “A Book To Do Some Good”: Imperium in Imperio and the Aesthetics of the 

Social Survey Movement 

 

My dear Mrs. Smith, your work is interesting and your faith – marvelous; but 
frankly, I cannot make myself believe in it. You are trying to treat these little 
monkeys just as you would your own children – or even mine. It’s quite heroic, of 
course, but its sheer madness….I – hope I’m not too blunt; I hope I make myself 
clear. You know statistics show - 
 
Drat statistics!” Mrs. Smith had flashed impatiently. “These are folks.” 

- W.E.B. DuBois, Quest of the Silver Fleece  

 Diagramatics are under critique in this passage from W.E.B. DuBois’ 1911 novel Quest 

of the Silver Fleece. While certainly not the only means of taxonomizing racial difference, at the 

turn of the twentieth century a newly institutionalized class social scientists (sociologists, 

psychologists, anthropologists, economists) deployed statistics, graphs, maps, and the always 

trusty photograph to produce a visual language that might parse the ever pressing "Negro 

Problem."128 In the final decades of the century, social science developed as a direct response to 

rapid and wide scale social and political transformations. Increases in immigration, 

industrialization, urban migration, as well as the emancipation of Blacks produced dramatic 

changes in the national landscape, and an equally pressing demand to theorizing the social laws 

and forces according to which they were organized.  

 Perhaps more than any other change, the presence of a new class of free blacks created 

social, political, and economic challenges that were particularly problematic for social scientists 

in particular, and the American public more generally. As Khalil Muhammad reminds us, "the 
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post-emancipation period demanded a fresh and immediate inquiry into the new reality of black 

freedom in America. What grade of humankind were these Africans in America? What quality of 

citizenship did they truly deserve? What manner of coexistence should be tolerated? These were 

the burning questions that animated the minds of many white Americans, especially scientists, 

journalists, and reformers, a generation after the civil war."129 As the leaders of this pack, and 

with an unwavering faith that producing knowledge was akin to solving a problem, social 

scientists mobilized empirical methodologies that they believed directly represented the social 

structure under analysis. Graphs, maps, and statistics, thus not only became a way of 

communicating social patterns, they also organized social relationships and delimited how the 

public came to read social landscapes.  

 From the outset, social science not only occupied itself with atomizing black life, but it 

did so while deploying a visual practice, one that read social bodies as surfaces that were 

dynamic and yet inanimate, unstable and yet divisive. Put perhaps most importantly, social 

sciences visual methodologies cast the object observer as its leading character. This figures 

power stemmed from his penetrating and disciplining gaze. As Roderick A. Ferguson reminds us, 

historically, "sociology has produced...heterogeneity to discipline it."130 As the field worked to 

shore up its disciplinary presence in academic programs and journals, this two-tiered ethos 

remained at the center of its identity. "The millions have fragmentary knowledge of social 

relations and they are trying to transmute that meager knowledge into social doctrine and 

policy," Albion Small warned in the first issue of The American Journal of Sociology, the field's 
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official publication.131 The goal of the modern social scientist, was, Small continued, "to 

contribute a knowledge that should be properly dynamic," bringing focus to the invisible 

scaffolding structuring social terrain, before organizing, disciplining, and regulating 

difference.132 Or, as W.E.B. DuBois announced in the opening pages of his 1899 sociological 

study The Philadelphia Negro, "We must study, we must investigate, we must attempt to 

solve."133   

 Thus photographs, statistics, maps, census reports, and social surveys sought to translate 

the "dynamic" of modern life into consumable, and manageable, forms, organizing data into a 

visual narrative explaining society's invisible underpinnings. But even aside from the 

mobilization of visual methodologies, social science depended upon a visual epistemology, one 

that echoed the late nineteenth century's larger anxiety about the relationship between the 

invisible and the visible, and which figured the social as a space where the visual logics were 

played out amongst social actors and objective observers. As Robyn Wiegman notes in her 

important reading of race, gender, and visuality, throughout the second half of the nineteenth 

century, but especially during it's final decades, "the epistemology of the visual that enables 

natural history is ...displaced (though not abandoned) by an emphasis on the organic nature of the 

body, on its invisibly organized and seemingly definitive biological functioning."134 What this 

meant for race, she explains, was a simultaneous strengthening of the corporeal as a marker of 
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identity, and investment in the idea that racial essence was invisible to the unaided eye. In 

Wiegman's view, this visual modernity inaugurated a racial reading practice that repeatedly 

stages a subjecting encounter, one where blackness is always already the negative terrain against 

which whiteness, and thus value are measured.  

  But as Mrs. Smith’s defense of her Southern school for newly emancipated blacks makes 

clear in the passage that opens this chapter, empirical data is out of joint with the “folk.” More 

particularly, statistics cannot visually communicate the nuances of life in the Black Belt. In other 

words, diagrammatics can neither perceive nor represent blackness. Beneath Mrs. Smith's protest, 

we can also see a demand for a visual practice that can account for the complex social conditions 

of post-emancipation black life, one that will disentangle the disciplinary, and as we shall see 

exclusionary, work undergirding turn of the century visuality.  

 This chapter explores strategies deployed by black intellectuals as they searched to 

identify a visual strategy that would bring focus to the dynamics of black life that were being 

reduced by social science's visual practices. I argue that the experimental novel and the social 

survey are two arenas where we can see figures like Kelly Miller, Sutton Griggs, and W.E.B. 

DuBois not only challenging social science's representational logic, but also intervening into 

social scientific discourse, reorganizing the epistemological boundaries that organize how 

blackness is perceived.  

 I begin by staging an aesthetic reading of the social survey, a key apparatus of the 

Progressive Era social scientist, and chart the social reading method it produces. Attending to the 

visual practice organized by the survey allows us understand how a novel can join the ranks of 

social scientific documentation. But the survey is also interesting because throughout the first 

quarter of the twentieth century, black intellectuals recognized it as a form that not only 
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produced visual epistemologies, but whose reading models also had the capacity to radically 

transform racial knowledge. By pairing the black novel and the social survey, I underline the 

limits of the survey's visual practices, and in turn, how they are revised and extended in a novel 

like Sutton Griggs' Imperium in Imperio.  

  In the second part of this chapter I focus on Kelly Miller’s tenuous relationship to the 

survey form by moving back in time to the 1890s, and reading his critical engagement with the 

discourse of social sciences, the idioms of the social survey, and his belief that Sutton Griggs’ 

1899 novel Imperium in Imperio could imagine relationships and spaces that could not be figured 

by the empirical sciences. My understanding of Miller’s relationship to the novel follows Brent 

Edwards’ argument that during the interwar period, the novel appeared to be able to “do” 

political work in ways that labor, histories, and other textual forms could not.135 

 Finally, I unpack Imperium in Imperio's interventionist tactics through close readings of 

its key formal and narrative strategies, and show how the text was able to reanimate the politics 

of social science and social survey. Reading Imperium in Imperio as social science is challenging, 

not least of all because its narrative and formal strategies are ostensibly at odds with social 

sciences' deep commitment to objectivity and detached narration. Unlike his contemporaries, 

who were deploying literary Realism to hold up the mirror to the social, or the efforts of black 

writers in the 1930s and 40s, who are classed as social realists, Imperium in Imperio combines 

documentary elements with imaginative plot devices to chart the trials and tribulations of its two 

co-protagonists - the mixed-race, economically privileged Bernard Belgrave and the dark 

skinned, poor Belton Piedmont. Readers are provided access into their early education in rural 

post-Emancipation Virginia, their college years (Belton attends the fictional all black Stowe 
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College while Bernard attends Harvard), and their subsequent attempts at political activism 

(Bernard is elected to congress and Belton achieves a series of small victories integrating a 

faculty lunchroom at his university and writing inflammatory editorials promoting black 

citizenship). The political coming of age story is interrupted by moments of hyper-real events: 

Belton survives a lynching and, after his attackers take him to be dead, a dissection; his child 

miraculously transforms from white to black; the final third of the novel unites Belton and 

Bernard as members of the "Imperium," "another government, complete in every detail, 

exercising the sovereign right of life and death over its subjects...[with] a population of seven 

million two hundred and fifty thousand."136  

 Cutting across scholarship that treats Imperium in Imperio as "fantastic," "utopic," or as 

an enunciation of Black Nationalism and hemispheric politics, I approach the generic hybridity 

as fundamental to the construction of a visual practice, bringing focus to the contours of black 

social life remaining opaque to normative social science.137 Against the backdrop of Miller and 

DuBois' struggle to identify a politically transformative visual paradigm, I read Imperium in 

Imperio restages the repressive relationship between subject and object defining turn of the 

century visual communication, by joining what late nineteenth century thinkers were advancing 

as the incommensurable realms of sound and sight, and which decouples the seeming stable 

correspondence between black sociality and static facticity.  
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 This chapter turns upon the claim that at least in theory, social science is an aesthetic 

practice that engenders reading methods and social practice. Indeed, as Heather Love reminds us, 

"observation based social sciences" house an understudied model, "for a method of textual 

analysis."138 Taking the paradigms of Erving Goffman and Bruno Latour as her objects of 

analysis, for Love, the modes of textual reading staged by these social theorists, always already 

double as a rubric for social engagement. Thus, when she claims, that Goffman and Latour, 

"suggest an alternate model of reading that does not depend on the ethical exemplarity of the 

interpreter or messenger," she is also interested in extending the ethical encounter to imagine 

how the history and subjectivity might also read anew.139 A late nineteenth century version of 

this argument, Imperium in Imperio 's aesthetic decenters the objective observer - social science's 

leading actor - and in so doing, opens up a visual practice that brings focus to un-visible black 

socialities and non-normative sociological subjects. But perhaps most importantly, my reading 

suggests that if social science can be mined for reading practices, than literature houses 

invaluable social scientific epistemologies.  

  In so doing, I not only reposition Imperium in Imperio along side social scientific 

interventions like the social survey, but I also suggest that the novel must be read along side 

figures like Kelly Miller, Ida B. Wells' smart mobilization of sociological data in her anti-

lynching pamphlets, and W.E.B. DuBois' seminal 1903 The Souls of Black Folk, the text that 

perhaps more than other is seen as positing a transformative multi-genre, trans-sensory racial 

epistemology. This perspective not only broadens Griggs' generic and political horizon, but it 

also tasks literary scholarship with expanding the landscape of black novels that we read as 
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social scientific. While Charles Chesnutt's realism, and Pauline Hopkins explicit scientific 

engagement in Of One Blood; or, The Hidden Self, has gained such attention, by reconstructing 

the terms through which figures like Miller encountered Imperium in Imperio, we can recover an 

understudied epoch in black social scientific and literary history. 

 Throughout the chapter the form of the social survey comes in and out of focus as I 

attempt to chart the ways in which the form occupied different black intellectuals at specific 

historical and political moments in their careers. What does remain steady is the constant 

preoccupation, either amplified or muted, of the tension between factual and fictional forms and 

the demand for a new mode of reading that negotiating this space seemed to demand. While each 

figure that I touch upon understood “reading” differently, in the end, they each wanted to offer a 

different rubric for understanding, seeing, and knowing blackness.    

 The Survey Aesthetic   

 In order to appreciate the survey's relationship to novel, it is important to understand its 

core narrative structure, and its vexed relationship to the study of black life. Beginning in the 

1890s, the social survey emerged as the methodological and formal mode of choice for not only 

Progressive Era Social reformers, as is commonly thought, but social scientists who, in the words 

of W.E.B. DuBois, sought to "describe, analyze, and so far as possible, interpret" the 

"phenomena of [the] social condition and environment" of social problems.140 The American 

survey took its direction from Charles Booth's seventeen-volume study of London's 

impoverished East End, Inquiry into the Life and Labour of People in London(1886-1903) . As 

historicists of the social survey maintain, Booth's project set the terms of the late nineteenth 

century's "ongoing public debate about the 'poverty question," while providing a new design for 
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social scientific research.141 Prior to the survey, social data collection was, at best, "patchy and 

often lacking in reliability," and at its worst, completely unsubstantiated.142 Strictly observational 

approaches lacked the specificity and enumeration valued by a new class of social scientists who 

were eager to legitimize their work. Likewise, statistics were criticized for being "neither 

designed nor collected by people with professional training," while interrogatory methods were 

billed as highly subjective, and thus, non-scientific.143 By combining first person interviews, with 

statistics, census data, detailed maps, and narrative prose, Booth constructed a document that was 

celebrated for being all at once highly readable, instructional, and precise. On the pages of the 

modern survey qualitative and quantitative research sat side by side, so that crucial questions like, 

"how many were poor, why were they poor and what should be done to alleviate poverty" could 

suddenly be tackled with a systematic tenor usually reserved for the hard sciences.144  

 With its own anxious relationship to problem populations (unmarried women, immigrants, 

blacks, and the poor), U.S. social thinkers eagerly embraced the survey as a tool that purported to 

answer Albion's call for a knowledge that "could be properly dynamic." In addition to the well-

known publications like Florence Kelly's Hull House Maps and Papers(1895), W.E.B. DuBois' 

The Philadelphia Negro(1899), and Paul Kellogg's multi-volume The Pittsburgh Survey(1906), 

the survey's principles and practices influenced countless smaller studies. By the late 1920s, it is 
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estimated that at least 2,500 social surveys were published in the United States.145 While the 

social survey morphed quite a bit between its emergence in the 1890s and its ultimate decline in 

the 1920s (The Philadelphia Negro was single authored and largely the result of DuBois' 

personal investigation, while the survey's published by the philanthropic organization Charities 

were multi-authored collections) they share a number of formal, methodological, and ideological 

features. In their attempt at presenting comprehensive coverage of the environments and 

populations, surveys rely upon data gathered by a social investigator who, adopting the persona 

of detached observer, would canvass the homes, places of work, schools, churches, and 

community organizations of their subjects. Additionally, surveys were committed to rendering 

social life in quantifiable terms; they privileged families and individuals rather over aggregates; 

and they were developed with the expressed goal of social reform. This hybridity was nothing 

short of groundbreaking. As DuBois explained, in the earliest pages of The Philadelphia Negro, 

the social survey held the possibility of not only theorizing the "physical environment of the 

city," but it also provided the entryway for taking stock of "the far mightier social environment - 

the surrounding world of custom, wish, whim, and thought which envelops this group [black 

Americans] and powerfully influences its social development.146  

 If the survey had the potential to transform social knowledge in general, and racial 

knowledge it particular, then its power had as much to do with reforming material conditions,   

as with the reading practice authorized by its narrative and formal properties, its aesthetics. The 

narrative force of the social survey hinges upon the hazard that "problems" will be misconceived, 
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and social spaces will be reduced to static data rather than locations of dynamic interaction. This 

challenge is most often announced in the survey's introductory remarks. In what is typical of the 

genre, Agnes Sinclair Holbrook's preface to Hull House Maps and Papers warns that the social 

landscape is a terrain whose reality is un-visible to the untrained eye. What appear as Chicago's 

most deplorable living conditions, "tiny wooden houses, damp and unwholesome," are in reality 

no match for the "hideousness shut up in the inside rooms of the larger, higher, and to the casual 

eye the better tenements of the more portentous aspect."147 Extending the visual metaphor further, 

Holbrook writes, "The smart frontage is a mere screen, not only for the individual houses, but for 

the street as a whole. Rear tenements and alleys form the core of the district, and it is there that 

the densest crowds of the most wretched congregate."148 The anxiety that visible surfaces (the 

front of tenements and row homes) are masking real social problems is solved by the inclusion 

of "Nationalities Maps." The color-coded population density maps frame the survey, acting as 

threshold that invites readers to access Chicago slums through a new interpretive lens, what 

Holbrook called an alternative "graphic design."149 With each ethnicity assigned a color (Irish, 

green; English speaking, white; Italian blue; "Colored," black, etc.), the editors wage a direct 

critique of "casual" perception by demanding that socialities be viewed aerially and intimatley; 

from a distance, but also deep. In other words, as Katherine Kish Sklar writes, "with their 

incisive description of interactions between population and geography," Hull House's maps 

"evoked the physical dimensions of the problems and their spatial scale, exposing the realities of 
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social problems more concretely and more convincingly than prose descriptions or statistical 

charts."150  

 Thus, while her contemporaries were claiming that visual technologies like the 

microscope, the camera, and the x-ray were bringing focus to previously invisible "facts," 

Holbrook maintains that the survey habit of eye is a more potent weapon in the quest for 

complete social knowledge. Within a broader culture of Progressive Era reform photographs, 

stereoscopic slides, and lithographs were called on to visualize seemingly unmediated social 

facts. Jacob Riis' lanternslide lectures of the Lower East side, for example, were a key 

component of his journalistic exposes of New York City slum life. Thus, Holbrook's explicit turn 

to visual metaphors is both a critique of visual technology's claims to objectivity and an 

enunciation of an alternative reading method. Here one must move beyond the visible surface in 

order to bring focus to a previously opaque reality - in this case the "densest crowds" and tiny 

alleys that, as Holbrook frames it, serve as the actual refuge of the "most wretched." Refusing to 

read the surface as an index of that which is simply there, Holbrook suggests that truths not only 

lie behind a illusory "screen," but that facts "congregate," pulsate, and if one is not careful, they 

can escape us. As the survey imagined it, the social could not be assessed an inanimate data set, 

as strictly empirical thinkers tended to do, but as complex system of dynamic relations.  

 In The Philadelphia Negro DuBois takes Holbrook's assertion further.  In addition to 

highlighting the precarity of "casual looking," DuBois articulates the epistemological contours of 

the survey's visuality in more explicit terms. In the first chapter simply entitled "The Problem," 

DuBois instructs readers that a "complete study must not confine itself to the group, but must 
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also specifically notice the environment."151 Like Holbrook, DuBois insists that we at once look 

at the object, and out beyond it; "clear recognition of the field of investigation" is only half of the 

battle. As he continues the fine, and as we will see, dangerous line separating investigation from 

the repression of social life come into sharper focus. "To the average Philadelphian," he writes, 

"the whole Negro question reduces itself to a study of certain slum districts. His mind reverts to 

Seventh and Lombard streets and to Twelfth and Kater streets of to-day, or to St. Mary's in the 

past. Continued and widely known charitable work in these sections makes the problem of 

poverty familiar to him; bold and daring crime too often traced to these centers has called his 

attention to the problem of crime, while the scores of loafers, idlers and prostitutes who crowd 

the sidewalks here night and day remind him of a problem of work."152 Admitting, "all this is 

true," DuBois cautions against the standard practice of "the ordinary man of affairs," our "casual 

observer," whose interest is "apt to stop here"(6).  

 Shifting the burden of the "problem" from race to social scientific methodology, DuBois 

insists that we must reconfigure our view.While "crime, poverty and idleness affect his interest 

unfavorably and he would have him stopped" it remains up to the "social student" to "point out 

that the removal of unpleasant features from our complicated modern life is a delicate operation 

requiring knowledge and skill." By the end of the over 400-page survey, it becomes clear that 

this "delicate operation" is a mode of reading that considers historical context. The impact of 

"segregation," he explains, is at once highly visible, "more conspicuous, more patent to the eye," 

and historical, "so intertwined with a historic evolution."153 DuBois thus asks readers to travel 
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through the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, enslavement, and the failure of radical reconstruction. 

The full picture, he hopes, will provide the tools for instantiating a new racial reading practice, 

that will envision social problems as dynamic, and black life in particular as textured, diverse, 

and full of futurity. As he put it in his now famous 1899 speech "The Study of the Negro 

Problem," the survey proposed a visual epistemology that might revise the publics' engagement 

with black social life so that "The Negro problem," "that it is not one problem, but rather a 

plexus of social problems, some new, some old, some simple, some complex."154   

 But the survey is not just a challenge to visible; it reconstructs the very terms of the 

visual. In structuring social landscapes as spaces where economic, historical, and political forces 

converge, the surface becomes a site of interaction, and, as I will argue, political negotiation. 

Visual theorists have long argued that the modern terrains of the visible and the visual confirm a 

particularly repressive relationship between looking and being, between the formation of an 

embodied liberal subject on the one hand, and "social pathology" on the other.  In his 

foundational essay "The Body and the Archive," Alan Sekula makes this point through a reading 

of late nineteenth century photography. For Sekula, photography, particularly portraiture, "came 

to establish and delimit the terrain of the other."155 By visually, and in the case of the criminal 

mug shots he analyzes, physically, "arresting" its referent, the photograph operates as a "mode of 

instrumental realism," a technology of contingency that works to exclude, control, and 
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regulate.156 Visual identification thus depends upon a persistent negative relationship in which 

one's body registers meaning based on what is not visible.  

 However, when visible surfaces are approached as a space of interaction, what appears as 

a binary practice (looking and being looked at, or for Sekula, photographed subject versus 

photographed object) is expanded so that the impenetrable relationship between subject and 

object is dismantled. The visual rubric set in play by the survey foregrounds the interplay 

amongst elements like history, personal relationships, environment, migration patterns, and 

social affiliations. In the survey, the social emerges as a space of multiple looks, subjects, and 

objects. In such a moment of visual chaos - who is looking at whom? who is the subject and who 

is the object? who is being seen and who is seeing? - a space is created from which an alternative 

black sociality becomes legible. As we shall see, one such social formation is an all-black 

autonomous government, "The Imperium," or the liminal bodies of survivors.  

 Thus far I have been making an argument for an aesthetic re-reading of the social survey. 

In so doing I have drawn our attention to modes by which the survey's formal and narrative 

strategies suggest an alternate visuality grounded in historicizing the subject and figuring 

surfaces as dynamic spaces rather than contingent boundaries. In light of what I have outlined as 

the survey aesthetic, it is not surprising that well into the twentieth century the survey was 

repeatedly called upon by black intellectuals, who, as Alain Locke explains in the introduction to 

Survey Graphic's special issue "Harlem Mecca of the New Negro," work to illustrate the 

"progressive phases of [modern] Negro life."157 While black social surveys have been explored 
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individually, an aesthetic reading of the survey allows us to consider how, within the context of a 

repressive visual landscape, it could organize new social relationships. Put another way, and to 

quote visual theorists Nicole Fleetwood, because of the ways that vision, visual technologies, and 

race have historically interfaced in a violent manner to "discipline racialized bodies," visual 

apparatuses are often framed "as hostile and violent forces that render blackness as 

aberration."158 Moving out from the violence imposed by the visual, Fleetwood and others have 

explored the strategies deployed by African Americans, which, in her words, "trouble the 

[normative and racialized] field of vision."159 In theory, the social survey demands a place 

alongside visual practices that might destabilize both the objectivity and authority of vision and 

the visible. 

 To be sure, even as he deploys it, DuBois recognizes the limits of this paradigm. While 

he would give voice to such an anxiety in later reflections on the Philadelphia Negro, subtle 

moments of radical doubt curse through the survey itself.160 As The Philadelphia Negro unfolds, 

DuBois concedes that young women who perform domestic labor outside of their home and 

temporary lodgers are populations that escape the surveyors penetrating gaze, exceeding the 

formal boundaries of charts, graphs, and prose. Their sociological un-visibility stems from both 

the lodger and domestic laborers' resistance to hetero-normative gender and social identities. The 

female domestic worker neither fits into the figuration of the domesticated matriarch, nor the 

single workingwoman who lives with her employer. Like the temporary lodger lives outside of 

boundaries the moralizing discourse equating social progress with domestic life. For DuBois, the 
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incommensurability between these populations and his primary faculty, detached observation, 

engendered visual chaos and formal excess; unable to fit within social sciences' paradigms, the 

domestic laborer gets relegated to the footnotes of the study.  Although easy to overlook, in one 

of these footnotes DuBois anxiously account for this surplus: “There may have been some 

duplication in counting the servant girls who do not lodge where they work. Special pains were 

taken to count them only where they lodge, but there must have been some errors.”161 At once a 

corrective to the statistical facts, and highlighting the limits of the objective observer’s power, 

here DuBois confronts the limits of the social survey's visual practice. For if the social survey is 

designed to give complete and comprehensive readings of black social life, then DuBois comes 

up against with the boundaries imposed by his gender (as a man he cannot gain access to the 

world of domestic workers and thus ends us assigning this task to his female colleague Isabel 

Eaton) and his identity as social investigator.  

 As if working to work through this epistemological quarrel, The Philadelphia Negro the 

most comprehensive treatment of race relations occurs when the objective observer falls out of 

focus. In chapters like "The Contact of the Races," DuBois renders a dismal analysis of racism 

and employment. As David Levering Lewis explains in his important biography of DuBois, the 

chapter marks a departure from his performance as the cool and detached investigator. Taking a 

break from his formal and empirical narrative style, here "DuBois combined the practice of 

speaking for his subjects with quotations expressing routine white bigotry. They pile up page 

after page, with little comment from the author."162 By the end of the chapter, which importantly 
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contains significantly less statistical data than any other, "the causal linkage of race and class to 

economics was unmistakable." Departing from the survey's formal conventions, and coming 

towards the end of the study, the "The Contact of the Races" anticipates DuBois' famous 

reflection that, "one could not be a one could not be a calm, cool, and collected scientist while 

Negroes were lynched, murdered and starved."163 Rejecting the import of methodological 

balance and variety (other chapters move regularly back and forth between presentation of facts 

in prose, charts, and graphs), a steady stream of quotations fills each page. But perhaps most 

importantly, the turn towards direct and uninterrupted quotation reveals an implicit recognition 

that "truths" that might emerge when the observer steps back, and a realization that empirical 

modalities cannot apprehend or disentangle every facet of black social life. 

A Book to Do Some Good  

 While DuBois tirelessly canvassed the residents of Philadelphia’s Seventh Ward, Kelly 

Miller was also busy searching for a truth telling outlet that would finally activate the political 

and social citizenship that emancipation and Reconstruction failed to confer. Like DuBois, Miller 

was a trained empiricist. Armed with Bachelors and Masters degrees in mathematics, Miller out 

his positivist training to work as a sociologists. In 1897 he founded the American Negro 

Academy with DuBois, and by 1918 he established Howard University’s sociology department, 

where he served as the Dean.164 Even before assuming this highly respected position, Miller was 

well known for his empirical reading of the Negro Problem, a position that was solidified by his 
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scathing review of Frederick Hoffman's racist survey of black mortality Race Traits and 

Tendencies of the American Negro. Published as the first essay of The American Negro 

Academy's published Occasional Papers, Miller's "Review" pointed attack of Miller's claim that 

blacks were biologically and socially destined for extinction became a bestseller amongst a black 

community eager to meet social science's racist claims on its own terms. In many ways Miller’s 

“Review” solidified his interest in the “Negro Problem,” and secured his place alongside DuBois 

as a leading black social theorist. Although subtle, Miller’s essay extends DuBois analysis of 

sociology’s theoretical limitations, gesturing towards the space between fact and fiction as an 

ideal sociological medium.  

   First published in 1896, Hoffman’s treatise on racial inferiority and celebration of white 

supremacy deployed statistical evidence from the 1890 census, health reports gathered from the 

Freedmen’s Bureau, military sanctioned physicals of black civil war soldiers, and incarceration, 

announcing, "that we find in race and heredity the determining factors in the upward or 

downward course of mankind."165 Embracing the identity of "impartial investigator," and 

celebrating the seeming objectivity of statistics ("in the field of statistical research, sentiment, 

prejudice, or the influence of pre-conceived ideas have no place"), Hoffman argued that high 

mortality rates, low employment figures, and rises in black incarceration were proving blacks 

were incapable of a future, and worse, were in possession of innate "race traits" that would 

permanently secure their status on the lowest rung of the racial chain of being. Importantly, 
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Hoffman's study looked remarkably similar to the social survey.166 Page after page, numeric 

charts and statistical graphs visualized the "facts."  

  Since Miller was trained as a mathematician and sociologist, the political vision espoused 

in “Review” is deeply informed by the power of positivist thought, objective evidence, and 

legitimacy of facts. From the earliest moments of the twenty-page “Review,” Miller puts his 

scientific eye to work, critiquing Hoffman’s sloppy science and irresponsible methods. Chapter 

by chapter, Miller moves through Race Traits, arguing that not only are Hoffman's findings are 

"based on disputed data," a direct allusion to controversies surrounding the census bureau’s 

questionable practices, but his methodology is just plain wrong.167 In particular, Miller takes 

Hoffman to task failing to segregate his data, a move that obscures the causal relationships 

between race, class, and statistics. That is, in spite of its goal of producing a diverse work that 

blends social analysis, narrative, and statistical data, Miller was hard and fast in the belief that 

the efforts of Race Traits fell flat. The work does not, for example, account for present historical 

conditions, such as the recent emancipation of African Americans, or social circumstances, like 

racist hiring practices. Hoffman’s biggest crime, however, was that his work was “not based 

upon a sufficient induction of data.”168 In turn, the measures and analysis lead to the production 

and circulation of “ugly facts”- figures and numbers that lump African American’s together as a 

degenerate, diseased, and dying “type.”169 
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 While Miller was clear in expressing his distrust of Hoffman’s methodology, he remained 

convinced that when properly deployed, statistics and social data were central to producing new 

knowledge about black life and changing the tide of race relations. That is, by assessing the 

productivity of facts using terms usually reserved for aesthetic judgment, Miller not only draws a 

line between social science and forms like the novel, but he also suggests that when properly 

mobilized, facts could produce politically transformative knowledge that could shift the value 

systems equating black life with social and political disfranchisement. Indeed, in the preface to 

the “Review,” Miller underlines facticity’s dormant capabilities, writing that Race Traits 

“presents by far the most thorough and comprehensive treatment of Negro problems, from a 

statistical standpoint, which has yet appeared.”170 Miller goes on to praise the time and 

investment that Hoffman put into collecting data, as well as his unrivaled ability to assemble a 

team of top notch scientists. From this vantage point the major flaw in Hoffman’s method is his 

inability to approach his subjects objectively and in turn, to responsibly parse his evidence. 

Rather than confronting the “facts” head on, Miller argued that Hoffman’s interpretation and 

conclusion were subjective, “reached from a prioiri considerations,” and his “facts have been 

collected in order to justify it.”171 Failing to restrain his subjective politics, Hoffman subverts his 

own attempts at unbiased, scientific objectivity. 

 Although Miller’s simultaneous embrace and rejection of Hoffman’s scholarship is 

puzzling, his commitment to objective observation and textual variation bespeaks a demand for a 

form like the social survey. In other words, the complete view of social, historical, and economic 

conditions that can be extracted from Miller’s writing mirrors Progressive Reformers’ goals of 
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relaying a comprehensive picture of urban life. Interestingly, when DuBois published The 

Philadelphia Negro two years later, Miller was silent; he neither published a review nor publicly 

referenced the work Given both men’s involvement in The American Negro Academy and what 

we know to be their close professional relationship, Miller’s critical elision of The Philadelphia 

Negro is nothing if not curious. However, the final pages of the “Review” begin to provide clues 

to what can only be read as an intentional sidestepping.  

 After proving that Hoffman’s “conclusion will not stand the philosophical tests of a 

sound theory,” Miller contends that sociology, statistical data, and analysis may not produce 

transformative knowledge after all.172 In place of raw facts Miller advances “Providence” as an 

analytic model for unpacking race relations and generating racial data. In introducing the new 

frame Miller explains, “I do not know if the author [Hoffman] believes in Providence as a 

determining factor in society or not. It may not be accounted scientific to take cognizance of any 

element that cannot be quantified, counted, weighed, or measured. But I do know that the wisest 

of our species have always believed that God is the controlling factor in human affairs.”173 

Although steeped in religious rhetoric, for Miller no amount of research, data, or social analysis 

can contend with the reality that some conditions cannot be explained away and instead, remain 

outside of the reaches of human analysis. Miller also seemed skeptical of the idea that human 

faculties could ever objectively practice social science. After all, seeing everything without 

judgment and predicating the future of race relations was outside of any human’s capacity. 

Science, then, failed to account for the unexplainable, or the un-visible, the space that DuBois 
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would later term “Chance.”174 But if the human eye could not distill both the visible and the 

invisible, as it turned out, the novelist and the novel were cut out for this task. 

 Two years after the publication of “Review of Race Traits,” in the midst of his wholesale 

embrace of social statistics and the belief that presenting the correct facts could disentangle 

blackness from criminality, inferiority and abjection, Miller was engaged with another book, 

Sutton Griggs’ 1899 novel Imperium in Imperio. Having just completed the final manuscript, 

Griggs sent Miller, his close friend and mentor, a copy of his novel along with a request for 

review. Griggs hoped that positive feedback from “one of the greatest minds that nature has 

given to this age” would boost sales, draw interest from the black community, and legitimate his 

recent transition from a career as a Baptist minister to a literary activist.175 Confident that "a 

statement of our cause in book form would accomplish good for our cause," Griggs believed that 

creating a collective of like-minded, well-informed and politically active readers, was key to 

intervening in race discourse and securing black citizenship rights. Ultimately, the plan failed 

and as he notes in his autobiographical sketch The Story of My Struggles, Imperium in Imperio 

was a “financial failure.” Sales were low and with the exception of a few reviews, the book did 

not receive the critical attention that he had hoped for. Moreover, the novel did not receive the 

warm reception from the black community that he imagined. There is little notice of the book in 

local or national black newspapers. In the end, Imperium in Imperio fell on deaf ears, and 

remained relatively unknown until its reemergence in the 1960s.176 
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  Miller, however, was excited about the political potentials underpinning Griggs’ novel. 

In particular, he praised Imperium in Imperio for its ability to contribute to contemporary debates 

surrounding “The Negro Problem” in sociological terms. In a note to Griggs, Miller explained, 

“Your book deals in a comprehensive way with all the factors of the race problem, and from the 

standpoint of grasp upon essential features and analytic treatment, it has no superior of its 

class.”177 Interestingly, Miller uses nearly the same words describe Hoffman’s “Race Traits” and 

Imperium. Both works present “comprehensive treatments” of the “race”/“Negro problem,” and 

are unmatched by their contemporary’s efforts to do similar work. Only, where Hoffman 

provides unbalanced attention statistical data, ignoring the environmental and economic roots of 

social conditions, and fails to employ the objective eye of the observer, Griggs is able to manage 

empirical information and social analysis seamlessly.  

 Perhaps most important is the choice of the words “comprehensive treatment,” a phrase 

that would have registered as a direct allusion to the vision of the work performed by the ideal 

social study. “Comprehensive” returns the reader of Miller’s review to the plans for social study 

that Du Bois outlined and to his own efforts at deploying the survey model. As Du Bois 

explained in Philadelphia Negro, giving an overview of the social conditions as they appeared 

on the surface was the first step in creating a useful sociological study.  

 Miller’s review of Imperium deserves further pause.  For the text was not just a valuable 

piece of fiction that could perform the work that he and had his contemporaries had argued was 

reserved for, but not successfully executed by the social sciences. Imperium in Imperio seemed 

to be an invaluable corollary to the project of racial uplift and empirical discourse. In the 

following months Miller invested a great deal of time promoting Imperium. According to Griggs, 
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Miller sent a copy of the book to “twenty of the more prominent Negroes in public life” with a 

request for comment and review, and together with Griggs, he made a series of appeals to the 

press and the public to read and purchase the text.178 Miller’s efforts to promote his young 

friend’s book underscore the value that he placed on fiction. Although we do not have access to 

the full letter that Miller wrote to Griggs - it was never published and no extant copy survives - 

his response does suggest that the fictional world imaged by Griggs could imagine a social 

landscape where something like Providence could be explored alongside socio-economic 

pressures as the cause of the “Negro problem.” The novelist, it would seem, could penetrate the 

depths and recesses obscured from the neutral observer, the empirical scientist, or the statistical 

report.  

 But what is perhaps more interesting is that contrary to what Miller’s short review might 

suggest, Imperium in Imperium is not a realist novel that directly mirrors the social. Instead, the 

text infuses its narrative of social realism with fantasy and mystery, and it is here that we might 

consider the novel as the ideal space for articulating Providence as an analytics for theorizing 

Afro American social life. On the one hand Providence helps Miller explain black progress as a 

gradual process that will occur over time and across generations. “God,” after all, is the 

“controlling factor in human affairs” and determines that “he visits the sins of the fathers upon 

the children unto the third and fourth generation.”179 As such, Miller reasons, it will take time for 

blacks to adjust their “moral and physical well-being” to that of the “liberated” class of 

Americans. Comparing recently emancipated blacks to the “Jews in Egypt,” Miller goes on to 

note that it took them “forty years to make the progress that scientific thought would have 
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required them to make if forty days.” Here science gets relegated to the realm of the irrational as 

no empirical evidence, analysis, or observation can predict with any certainty the fate of an entire 

population.  

 But on the other hand, Providence helps to make sense of the unexplainable realities of 

turn of the century black life that cannot fit within the boundaries of scientific discourse or the 

generic conventions of the social survey or study. As DuBois recalled, data, observation, and the 

scientific method failed to make sense of lynching, sexual violence, and every day realities of 

Jim Crow. While Providence offers one way of explaining these facts of life, the imagination of 

the novelist could also explore the seemingly incomprehensible in ways that exceed the 

vocabulary afforded to the empirical thinker. Throughout Imperio fantastical sub-plots abound. 

Belton Piedmont fathers a child who is born white and turns to black, a secret all black 

government reveals itself in Texas, and Belton survives a lynching and dissection. The 

combination of realism, naturalism, and fantasy has lead literary scholars like Kali Tal to classify 

Imperium in Imperium as “black militant near-future fiction” a sub-category of science fiction in 

which black writers push against the limits of realism in order to imagine alternate ways out of 

what was an otherwise bleak political future.  

 Both Griggs and Miller seemed aware of Imperium’s unique status between the 

imaginative and the sociological. In both of their discussions of Imperium, the work is never 

referred to as “fiction” or a “novel.” Instead it is simply classified as a “book.” Echoing Miller’s 

claim that the “book” is unrivaled, Griggs also refers to his work as “a statement of our case in 

book form that might accomplish good for our cause.”180 Classifying Imperium as a “book” 

instead of a “novel” reflects the gender and class politics of both men. Indeed they may have 
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been aiming to distinguish their work from the genre of the “novel” which was carved out as a 

“woman’s” genre and was often highly sentimentalized and appealed to a popular, as opposed to 

political, reading public. Although we now know that domestic women’s fiction was often highly 

political, for Griggs and Miller, “books” marked a masculine terrain of political intervention. At 

the same time, using the ambiguous term  “book” also suggests that both men saw the book as 

distinct from the fiction produced by other black writers, quite possibly because of its explicitly 

political agenda.  

 Throughout his writing career, fiction was bound to his desire to build a community of 

black readers, all of who collectively shared a vision of racial advancement. Griggs never felt 

compelled to write because of a desire to be an author, or even to produce aesthetically pleasing 

works. Rather, writing was always already about establishing what black writers in the 1920s and 

30s would term “propaganda.” The fervent belief in the co-extensive relationship between fiction 

and political reform lead Griggs to publish four more novels and set up his own publishing house 

to distribute and advertise his books. Even when fiction writing failed to do the work that he 

imagined, Griggs turned to non-fiction writing, authoring more than fifty short pamphlets and 

non-fiction political tracts before abandoning writing altogether for preaching and eventually, 

sound recording.  

 Miller also believed that Imperium had the potential to enrich current conversations about 

race. But while it was the collective practice of reading that Griggs believed would allow his 

readers to form a shared and politically powerful community, Miller located the power of 

Imperium in its ability to operate as the ideal sociological document. Importantly, he was not 

alone in his confidence in Griggs and the “book.” In 1904 The National Baptist Convention 

commissioned Griggs to create a fictional response to Thomas Dixon’s The Leopard’s Spots, a 
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bestseller that cast blacks as dangerous criminals, and in 1906 W.E.B. DuBois invited Griggs to 

the Niagara Convention, presumably as a distinguished writer. 

 The attention that both Griggs, Miller, Du Bois and The National Baptist Convention 

gave to his fiction writing highlights the powerful role that fiction played in the arena of 

progressive reform politics and draws our attention to the privileged, and often unrecognized, 

place that novels played in turn of the century social sciences as interventionist documents. But 

at the same time, Miller’s engagement with Imperium also invites us to give more attention to 

why the book was so appealing to Miller, was so important to Griggs, and yet was a commercial, 

and until recently, academic failure? Situating the novel in relationship to the social survey genre 

and the shortcomings of sociological methodology begins to provide some answers and 

highlights the novel’s unique status between the realms of fact and fiction. However, Griggs 

novel undoubtedly did something else, namely, articulated the doubt and anxiety that many 

reformers felt about the relationship between empirical data and race reform. While Miller and 

DuBois could never safely voice their doubt and retain their status as race leaders, the fictional 

world of the novel was a place where fears and anxieties could be played out, and where they 

could imagine a revamped affiliation between the observer and his subjects through the 

construction of fictional narrators.   

Faulty Surfaces, Unruly Eyes    

 While it would take DuBois forty years after the publication of The Philadelphia Negro 

to articulate the incompatibility between vision-based sciences like sociology and the political 

and social realities of post-Reconstruction black life, Imperium in Imperio is emphatic in its 

derision of the visual methodologies employed by surveyors and social scientists.  Whereas 

DuBois’ footnoted women begin to articulate a concern that the inquiring eye of the scientist is 
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unable to see everything, Griggs takes up the same challenge through a critical re-figuration of 

the observer.  

 Like any responsible social study, Imperium in Imperio aims to provide an overview of 

small samples, that when viewed together, will give complete picture of the subject. Literalized 

as sketch like chapters, the text gives an overview of two “types” of black Americans (Belton 

Piedmont, who is dark skinned, and poor, and Bernard Belgrave, a bi-racial son of a wealthy 

woman and a white congressman) and the social and structural conditions that made them. While 

Belton and Bernard's characterization as "fine specimens," pushes them into the terrain of 

empirical subjects, we might also note that the novels subtitle "A Study of the Negro Race 

Problem," also lends to its social scientific tenor.181 The narrative is structured as a series of 

paired chapters that compare and analyze key episodes in Belton and Bernard's life. By the end 

of each episode, readers understand Bernard and Belton's particular relationship to post-Bellum 

black life; or, to adopt the vocabulary of the social science, the individuals become representative 

case studies, invaluable data on the architecture (ideological, political, historical) underpinning 

the social landscape. What takes shape is a narrative that moves evenly back and forth between 

Bernard and Belton, creating a regular developmental rhythm, and mirroring the survey's 

investment in to parts and wholes.  

 Imperium in Imperio's progression is further impelled by the construction of Belton and 

Bernard as two distinct "types." Although their material and physical conditions could not be 

more different, they possess the same intellectual gifts. In the opening chapters detailing their 

school years the narrator explains, "Both boys were talented beyond the ordinary" and possessed 

"the rare gift of ambition and an unrivaled passion for oratory and rhetoric." Regardless of their 
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equally impressive "reputation as brilliant students and eloquent speakers," it quickly becomes 

clear that Bernard's near white complexion and political connections thrust him towards a life of 

ease and accomplishment.182 While he breezes through Harvard and is elected into US Congress, 

Belton's dark skin and poverty lead to one set back after another. While he does attend and 

graduate from the fictional Stowe University, an all black college modeled on Tuskegee 

University, he is unable to either maintain steady employment, or financially support his wife. 

While he remains committed to embodying the identity of the "New Negro," a politically 

independent man who was "self-respecting, fearless, and determined in the assertion of his 

rights," his efforts to stake a complete claim to this identity are consistently thwarted.183   

 The paralleled lives of Bernard and Belton suggest that structural racism is at the root of 

the post-Bellum Negro Problem. Belton does not end up a penniless delinquent husband and 

father because he lacks education, the capacity for civilization, or the skills necessary to become 

a full member of the American polity. Rather, public opinion, systematic exclusion, and the 

intersection of race and class are figures as the culprit in what is, ultimately, Belton's tragic life. 

On the one hand, Imperium in Imperio's claim that environment and biology determine social 

opportunity, economic development, interpersonal relationships, and every day interactions, 

would seem to firmly situate the text within the generic boundaries of literary Naturalism. And 

yet, if in Naturalist narratives environment and biology (read here as skin color) determine a 

character's fate, that Belton and Bernard face the same destiny (death at the hands of the Imperio) 

suggests that Imperium in Imperio is less interested in underlining the influence of abstract forces 
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and more interested in articulating the political potentials embedded in an aesthetic practice that 

makes those very social forces visible.  

 Imperium in Imperio is more than an easy mapping of the survey's narrative structure, 

however. Instead, the novel makes recourse to particular formal strategies that work towards 

reconstituting the relationship between vision, knowledge, and the power of objective 

investigation. The challenge to the authority of detached observation begins in the novel's 

earliest pages when, in a series of prefatory letters, readers are introduced to two rival narrators, 

Berl Trout and Sutton Griggs. The first document, signed by "Sutton E. Griggs" establishes the 

text as a series of "papers herewith submitted to you for your perusal and consideration" as the 

dying wish of "Mr. Berl Trout."184 Acting as a late nineteenth century version of an antebellum 

authenticator, Griggs who assures readers that Trout, "was a warm and personal friend of both 

Bernard and Belton, and learned from their own lips the stories of their eventful lives."185  

Trout's authority is so convincing that, although he admits to being, "unacquainted with the 

Imperio," Griggs has complete faith in "the truthfullness of his narrative" and agrees to "fulfill 

his dying wish by editing his Ms., and giving it to the public."186 If anyone should attempt to 

undermine Trout's authenticity, Griggs possesses an archive of "indisputable proofs" that will 

authorize the novel's claims.187   

 But if Griggs' preface acts as a literary character witness validating Trout's narrative, then 

the moral barometer is highly skewed. In the second first-person preface, "Berl Trout's Dying 
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Declaration," Trout undercuts Griggs' glowing description, instead fashioning himself an 

unreliable "traitor." Shrouded in distrust and duplicity, Trout explains, "I have violated an oath 

that was as solemn and binding as any ever taken by a man on earth."188 While we have to wait 

to find out that Berl's unforgivable crime is publicly exposing the Imperium, in these early pages 

readers are tasked with placing their trust in a self described traitor. With the two prefaces in 

place, neither of which is really by the text's author, the power of univocal narrative authority is 

undercut. According to Griggs' letter, the story belongs to Belton and Bernard, Berl is the 

transcriber, and he is the editor. While Griggs never had any first hand knowledge of the 

"Imperium," he trusts Berl's account, and in spite of Berl's self-characterization as "treacherous," 

and believes that based on what he knows, he can faithfully curate the story. The task of isolating 

a single reliable or objective narrator is thus figured as not only impossible, but fruitless. After 

all, as a member of the secret society to which both Bernard and Belton belonged, and as their 

“warm personal friend,” Berl is anything but the cool and distanced observer heralded by social 

science as arbiter of truth. Furthermore, Griggs' position as a close friend of Trout undermines 

his own editorial objectivity. What, readers are left to wonder, does he choose to leave out in 

those mysterious " other documents" that "tend" to "confirm the assertions made in the 

narrative"?189  

 In asking readers to skeptically consume "authentic" documents, the prefatory labor stages 

a critique of Realist literary and cultural strategies presented by critics like Amy Kaplan and 
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Mark Seltzer at the end of the twentieth century.190 In her foundational study The Social 

Construction of American Realism, Kaplan articulates the by now familiar thesis that literary 

Realism is not simply mimesis, but is part of the late nineteenth century's investment in "the act 

of construction to organize, reform, and control the social world."191 In her reading of canonical 

writers like Edith Warton and Theodore Drieser, Kaplan deconstructs the Realist novel's 

ideological architecture to expose the "real" as a system of power relations. In dramatizing 

Kaplan's claim for a critical re-assessment of the real, I want to suggest Imperium in Imperio 

enacts the survey's sociological reading practice, to reveal the survey's transformative potential. 

Here, unreliable narrators, secret crimes, and withheld documents function to create a generic 

hybridity that continually alters the terms of racial knowledge. The dynamism set in place by the 

prefatory instability translates into plot devices that interrupt any expectation of unmediated 

realism.  

 In other words, the formal eccentricity and the dueling prefaces continually, "shift the 

epistemology of race," terms that Brent Hayes Edwards uses to describe the generic hybridity at 

work W.E.B. DuBois' 1903 The Souls of Blackfolk. In his treatment of the prefatory materials 

that frame The Souls of Black Folk (musical epigraphs, European poetry, and the recurring trope 

of the veil), Edwards argues that the manipulation of these textual strategies act to provide 

multiple, and often shifting, points of entry to blackness in, "a manner than stands in for social 

and epistemological access to" racial knowledge.192 If, as Edwards suggests, the "multiple 
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layering frames" deployed my DuBois disrupt social sciences' will to complete racial knowledge, 

then as we shall see, within Imperium in Imperio, the racial epistemology emerging from its own 

management of frames and prefaces is particularly visual. In addition to modeling a visual 

epistemology, the formal strategies not only make evident seemingly fantastic and extra-ordinary 

events, but also casts them as part of previously un-visible reality.  

 The second part of Imperium in Imperio's engagement with social sciences' visual practices 

is more complicated given the way that the novel is ultimately a tale of a failed racial revolution. 

As the plot unfolds, Belton and Bernard are figured as two possible models of racial leadership. 

Critics often read their respective characters as thinly veiled depictions of W.E.B. DuBois and 

Booker T. Washington. Belton's investment in industrial education and assimilation is considered 

Washingtonian ("We must change the conception which the Anglo-Saxon has formed of our 

character"193), while Bernard's call for a violent annexation of Texas and the establishment of an 

all black nation is likened to a radical DuBois ("Let us then, at all hazard's strike a blow for 

freedom"). Anachronism aside (although conflicted about the role of sociology in black uplift, in 

1899 DuBois had yet to articulate his vision of black internationalism that would seem to 

resonate with Belton’s call for a separate black nation), these readings elide the fact that both 

Bernard’s plan for establishing a black nation in Texas, and Belton’s call for assimilation into 

white bourgeois norms, ultimately fail. Indeed, as both prefaces make clear, the Imperium has 

"been destroyed." Just as Belton's refusal to comply with Bernard's plan for violent insurrection 

lead to his murder, Berl's fear that Bernard is becoming a megalomaniacal leader compels him to 

publicly expose the secret government. As "Bernard stood by the side of Belton's grave and saw 
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the stiffened form of his dearest friend lowered to its last resting place...he laughed a fearful, 

wicked laugh like unto that of a maniac."194 Vowing to give the "flesh" of whites as "food for the 

buzzards," Bernard's shift from a transformative race leader to an egotistical despot justifies 

Trout's decision to expose the Imperio. But this figuration also implies that even if Trout had not 

turned his back on the Imperio, the political vision was moving towards the dangerous ground of 

a dictatorship run by an egotistical power monger.  

 It is tempting to read the frustrated ending as a call for a political platform that is neither 

DuBoisian nor Washingtonian, but instead, closer to what Griggs would later elaborate as 

collective efficiency.195 The failed politics of both men can also be approached as the inevitable 

outcome of a lesson in how not to see. In what follows, I contend that Griggs reveals to readers 

the potentials waiting on the other side of a perceptual revolution by staging the violent effects of 

misreading the social. In the context of Imperium in Imperio, the threat of misapprehending the 

social, and therefore improperly diagnosing the "problem," is reconfigured as the violent 

(psychic and physical) consequence of perceiving surfaces as simple indexes of the truth. The 

challenge to the objective observer thus plays out as an explicit critique of ocular-centric vision.  

 Over and over, the novel emphasizes the pitfalls of what Holbrook called "casual" 

observation. In one of the most obvious moments, Belton's investment in the coeval relationship 

between vision and truth costs him his family, and almost his life. After graduating from high 

school and attending college, he joins the cadre of "New Negros," becomes a teacher and gets 

married. However, when his wife (Antoinette) gives birth to their son, Belton is astonished to see 
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that although the "color of Antoinette was brown" and the "color of Belton was dark," "the child 

was white!"196 "Sadly, disconsolately, broken in spirit," Belton abandons his family only to 

reconnect with them right before his death to find that his child's skin has darkened, leaving him 

a near replica of his father ("The boy looked up at Belton, and if ever one person favored another, 

this child favored him"197).  

 While the decision to abandon his wife and child is reframed as a fault of Belton's faulty 

perception, the limits of vision are drawn into shaper relief when Belton's wife (Antoinette) uses 

photographs to prove the biological link between father and son with photographs. As Belton 

laments over his gross visual misstep, Antoinette, "rushes to her album and showed him pictures 

of the child taken at various stages of its growth. Belton discerned the same features in each 

photograph, but a different shade of color of the skin."198 In this scene, skin, like social 

landscapes, is a highly deceptive and unstable surface; color changes from image to image. 

What's more, the photograph is figured as a medium that is only reliable when it is situated 

within a broader context, the album. Belton must see the photographs in relation to one another 

before he can apprehend the truth.   

 An equally telling example of the limits of normative reading emerges in the chapter "On 

the Dissecting Board." Immediately after leaving his wife and child, Belton is offered and 

accepts a position as president of another black college, this time in Cadeville, Louisiana. Upon 

boarding the train from Virginia to Louisana, Belton emerges as the successful transformation 

into the embodiment “self-help component” of uplift politics: he has managed to escape his 
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impoverished upbringing, rise to the head of his class, leaves his small town in Virginia to attend 

college, and is committed to teaching the masses of newly emancipated Southern blacks. Belton's 

movement Southward echoes James Smethurst's reading of turn of the century black novels, 

where the reverse migration from North to South, or deeper into the South, signals a larger 

commitment to "live and work with and among the folk for the elevation of the race and the 

preservation of black citizenship."199 But if black southward migration is bound to political and 

ideological projects, then as Robert Stepto points out in his own reading of the trope of migration, 

the movement is also highly psychological. The spatial reconfiguration of race that defined the 

Jim Crow Era through segregation, the social enforcement of the "one drop rule," and 

ghettoization of black populations into "slums," is manifest as the emergence of a racial 

consciousness. The confrontation between the physical limits of blackness, the incapacity to 

move through certain spaces, is plotted as an "immersion" into the South, which produces a 

heightened sense of how it feels to be a problem. 

 Perhaps the most famous example of the psychological impact of black Southward 

migration can be found in the chapter "Of the Black Belt" from W.E.B. DuBois' The Souls of 

Black Folks. In his reading of his movement from Great Barrington to rural Georgia where he, 

like Belton, has accepted a teaching post, Stepto argues that DuBois' journey enacts a "cultural 

immersion ritual" that is activates an unrealized "race spirit."200 One might also note that in The 

Souls of Black Folk the creation of a racial identity, "race spirit," actualized during the movement 
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South, is directly linked to the theory of double consciousness, that “sense of always looking at 

one’s self through the eyes of others.”201   

 To be sure, the work of the "immersion narrative" turns upon an intimate knowledge of the 

ways in which power structures the "symbolic geography" of the Black Belt, and an awareness of 

how they come to bear on one's racialized body. DuBois is clearly familiar with the racial 

customs that inform black life in, and travel throughout, the South. In one of the most striking 

moments in the chapter, DuBois articulates the emotional impact of legalized segregation: "If 

you wish to ride with me you must come into the Jim Crow Car...Of course the car is not so good 

as the other, but it is fairly clean and comfortable, the discomfort lies chiefly in the hearts of 

those four black men."202 Knowledgeable of the South's requirement that blacks must sit in Jim 

Crow and whites who wish to sit with blacks also have to join them there. The "discomfort" is 

not due to the less than average conditions of the train car, but the black riders' double 

consciousness; their knowledge that in the eyes of whites they will always be "a problem." 

This scene of reverse migration occurs again and again in turn of the century black literature.  Frances 

Harper's Iola Leroy(1892), Paul Dunbar's Sport of the Gods(1899), and Charles Chesnutt's The Marrow 

of Tradition (1901), all  restage this primal scene of racial awakening. In keeping with the DuBois-ian 

correlation between reverse migration and race consciousness, in The Marrow of Tradition the removal 

of the black protagonist Dr. Miller from the first class train car to the Jim Crow train car triggers a 

similar psychological impact. In Marrow of Tradition, what DuBois called a "discomfort" is expressed 

as a "queer sensation," overcoming Dr. Miller when he realizes that a dog might be consigned to his 

same train car. Dr. Miller's "racial philosophizing" does not stop there. Over the course of the episode, 
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Chesnutt gives readers access into Miller's psyche, unpacking the "queer sensation" of understanding 

how one's own body means within a racist field of perception.203  

 Imperium in Imperio's "immersion narrative" departs from these works in significant ways. 

As he travels through the American South towards Louisiana, Belton remains both completely 

unaware of way how raced body comes to signify and oblivious to Louisiana’s "symbolic 

geography." The majority of the ride is "devoid of special interest," but when the train crosses 

into the Louisiana territory, racial customs also begin to shift and Belton finds himself at the 

mercy of a group of white racist vigilantes, turned amateur race scientists.204 Before the onset of 

Jim Crow Legislation Louisiana's social customs were not legally enforced: "At that time the law 

providing separate coaches for colored and white people had not been enacted by any of the 

Southern States." However, the state's racial topography authorized a different reality where 

custom was law: "whites had an unwritten but inexorable law, to the effect that no Negro should 

be allowed to ride in a first class coach. Louisiana was one of the States."205 According to the 

"immersion narrative", Belton should be primed for the transformative "cultural immersion" that 

his journey should prompt. Even though he is entirely unaware of Louisiana’s unspoken rules, 

("Belton did not know this"), the South should trigger his racial consciousness. However for 

Belton, the "queer sensation" or "discomfort" never kicks in.  

 The problem here is not that Belton simply lacks double consciousness; in fact, he is 

constructed as highly literate. Once on the train, “he was quietly reading a newspaper” and “now 

and then he would look out of the window at the pine tree forest near the track” and the ditch of 
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muddy water that ran next to the train track [emphasis mine].206 Belton’s momentary glances fail 

to register the meanings encoded in Louisiana, the train, or the symbolic geography. Instead, in 

another moment of misreading, Belton "happened to glace around" to see "a group of white men 

in eager, animated conversation, and looking in his direction." While DuBois' does his best to 

avoid such encounters by riding in the Jim Crow Car, and Dr. Miller also takes his seat in the 

segregated car, Belton "paid no especial attention to this [the white men], however, and kept on 

reading." Equally troubling is his failure to read the dynamics of the broader social landscape; he 

is unable to apprehend the emergency claims that may be emanating from the seemingly banal 

site of the “pine tree forest” or the newspaper, both of which are haunted by the specter of 

lynching circulating in the black press as evidence for white supremacists eager to prove the 

barbarity of black men. Put another way, Belton’s gaze does not register the everyday offenses 

that structure the civil status of blacks as non-citizens. Without historicizing his field of vision, 

Belton fails to apprehend his environment in dynamic terms, and instead, reads the visible as 

simply signifying “that which is really there,” trees, passengers, and landscapes.207  

But perhaps most importantly, Belton imagines that his own status as a member of the visibly 

recognizable member of the black middle class will protect him from the realities of racial violence. It is 

in this moment visual misperception that Griggs issues the most violent warning against adopting 

normative ocular centric reading practices. When Belton finally makes it to Cadeville to assume his 

teaching post, his body continues to arrest the attention of the white supremacist gaze. Lead by 

Cadeville's local physican, Dr. Zackland, the "nigger rulers," become obsessed with visually, and 
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physically, reducing Belton's body to object data: “I’ll be durned if that ain’t the finest looking darkey I 

ever put my eye on. If I could get hid body to dissect, I’d give one of the finest kegs of whiskey in my 

cellar.”208 Ultimately, the mob's wish is granted, Belton is accused of sexual impropriety with a white 

woman (at church he leans over to help a white woman find a page in a hymn book), and with careful 

instructions not to mutilate his body too much, sentenced to lynching.  

In keeping with the customary rituals of lynching, Belton is hanged and shot. Abiddig by Zackland's 

strategy to preserve the body for scientific scrutiny, the mob only shoots Belton once in the head. In 

what is arguably one of the most fantastic moments, unbeknownst to the "nigger rulers," although 

Belton survives the lynching, he is taken for dead, carried to Dr. Zackland's office, and yet again, subject 

to the scientists penetrating eyes. Here, the self-appointed race scientists attempt to verify Belton's 

death:  

"Dr. Zackland came to the table and looked down on Belton with a 

happy smile. To have such a  robust, well-formed, handsome 

nigger to dissect and examine he regarded as one of the greatest 

boons of his medical career. Belton had now returned to 

consciousness but kept his eyes closed, thinking it best to feign 

death. Dr. Zackland cut off the hair in the neighborhood of the 

wound in the rear of Belton’s had and began cutting the skin, 

trying to trace the bullet. Belton did not wince. “The nigger is dead 

or else he would show some sign of life. But I will try pricking his 
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palm”. This was done, but while the pain was exceedingly 

excruciating, Belton showed no sign  of feeling. 209 

 

Unsuccessful in differentiating the living from the dead, Dr. Zackland leaves the body, at which point 

Belton jumps off the dissecting table and makes his escape. On one level, Dr. Zackland embodies a 

white supremacist visual practice that reads epidermal schema (dark skin) as an index of social death. 

That is, even when he was alive, Belton was calibrated as an inanimate object, a "thing" to be dissected, 

atomized, and explored. But on a second level, Dr. Zackland and his followers are unable to read 

Belton's body because they rely solely on the power of their scientific eye to both penetrate and control 

surfaces. Like the "mere screen" preventing alley life to come into view, his skin is figured as a surface 

that hides truths. And yet, while his body “showed” no sign of feeling, and his skin reveals itself to be a 

totally unreliable index -it does not shiver, flinch, or “wince” - even when his skin is cut, Belton is still 

taken for dead. Social science's habit of eye thus stills all forms of life, and in this case completly mis-

reads black life.  

 And yet, this moment deserves further pause. For as important as the severe challenge to seeing 

remains, Belton's status as survivor requires a bit more unpacking. In her exploration of James Weldon 

Johnson's relationship to lynching, Jackie Goldsby remarks that as a survivor of lynching himself, 

Johnson figured himself as perpetually stuck in a liminal status between the living and the dead.210 

In this way survivors join the ranks of Philadelphia's domestic employees who also resist normative 

sociological categories. Indeed, in the collection of lynching statistics that Ida B. Wells' scrutinized 

throughout her career, no column exists for survivors. As visual and epistemological puzzles, a figure 
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like the lynching survivor poses an aesthetic and social scientific challenge: how can we see perceive 

bodies? Imperium in Imperio's literalization of the decenter observer begins this work. As I have shown, 

by displacing the authority of a single expert voice, the novel opens a visual territory where previously 

illegible socialites can emerge. Belton's lynching and survival scene thus does not just point to the 

inherent misperception of normative social scientific vision, but the extra-real moment stands in for 

what we might begin to see, survival.  

 “The Whole Man Was to Speak” 

 If Imperium in Imperio argues that optic regimes of perception and ocular centric 

discourses can never access the facts of blackness, then this point is articulated most clearly in 

the novel’s final verbal battle between oratorical rivals Bernard and Belton. Steeped in references 

to visuality, speech, and political reformation, the chapter “Crossing the Rubicon” opens as 

Bernard and Belton prepare to offer proposed solutions to “the whole question of the relationship 

of the negro race to the Anglo-Saxons.”211 For his part, Belton offers an assimilationist program 

that hinges upon racial cooperation. Alternately, Belton proposes an all-black military coup to 

secure Texas as an independent black nation. Belton’s militaristic speech is often read as the 

novel’s climax, the point in which Griggs offers his radical black separatist vision. This moment 

also marks another transition, a movement from an implicit engagement with the limits of visual 

perception to a forceful celebration of sound and speech as the primary analytics of race. As the 

president of the Imperium, Bernard approaches the podium first and while the narrator prepares 

readers for what is a lengthy transcription, it becomes clear that neither text nor vision can 

supply access the meaning of speech.  

The whole man was to speak that day. And he spoke. We can give you his words 
but not his speech. Man can photograph the body, but in the photograph you can 
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only glimpse the soul. Words can portray the form of speech, but the spirit, the 
life, are missing and we turn away disappointed. That sweet, well-modulated 
voice, full of tender pathos, of biting sarcasm, of withering irony, of swelling rage, 
of glowing fervor, according as the occasion demanded, was a most faithful 
vehicle to Bernard; conveying fully every delicate shade of thought.212 

 

As in the description of Belton’s lynching and dissection, here the limits of optic regimes come 

into focus and the photograph is dismissed as futile technology that will never entirely capture 

locus of black identity, the soul. While DuBois pulled back the veil to reveal blacks’ 

contributions to American modernity, as Griggs imagines it, sound is the technology that will 

grant full access to blackness. That is, if the soul escapes visual perception (the photograph can 

only glimpse it) then it can be fully apprehended by listening. But what is most interesting here 

are the ways in which this passage suggests that voice and sound are the modalities that reveal 

comprehensive “truths” about the invisible and the visible, soul and body. Bernard’s voice is 

embodied to the point where it is inaccessible to even the most probing of visual technology. The 

sound does not emerge from his voice, but from the depths of his very being.  

 Bernard’s body is offered as multi-dimensional, bursting with affect and intelligence, 

strong, and authoritative, in short, Bernard is his voice. While Dr. Zackland’s eyes could not 

register the life pulse of Belton, then given the conflation of life and voice, listening would have 

afforded him a more accurate reading. If the turn of the century “Negro Problem” was a problem 

of knowledge production, where to “know” black life was to move it towards social and political 

access, then the only way to know blackness and effect political transformation is to listen.  

Griggs’ derision of visual literacy is interesting, especially in light of his belief that reading, 

writing, and publishing were key approaches to aesthetic expression and black political activism. 

Imperium in Imperio was the first of over fifty publications that Griggs would produce between 
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1900 and 1930, not to mention his hands on approach to promoting reading that included 

travelling from town to town and churn to church promoting his works. Griggs’ confidence in the 

power of literature is certainly in keeping with a turn of the century black uplift politics, where 

literary activity, and indeed literacy, was offered as evidence of black civilization and citizenship. 

As Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham has argued, although black writers had always deployed 

reading as a primal scene in the slavery to freedom matrix that motivates the antebellum slave 

narrative’s claims to black personhood, by the turn of the century books, newspapers, and 

literacy were increasingly offered as a corrective to the oral, folk, and vernacular traditions that 

were largely believed to signal black social inferiority.213 By presenting sound as an alternative, 

if not a replacement, to reading books and looking at photographs, we can read Griggs’ text as 

producing a subject that emerges outside of literacy-personhood paradigm.  

In Blackness and Value Lindon Barrett offers sound, particularly music, as a 

transformative modality from which blacks can challenge the violence rendered by vision. 

Historically barred from access to image-making technologies, or control over the dissemination 

of imagery, Barrett argues, “the priority of a musical legacy attests to African American 

populations’ turning earnestly, ingeniously, and with marked success to the less privileged sense 

making medium of sound. Sound, one might argue, gains especial attention for those who remain 

visibly outside the designation of most fully human.”214 To be sure, Griggs echoes the 

importance of the sonic in the field of black expression that is defined by perceptual regimes, 
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objective observers, and technologies like the survey and the photograph. But Griggs diverges 

from the too easy recourse to music structuring Barrett and so many theorists of black sound by 

mobilizing speech instead of music.  

Imperium in Imperio’s celebration of sound anticipates Griggs’ turn to religious 

recordings in the late 1920s. After publishing Imperium in Imperio, he went on to establish his 

own publishing firm out of which he produced numerous novels, pamphlets, and by early 1920s, 

political books. However, in the late 1920s Griggs returned to his first career, ministry and by 

1928 he was contributing to the increasingly popular genre of recorded sermons. “Produced in 

three-minute and six-minute sound bites” the black sermon attempted “to re-create the black 

worship experience, presenting highly emotional preaching, moaning, ecstatic audience response, 

vocal and instrumental accompaniment.”215 Throughout 1928 Griggs would record six sides for 

Victor Records: “Saving the Day,” “A Hero Closes the War,” “Self Examination,” “Self-

Examination- Take 2” “Surprise Answer to Prayer,” “A Surprise Answer to Prayer –Take 2.” On 

each record Griggs gives a brief sermon followed by a musical coda that is usually a black 

spiritual such as “Roll Jordan Roll.” On the recordings Griggs’ voice sounds measured, even, 

and entirely devoid of any emotional flourish. Griggs speaks slowly, enunciating every syllable 

and pausing to emphasize punctuation. His Southern accent is only faintly deciphered and he is 

almost certainly reading from a written and rehearsed script. The “literary” style of these 

recordings has been read as evidence of Griggs’ increasingly conciliatory politics. As Steven C. 

Tracy has remarked in one of the few studies to attend to Griggs’ sound recording, “these 

recordings have none of the vivacity, drama, or exhortative drive of recorded Baptist 
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preachers…or the spontaneity of sanctified jack-leg preachers.”216 Further bolstering the claim 

that Griggs’ sermons reflect a less-radical version of black politics, Tracy cites the fact that of 

the six records only “Saving the Day” and “A Hero Closes the War,” explicitly deal with race.   

 To be sure, Griggs’ recordings are not those irreducible moans, shouts, and shrieks that 

critics label as the site of radical black aesthetics or that articulates the “traditional” black church 

that made for popular race records. If popular race records announced themselves as 

authentically black through linguistic and musical performances that could easily correspond to 

blackness, then Griggs sermons are racially unmarked. Griggs’ recording style is more than 

matter of religious conservatism (he is often classified as a Methodist rather than a Baptist by 

contemporary scholars), however. For in refusing to produce a conventional “race” record, 

Griggs exposes the line between sound and vision. That is, if blackness is figured through 

epidermal schema, then it is equally associated with verbal and physical performances. In 

hearing the call and response, the preachers enthusiasm, and the “yeses” and “that’s rights” 

emanating from the congregation, listeners to typical recorded sermons were invited imagine the 

black body. Griggs’ records, however, suspend the moment of sonic-visual identification and 

insist that blackness can be valued through a different schema.  

 I want to suggest that Griggs commitment, then, is not so much to black sound, but to the 

narratives of blackness engendered by the materiality and technology of the victor record. Just as 

the novel, the pamphlet, and the sermon operate as form that might “do some good,” we might 

also think of the record as a form that produces aesthetic practices and models theories of 

blackness. In Audible Past Jonathan Sterne offers as social history of sound recording. Central to 

the rise of the phonograph and the recording industry, Sterne argues, was the belief that sound 
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recordings could register and produce a “perfect fidelity” whose likeness that transcended even 

the authenticity of the photograph. Unlike photographs, in sound recording the material 

mediation between sound waves and ear is invisible. As such, the transformative potential of 

sound recording was premised on the belief that there was equivalence between the recording 

and the body. In the first quarter of the twentieth century, the discourse on sound fidelity was 

increasingly oriented around the task of erasing the disjuncture between body and sound. As part 

of the project, Sterne explains, an aesthetic of fidelity emerged that privileged clarity, durability, 

and reproducibility. From the vantage point the most desirable recording artists spoke or sung 

clearly and deployed recognizable and common phrases. Under the rubric of fidelity, 

improvisation was decried in favor of predictability.217  

 Undoubtedly, Griggs’ preaching style is in keeping with the terms of fidelity. Not only 

does he speak in slow, measured, and highly enunciated phrases, but in each sermon he carefully 

informs his reader what part of the bible he is drawing his inspiration from. “A Hero Closes the 

War,” begins “In the fourth chapter of Micah and the third verse we have these words…” while 

“A Surprise Answer to Prayer” informs listeners “My texts is Luke, eleventh chapter, first verse 

‘teach us to prey’.” In directing his audience to the exact content of his sermons, and to what 

were likely well-known biblical moments, Griggs decreases the possibility that his audience 

might not understand his words. Even if his voice manifests as fuzzy or with interference, by 

adhering to the boundaries of fidelity, Griggs has worked to ensure that readers will hear him 

even if they cannot understand him.  

With its interest in collapsing the space between real original and copy, human and 

machine, and recorded voice and physical body, the record offered a paradigm and an aesthetic 
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practice for actualizing the black body in surprisingly transformative ways. More particularly, in 

enacting aesthetics of fidelity, by speaking in measured phrases, over-enunciating, and erasing 

his regional accent, Griggs ensured that his recordings would stand the test of time; they could be 

replayed over and over and over. Durability also poses a challenge to the vulnerability and 

ephemerality of black life that was manifest in lynching, institutional racism, and less obvious 

forms of violence. Moreover, if, as Griggs suggested, the sound and the body are synonymous, 

then in adhering to fidelity, Griggs produces durable black bodies. 

 The purchase of durability materializes in the sermon “Saving the Day.” Griggs instructs 

listeners that the sermon draws from “the seventeenth verse of the third chapter of Joshua, 

reading thus: ‘And the priests that bare the ark of the covenant of the Lord stood firm on dry 

ground in the midst of the Jordan, and all of the Israelites passed over on dry ground until all the 

people passed clean over Jordan.” Emerging in the middle of the Old Testament’s Book of 

Joshua, the moment that Griggs calls upon figures Joshua parting the Jordan River, a symbol that 

legitimates his status as Moses successor, so that the Israelites are able march into Israel. 

Applying the ancient parable to modern times, Griggs explains “I am now to tell you of the 

salvation wrought in modern times in a river by a group of Negroes.” The sermon goes on to 

detail the historical flood of 1927, and how even the plans of “skilled engineers with the previous 

history of the river” were unable to construct a levee that would stand up to the raging storm. 

Just as science and technology fail to manage nature, Griggs goes on to wage an attack against 

the inefficacy of government mandated protection. Just as the levees “failed to give perfect 

security,” the “state and federal government had exercised their full power in trying to meet the 

situation created” and yet “the waters roared and laughed their best efforts to scorn.” In the face 

of the breaking levee, a group of “mighty Negroes” appears to “offer their bodies as temporary 
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sandbags.” Contorting their frames to break in the levee, they “formed a human wall” until real 

sandbags could be “rushed to the break.” 

 As Steven Tracy explains in his analysis of “Saving the Day,” the heroes “accomplish 

what history, science, and governments cannot” by selflessly offering themselves as “temporary 

sand bags” to stop the natural disaster.218  While Tracy is right to point that Griggs figures black 

bodies as modern technology, his estimation that this model of heroic action also hinges upon the 

“self-sacrifice” moves too quickly past durability. In “Saving the Day” black bodies are more 

than saviors or saints, they are shape shifters who move from human to inanimate object and 

back again; these are after all “temporary” sandbags. We might then think of the ways in which 

the material durability of the record mirrors a future condition in which black bodies are not 

subject to the prying eyes, tools, and technologies of racial vision. To return to Imperium in 

Imperio one last time, the threat of optics that I have been arguing gets staged in the survey of 

Belton and Bernard’s lives is what, in Miller’s estimation, positioned the text as a “book” that 

could do some good. More than offering an easily adaptable solution to disfranchisement, 

lynching, or racism more broadly, the force of Griggs’ narrative comes from the displacement of 

the visual and the simultaneous movement towards alternate analytics like sound, touch, and 

feeling. But as Griggs’ final experiment in sound recording makes plain, perhaps it was not the 

book but the record that could provide an account of blackness.  
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Chapter 3: Photography Hesitant 

 

In the February 1912 issue of The Crisis, W.E.B. Du Bois found himself defending his 

editorial decision to publish lynching photographs in its December 1911 and January 1912 issues. 

The first photograph appeared in the annual Christmas issue. Printed as part of the title piece to 

Du Bois’ short story “Jesus Christ in Georgia,” the photograph of an unidentified victim is 

embedded in a line drawing of a cross; cropped and 

shrunken the image of the hanging body occupies 

the lower-left corner of the space carved out by the 

cross, in the center of the cross a thorn-crowned 

Christ looks down upon him [Image 1].  In the 

January issue Du Bois revised his mixed-media 

approach and dedicated two full pages to lynching 

photographs. The first page reprinted the front and 

the back of a postcard taken at the scene of a 

lynching in Andalusia, Alabama. The front depicts 

a crowd of whites gathered proudly around the 

body of their black victim who lies dead at their 

feet. In keeping with the conventions of lynching 

photographs, the perpetrators are accompanied by a Image 1, The Crisis, 
December, 1911 
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crowd of spectators who lean over the make shift barricade to make sure that their presence will 

be documented by the camera.219 The other half of the page reproduces the back of the postcard 

bearing the message: “This is the way we do them down here. The last lynching has not been put 

on card yet. Will put you on our regular mailing list. Expect one a month on the average.”   

Opposite the message is the name of the postcard’s recipient, “Rev. John. H. Holmes” a pastor of 

the Unitarian Church in New York City [Image 2]. A few pages later readers encounter yet 

another photograph. This one is the full sized version of the cropped image published in 

December. Now the perspective has widened to reveal the white perpetrators gathered at the feet 

of the swinging victims and a second body hanging a few trees behind. Like the previous images, 

the names of victims are withheld and instead the sole caption points to the contradictions 

underpinning in white supremacist logic, “Frenzied Mob of Prominent Citizens” [Image 3) 

Not since Ida B. Wells’ 1895 pamphlet The Red Record had a pornographic photograph 

of a hanged black body appeared in the black press.220 Although less than two decades had 

passed since A Red Record, The Crisis’ readers were shocked by the appearance of the gruesome 

photographs. Black activists, writers, and artists were not, however, shying away from lynching 

as a topic. Between 1895 and December 1911 it is nearly impossible to find a novel, play,  
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editorial, speech, or short story that does not at least allude to lynching. But while graphic 

accounts of racial violence appeared in print – one need only think of Charles Chesnutt’s literary 

account of the Wilmington race riots in The Marrow of Tradition – encountering a photograph of 

a dead black body hanging from a tree or a pole appears to have been too difficult to consume.  

Thus, after the second set of lynching photographs was printed Du Bois published a response to 

what we can only assume were countless letters from readers and subscribers denouncing the 

images of the hanging, nearly naked, dead, and wounded bodies. In his editorial Du Bois justifies 

his decision to include such images: 

In so trying [to narrate the Truth] we realize that the mere statement of the facts 
does not always carry its message. Often the lighter touch, the insinuation and the 
passing reference are much more effective. We know this, and yet, so often the 

Image 2, The Crisis, Jan. 1912       Image 3, The Crisis, Jan. 1912 
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grim awfulness of the bare truth is so insistent we feel it our duty to state it. Take 
those stark and awful corpses, men murdered by lynch law, in last month’s issue: 
it was a gruesome thing to publish, and yet – could the tale have been told 
otherwise? Can the nation otherwise awaken to the enormity of this beastly crime 
of crimes, this rape of law and decency? Could a neat joke or a light allusion 
make this nation realize what 2,500 murders such as these look like?221 
 

The question “could the tale have been told otherwise” is only partly rhetorical. While it 

might seem as if he is simply drawing attention the evidentiary status of photographs, their 

ability to always already offer incontrovertible “proof,” the relationship between lynching, 

photography, and race was anything but simple. With regards to representations of the black 

male body in particular, in photography, the stakes of re-presenting an image of a dead, abject, 

and as the photographs originally suggested, criminal body, came with particularly high stakes. 

As Deborah McDowell reminds us, “U.S. culture apprehends black Americans, especially black 

American men, largely through the ubiquitous metaphors of photographic technology.” As the 

wide range of scholarship on turn of the century lynching photographs proves, “black men’s 

bodies are” and continue to be “over exposed.” “Clustering at either end of two kindred poles: 

sex at one and death at the other…their bodies have becomes seared in the nation’s optical 

unconscious.”222    

“Could the story be told otherwise,” is less about the authoritative and accurate nature of 

the photographs, and more a question about whether or not these images might make readers see 

differently. That is, Du Bois’ query reveals a concern with making the photograph index truths, 

and at the same time registers and an emergency claim about the ongoing precarious nature of 
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turn of the century black life. Given the extensive statistical data presented in each issue of The 

Crisis and the steadily increasing number of lynching photographs circulated, it seems unlikely 

that readers would question whether or not lynching was a real crime. Instead, the publication of 

the lynching photographs was crucial because they held the possibility for realigning the 

racialized grid of visuality so that a lynching photograph did not always signify death, loss, and 

abjection. They form part of a demand placed upon the viewers to experience the images as 

representations of the ongoing race prejudice shaping black lives at the turn of the century. 

Representing lynching, as a singular spectacle is precisely what the editorial warns of. Afterall, 

according to Du Bois, lynching has claimed over 2,500 lives, not to mention the countless 

survivors, friends, and loved ones who were left behind. 

That The Crisis deployed a range of aesthetic and representative strategies to represent 

racial violence both before and after the publication of its lynching photographs suggests that Du 

Bois was constantly searching for an alternate way to “tell the tale” without making recourse to 

the image of the hanged body. As Korintha Mitchell shows, the multiple lynching dramas 

published in The Crisis, “often refused to feature physical violence,” choosing to “spotlight 

instead the black home and the impact that the mob’s outdoor activities have on the family.”223  

The readers’ responses are even more curious because the nation was perhaps all too familiar 

with what the lynching of “2500” blacks looked like. Jackie Goldsby has argued that in sites 

ranging from photographs, to worlds’ fairs and expositions, to the increasingly popular 

amusement parks, the lynching of black men and women was the “spectacular secret” 

underpinning the development of modern spectacle entertainment. “The material production and 
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pictorial rhetoric of lynching photographs,” she explains, worked to “link the scene of racial 

violence to the new imperatives of visual literacy,” in which seeing and being seen became 

leisure activities.224 Further, it has been revealed that the number of lynching photographs 

circulating was so great that by 1909 the retail sales of lynching postcards alone reached $50 

million, a startling testament to the wide network of reception.225 The postcard published in The 

Crisis traveled from Alabama to New York City, and likely made some stops in between; it 

passed through the hands of mail carriers, secretaries at the church where Reverend Holmes 

worked, not to mention the photographer, developers, and the vendor who sold the post-card.  

 In yet another respect, Du Bois’ question underlines what he very likely felt was his duty 

to photographically document lynching. The Crisis was, after all, an organ that aimed to “set 

forth those facts and arguments which show the danger of race prejudice.”226 From the first issue 

it is clear that the primary “danger” was lynching. Each month a column entitled “Lynching” 

offered scathing commentary on the latest acts of racial aggression while tabulations of “Colored 

Men Lynched Without Trial” regularly appeared as part of the feature “The Burden.” Further, the 

illustrative heading accompanying the section “Along the Color Line” is of two men peering into 

the distance at a black body hanging from the tree.227 Lynching was not just the “greatest danger” 

facing blacks, but as it was illustrated here, it was also constitutive of the color line. Since The 
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Crisis set out to present the “facts and arguments” about lynching, then given their privileged 

status as truth telling documents, photographs would seem primed for this task.228  

 Within this context, Du Bois’ question “could the tale be told otherwise,” suggests that a 

closer reading of his photographic practice might reveal complex ways in which editorial 

strategies were managed to tell an alternate tale of lynching. That is, to make the black male 

body less exposed, to register lynching as an ongoing crisis, to loosen the hold that the “national 

unconscious” had on the black male body as lifeless, criminal, and socially dead. That Du Bois 

turned to the press as the place to reset the visual tale of racial violence underscores the import of 

this project. After all, as Deborah McDowell elaborates the press image not only “illustrates the 

inextricable connection between words and images” but it also illustrates the “difficult, if not 

impossible, task of severing one from the other, of eradicating photography’s associations with 

voyeurism and of dissolving the asymmetrical relations between the viewer and the viewed, the 

spectator and the spectacle, the consumer and the consumed.”229 Thus, we can do no better than 

consider not just the photographs, but also the tale that Du Bois’ editorial decisions were trying 

to tell. As it would turn out, with the first few publications of lynching photographs the task of 

altering the visual epistemology of black violence was taken on by short fantastical fiction and 

poetry.  

                                                
228 The Crisis was certainly not shy about publishing photographs. Portraits of successful 
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 This chapter considers how a range of intellectuals addressed the question “could the tale 

be told otherwise” with a particular attention to how this challenge was worked out in the black 

press. I begin I analyzing three studio portraits of Lavinia Baker and her five children, survivors 

of the 1898 Lake City, South Carolina lynching. Tracing the circulation of these photographs, 

one that takes us from a white woman’ s anti-lynching plan to a photographer’s studio in Boston, 

I argue that these images at once announce the necessity of “telling the tale otherwise” and 

provide a praxis for re-reading lynching photographs in particular and black photographs in 

general. That is, these photographs allow us to see how photographs can make an emergency 

claim. 

The second part of this chapter, analyzes how two of the Baker photographs were re-

presented in The Colored American Newspaper. On the pages of The Colored American, a 

Washington D.C. based weekly African-American newspaper; the Baker images hold the 

possibility of reframing lynching as an ongoing crisis that is manifest in both the ritualized 

hangings as well as the staging of the family photograph. Finally, I return to the lynching 

photographs that launched this chapter. Paying particular attention to the cropped photograph 

that illustrates the short story “Jesus Christ in Georgia,” I argue that for Du Bois, the “tale” of 

lynching could only be contained by a fantastical re-vision of the Gospel of Luke. Du Bois' story 

intervenes into the emerging documentary discourse and offers fantasy as an alternate way for 

exacting and evaluating truth. 

Re-Viewing Lynching: The Baker Family Photographs  

On the evening of July 16th, 1899, Lillian Jewett stood before a mostly black audience of 

churchgoers, community members, and activists at Boston’s St. Paul’s Baptist Church and 

introduced new anti-lynching platform. Although she was entirely unknown amongst reform 
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circles, the young white woman excited attendees with her dramatic plan to travel to South 

Carolina, “rescue” Lavinia Baker and her five children from the grips of Southern racism, and 

relocate the family to Boston. The Bakers were the surviving family members of Frazier Baker, a 

black man who was lynched in Lake City South Carolina on the night of February 22nd, 1898 in 

response to his recent appointment as local postmaster. According to news reports, in the middle 

of the night an armed mob descended on the post office, where the Bakers were temporarily 

living, and opened fire. After using gunfire to drive the Bakers outside, the building was burned 

to the ground. While Baker’s wife Lavinia and five of their children managed to escape, Frazier 

and the couple’s infant daughter were shot dead and their bodies were thrown into the flames. In 

the months following the crime the story was taken up by representatives from both sides of the 

lynching debate as evidence to bolster their respective causes. While pro-lynching factions 

framed the Baker murder as a lynching gone wrong and thus a sign that that strategies of racial 

domination needed to be streamlined, anti-lynching activists mobilized the crime as a symbol of 

urgency for State’s protection that would impose and enforce the conviction of charged mob 

members.230  

Jewett’s decision to call upon the Baker family and more than a year after the lynching 

was neither an effort to either shore up the strategies of white supremacists, nor an explicit call 

for anti-lynching legislation. Instead, Jewett promised that her relocation plan would finally 

present the sheltered north with real live evidence of lynching. Combining the Progressive Era 

commitment to making social ills visible, the turn of the century obsession with spectacle and 

entertainment, Jewett explained, an antebellum practice of displaying the scarred bodies of 
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fugitive slaves as live evidence of slavery’s evil, Jewett explained: “Something must be done to 

bring our people a true picture of the conditions south of us…. Let them see the people who are 

being persecuted and shot down. Bring the Baker family here to Boston. Let them see the 

helpless children, the maimed and destitute mother, whose husband and little one were killed 

because the former was a servant of our government” [emphasis mine].231 Couching her project 

in visual terms, Jewett was sure that if white Northerners saw how lynching victims were black 

men and the vulnerable bodies of women and children, they would be moved to action. Although 

her plan met with some backlash, particularly from the black community who worried that her 

strategy bordered on exploitation, by the end of July Jewett successfully arranged a trip to South 

Carolina where she planned to meet with Lavinia with the hopes of convincing her to return to 

the North. Accompanied by one of Boston’s leading black preachers and a journalist who 

regularly sent out reports on the project’s progress, Lillian successfully made it to South Carolina 

and by early August, her lecture spectacle was underway.  

 In her account of the centrality of lynching to American modernist practices, Jackie 

Goldsby argues that lynching was a “vital link” in the spectacle culture that took off in spaces 

like Coney Island, the cinema, and the entertainment industry more broadly.  “With Americans 

financially able to pay for and attend disaster spectacles as a matter of course,” she explains, “the 

violence of lynching was enveloped in a milieu that encouraged looking for its own sake, and 

that sanctioned the threat of mass injury to be a fun, leisure activity.”232 But more than aiding in 

a valorization of violence as entertainment, lynching also enforced the experience and meaning 

of racial visuality at the start of the twentieth century, one that we have seen in Chapter 2, was 
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riddled with paradoxes, contradictions, and a desire to correlate the interior and the exterior. 

Lynching photographs not only confirmed the seeming abjection of the black body, but because 

the images most often imaged a “successful” lynching, and thus black death, lynching imagery 

quelled the imagined threat of black violence, reconfirmed racial order, and enforced modern 

visualities simultaneous investment in interior truths and exterior surfaces. Jewett’s restaging of 

a lynching spectacle as story of survival rather than death, promised a different viewing 

experience, one in which the audiences’ anxiety remain open and where the visual economy of 

race begins to falter. Indeed, from the moment that Jewett staged her first show, we can begin to 

see a crisis in racial perception.  

After leaving the South, the Jewett-Baker unit moved northward, making their first stop 

in Providence, Rhode Island. According to the Boston Morning Journal Journal, the Providence 

show was success. Over “2,000 people” gathered and the group was met with “an enthusiastic 

welcome” as Jewett moved onto the stage “with a coal black negro boy on either side, her arms 

around their necks.” After her speech, the article explains, she brought forward “little Lincoln 

Baker,” the youngest survivor, and offered his wounds as the “greatest object lesson” that the 

North would see. According to one reporter, “She [Jewett] spoke of his wounded eye, which to 

those in the audience was seen to be partially closed. He stood erect and firm while she pointed 

to him as an example of mob law and lynching.” 233 

Perhaps the Bakers were indeed like nothing the North had ever seen, or perhaps as 

survivors they exceeded the visual grammar available to discern black violence, lynching, and 

spectacle. Whatever the reason, the show prompted a whirlwind of representational chaos. The 
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Boston Advertiser warned, “there is a danger lest the spectacular and sensational circumstances 

connected with the coming to Boston from Charleston of the widow and children of the 

murdered postmaster divert public attention unduly from what is of genuine concern in this tragic 

case.”234 Echoing the problematic nature of blending lynching with spectacle in the wrong way, 

Charleston’s The Weekly News and Courier described the event as “the Baker-Jewett Exhibition,” 

while noting that, “not all have gone crazy,” over the lectures.235 And in a direct reference to the 

growing economy of performances of blackness as entertainment at world’s fairs such as the 

Chicago Exposition that featured the famous midway where black bodies writhed in cages or 

even the slave pen, one account likened the Baker’s to “little monkeys in a cage.” That viewers 

resorted to either a familiar discourse of popular black performance and inhumanity or, a 

vocabulary of pure confusion reveals the extent to which the Baker’s triggered a perceptual 

conundrum. While Sutton Griggs’ suggested that a multi-sensory visuality would bring focus to 

liminal populations like survivors, for untrained viewers who were forced to reckon with the 

Bakers, the choices were either complete confusion or forcing their bodies into metaphorical 

cages.  Jewett’s project spiraled out of control as well. Almost immediately after arriving in 

Boston the Jewett-Baker partnership began to unravel. Attendance to the lectures rapidly 

declined, local papers reported structural rifts between Jewett and the black community, and it 

was alleged that the funds being collected at the lectures were not being handed over to the 

Bakers as was promised.  
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In what can be read as a last ditch attempt to calibrate the family within a familiar visual 

discourse, Jewett commissioned a series of family portraits of the Bakers. At first glance the 

three photographs are easily classifiable as typical Victorian-era black family portraits. Although 

photographic portraits had been popular throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, by 

the 1880’s studio photography was the representational mode of choice for black Americans who 

aimed to visually make claims on the social and political citizenship rights that were persistently 

eviscerated by racial violence, legalized segregation, and disfranchisement. Trading on the 

photograph’s role in the production of a middle class national identity, the widespread belief that 

a respectable home signified citizenship, and the photograph’s status as an indexical medium that 

could objectively register “truth,” black Americans posed in photographer’s studios where they 

dressed in conservative Victorian clothing alongside elaborate props and against the ornate sets. 

As the camera reflected the representation of idealized middle class bodies, black Americans 

held fast to the belief that photographs could work to empirically augment the reality that blacks 

were in fact citizens. In these pictures stoic faces gain currency as symbols of the Cartesian mind 

body split; books, furniture and draperies connote idealized homes; carefully crafted clothing 

certify the aptness of black participation in the American polity; and young children are posed 

amongst books, and toys as they prepare to lead the race towards a new and bright future. 

Standing in opposition to the popular images of zip coon, the lascivious black male who preys on 

white females, and the archetypical images of the “happy darky” who wished for the return of 

plantation slavery, the middle class photograph announced that blacks were not a biologically 

inferior species who would never be able to fully assimilate into the folds of modernity, but 

rather, blacks were already modern. 
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Image 4 Mrs. Frazier Baker and Children, Cabinet Card, Library of Congress  

In one respect, the Baker photographs are in keeping with the formal and ideological 

characteristics of turn of the century portraiture. The first image is a tightly framed photograph 

depicting Mrs. Baker surrounded by her children [Image 4]. A cursory glance at the photo shows 

five individuals offering their expressionless gazes to viewers. Signifiers of Victorian 

respectability are registered by the four women’s high-necked blouses whose carefully tied bows 

rest just under their chins and the impeccably dressed young boys, who in spite of their age, wear 

neatly pressed ties, shirts, and jackets that bear no signs of what are undoubtedly their active 

lives. The two other photographs offer a different perspective [Image 5 and 6]. Here the 

photographer has widened the frame to reveal the family’s full bodies and an elaborately 

constructed studio set with props that have been strategically arranged to replicate the interior of 

a home. The wider frame gives way to printed curtains, decorative wallpaper, and a velvet pillow 

situated at the feet of the youngest daughter whose toes slightly graze its edges. Unlike the first 

photograph, the family seems more relaxed and at home in this replicated living room. The 
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youngest son’s jacket, which was neatly buttoned in the first image, now hangs off of his 

shoulder and he has relocated from the far left corner to the side of his mother where one hand is 

draped casually around the back of her chair, the other slipped into his jacket pocket. The wider 

frame also enables viewers to see that Mrs. Baker has placed her own hand on her daughter’s 

chair; in the other she clasps a small piece of white paper (a tissue, a note, another photograph?). 

The two daughters who are seated also struggle to find a pose that will keep their bodies still. 

The eldest finds comfort in the pockets of her skirt, while the youngest girl tightly knits her 

fingers together in an attempt to ensure that she will not disobey the photographer’s plea to “keep 

still” but “look at home.” 

But when we view the photographs against the backdrop of racial violence and the 

conventions of black middle class portraits, a different range of photographic meaning emerges. 

The close perspective of the cabinet card simultaneously triggers invasion and protection. 

Equipped with the knowledge that the family survived the violent intrusion of white supremacist 

violence, viewers experience a sense of visual trespassing and to look this closely intimates the 

mob’s intrusion into the family’s intimate and personal space. Our view feels unauthorized and 

the family over-exposed. But at the same time, the tight frame knits the family together, as if the 

only refuge is the small space of the camera’s aperture. Just as Frazier Baker and the infant 

daughter were violently seized, outside of the tightly framed cabinet card, the surviving family 

remains at the mercy of white supremacist rule.  

The middle class idealism continues to unravel in the second and third photographs. In 

the wider framed image the gap behind Mrs. Baker, the area where the male head of house would 

usually stand, shifts to register a palpable reminder of death and loss. The empty vertical space is 

haunted by the specter of Baker’s body, and just as we can imagine him standing tall and erect  
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Image 5, Mrs. Frazier Baker and Children, Library of Congress  

behind his wife, we are also reminded of the figure of the tree, that constant presence in lynching 

photographs classifying the murder as an extra-legal act of racialized aggression. The tightly tied 

bows adorning the women’s blouses draw attention to the vulnerability of their necks and the  

defenseless flesh that, if left visible, might become all the more assailable. Tracing this reading 

further, the materiality of the images also invites a reading of the photographs as productions that 

figure the vulnerability of black domestic life. The cheap albumen print of the cabinet card and  
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Image 6 “The Interesting Family,” The Colored American National Newspaper, Sat. Dec. 6th  

 

the thin newsprint of the Boston Post and Colored American highlight the ephemerality of the 

images. Newspapers were disposable commodities, and even though the cabinet card is designed 

to collect, and even be placed safely in the confines of an album, the very feel of the card was 
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inexpensive and temporary. If the item was damaged or lost, the owner could rest assured that 

the card could be replaced quickly and inexpensively.  

The incommensurability between the messages is just one aspect of the image that 

contributes to the difficult task of understanding – and the impossibility of indexing – the 

narrative of black survival. Indeed, as survivors the Baker photographs emerge between two 

competing poles of representation: the iconic lynching photograph that figures the hanged black 

body and the middle class family portrait. In his seminal essay “The Body and the Archive,” 

visual theorist Alan Sekula maintains that nineteenth century photography was pivotal in 

constructing the criminal and the middle class-subject as mutually constitutive binary opposites. 

For Sekula, photographic portraits produce two oppositional and yet deeply imbricated viewing 

practices: an honorific look “up” at ones betters who appear in the idealized images of 

bourgeoisie life, and conversely, a look “down” at the criminalized others who make 

appearances in police files, criminal mug shots, and anthropometric images deployed by race 

scientists.236 More than producing two opposing social bodies, the bi-directional gaze also 

generates as spectator who, in his desire to replicate the bourgeois subject and distance himself 

from the criminal other, becomes complicit in replicating state power. The viewer rarely escapes 

photography’s instrumental functions and thus every photographic look, including looking itself, 

rearticulates the othering every time the camera’s shutter clicks.  

 Sekula’s framework has been useful for a host of visual theorists committed to unpacking 

the stakes of turn of the century black visual culture.  As Shawn Michelle Smith has argued, turn 

of the century African Americans actively turned to the genre of middle class studio portraiture 

in an attempt to challenge the visual archive of criminality, abjection, and dehumanization. 
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Although Smith is specifically concerned with W.E.B. Du Bois’ photographic albums that he 

compiled for the 1900 Paris Exposition, her assertion that images of the black middle class 

subject function as counter-archives that reverse the racialized gaze extends to a host of private 

and public photographs in which black Americans perform their status as citizens by adopting 

the comportment and style of the bourgeoisie. These photographs also stand in opposition to 

lynching photographs, so that the representation hanged black body becomes their shadow 

archive.237 Mapping this equation further, the photograph of the hanging black body occupies the 

shadow archive.  Although useful for revealing black portraiture’s ability to confound and 

expose the ideological architecture linking the criminal “other” and “free” subject, citizenship 

and non-citizenship remain the only possibilities of identification that can emerge from or take 

shape within the photograph.  

As neither a figuration of the violated and dead black body nor a middle class family 

portrait the Baker photographs triangulate the binary poles of representation.  Without the ability 

to either look up or down at the photographed subjects, without being able to confirm one’s 

position in relation to the image, the very ground upon which the viewer stands falters. It is here, 

in the brief moment of confusion, which the opportunity arises for a new narrative of lynching. 

In this suspension of judgment, the photographed subject is not immediately transformed into 

object, inanimate evidence, or data. In the photographs of the Bakers, the viewer can see 

lynching as an ongoing event that challenges the dimensions of time and movement that keep the 

photographic moment and the photographed subjects fossilized in the past.  

Thus, just as the Baker photograph invites a new relationship between viewer and subject, 

it also theorizes the photograph anew. The Baker photographs pose a challenge to the 
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photographic logic in which the photograph captured a trace of an irretrievable moment from the 

past and was celebrated as the ideal indexical medium. In the Baker images, the index, the trace 

of that which was really cannot be isolated. Is the “that” Baker’s lynching, Jewett’s failed 

performance, violated citizenship, Lavinia’s injury, or simply a family posed in a photographer’s 

studio? The circulation of the images as cabinet cards, press photographs, and in live 

performances further creates a surreal moment in which the event that is supposed to be safely 

resting in the past is reanimated over and over. This is a different time of the photograph, one, 

that exceeds the temporal and material boundaries of the photographs.  In their inability to 

confirm any one meaning or to even answer any question, that the Baker images resist being 

made an objective fact. But perhaps most importantly, by refusing to be disavowed as an event of 

the past, the photographs announce lynching as an ongoing crisis. In light of what I have been 

arguing is the Baker photographs call for a “new ordering of the visible” where family 

photographs attest to the social fact of lynching, where black men are not always already 

threatening criminals, and where framework that reduces blackbodies to objects of knowledge, 

the question becomes, how does this capacious field of vision sustain itself? Or to rephrase the 

question that launched this chapter, how does one tell the tale of lynching?  

The “Interesting” Family  

Within months of being printed, the Baker photographs found a new home on the front 

cover of The Colored American National Newspaper, an African American weekly periodical 

based in Washington, D.C. Under the editorship of Edward Elder Cooper, between 1897 and 

1904 The Colored American brought national and local politics into the homes of over 50,000 

African Americans each Saturday. According to G.F. Richings’ 1902 Evidences of Progress 

Among Colored People, the newspaper’s mix of national and local news, its ample 
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advertisements, and especially its portraits added to its popularity.238 Thus, it is not altogether 

odd that on two separate occasions, the first in 1899 and the again in 1904, the Baker family 

portrait found its way onto the front cover. But against the gendered visual narrative of uplift 

politics that the paper announces, the photographs raise yet another set of important questions 

about the role of lynching photography and lynching narratives in turn of the century black life. 

Although the letters to the editor indicate that the paper had an equal number of female and male 

readers, the visual narrative produced by the popular portraits produces a race politics that was 

specifically male. In almost every issue Cooper printed either drawings or photographs of 

“leading” black men of the race. These figures ranged from local businessmen, to household 

names like Booker T. Washington and T. Thomas Fortune. Men were visually figured as leaders 

in the public sphere of national politics and in the private realm of the home where their readers 

were greeted with their images each Sunday.  

Within the landscape of male portraiture, the appearance of the Baker photograph 

suggests that the image was pivotal, either as a “threat” or a “promise,” to the newspaper’s not 

unusual gender conservatism.  Printing photographs alongside text was still expensive at the end 

of the century, and even though The Colored American Newspaper often published small 

photographs, their decision to publish the photograph twice (once as a full page image) reflects 

the editors desire to harness the image’ power for their own ends. Moreover, the caption further 

sets the image apart from the other photographs that were printed in the newspaper. Unlike the 

published portraits, which contained cursory identifying information such as “A leading 

Businessman” or “Girls Sewing,” the Baker family image was accompanied by more detailed 

text. The 1898 image revised the caption authored by Jewett, transforming “Mrs. Frazer Baker 
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and Children, Family of the Murdered Postmaster at Lake City, So. Carolina” to “Interesting 

Family of Post Master Frazier Baker, Foully Murdered at Lake City South Carolina” (emphasis 

mine). The 1904 printing extended the description even further writing “The Lake City Tragedy 

in 1898: The above group is a picture of the family of Postmaster Frazier Baker, who was foully 

shot at Lake City, South Carolina, February 22nd, 1898. The family was placed in a hospital in 

Charleston and cared for until friends in Boston raised funds to pay for the journey up North. 

What is left of the family still reside in Boston.” While the image of the “race man” presumed to 

speak for itself, the Baker family photograph necessitated more and more explanation.    

Because of unique status of the photograph and caption within The Colored American’s 

otherwise male terrain of portraits and the brief captions that identify rather than explain, their 

presence alerts us to the ways in which the press sought to mediate the relationship between 

photograph and viewer. If, as Elizabeth McHenry has persuasively argued, the black press was a 

space from which African Americans imagined and expressed national and local identities, and 

in a press photograph the caption and the image are forced into an intimate relationship wherein 

the caption directs the viewer in how to understand the image, than what modes of cultural, 

political, and racial organization do the Baker photograph and its captions engender? How does 

the caption invite readers to understand and see photography in general and photographs of black 

violence in particular?239  

Like Lillian Jewett’s deployment of the photographic portrait, the revision of the captions 

aims to recalibrate the photographic message within a field of familiar discourse of gender and 

middle class domesticity. While Jewett relied upon pose, genre, and props to code the 

photograph of the Bakers with the story of middle class family and sentimentality, Cooper 
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leveraged the semantic power of captions and the documentary force of the press image. In his 

essay “The Photographic Message,” Roland Barthes argues that in the press visual meaning is 

the product of a complex process of production stretching from the photographer, to the editor, to 

the reader. Within this network, the photograph gains most of it’s meaning from its surrounding 

text: the title of the publication, the articles printed alongside it, and, most importantly, the 

caption. Because of its close proximity to the image, when the photograph has a caption it is 

suddenly invested with a linguistic message that, Barthes explains, “helps me choose the correct 

level of perception, permits me to focus not simply my gaze but my understanding.”240 Captions, 

thus, “quicken” the process of interpretation, collapsing any uncertainty that might exist between 

photograph, viewer, and meaning. Rather than relishing in the streamlined process of meaning 

making, Barthes' figures the relationship between text and image in violent and oppressive terms. 

In the press, he writes, the relationship between image and words undergoes an “important 

historical reversal” so that, “the image no longer illustrates the words [as in a picture book]; it is 

now the words which, structurally, are parasitic on the image.”241 Subordinating the visual to the 

textual, the press comes to “sublimate, patheticize, or rationalize the image.”242 Excess meaning 

is erased, uncertain judgment is banished, and the photograph is anchored in time and space. 

What then is the meaning that gets “fixed” by The Colored American’s caption?  

The addition of “foully” and “interesting” to the caption positions the photograph within 

a moral economy that equates poverty with criminality and alternately good character with the 

middle and upper class. The caption that appeared alongside the cabinet card and in The Boston 
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Post was clear about the fact that Baker was murdered. But what was not clear was that Baker 

was lynched without the “threadbare” lie of rape and because of a position that he accepted from 

the US government. That is, Baker’s story was entirely outside of the terms of criminality that, 

although unfounded, marked most victims of racial violence. Further, in spite of the fact that the 

details of Baker’s death were well known, without a modifier and within a context wherein 

blackness and criminality were figured as mutually constitutive, “murder” risked framing Baker 

as an exemplar of black pathology. The presence of a moral patriarchal figure was, after all, the 

ultimate symbol of race progress. “Foully” shifts the semantics of the photograph so that Baker is 

successfully disentangled from criminality. Further, the caption’s power extends beyond Baker, 

towards Lavinia and her children as “interesting” purports to rescue her from the stigma granted 

to single women and confirms Frazier Baker as the patriarchal authority. If the criminalized 

figure of the black male body haunted the word “murder,” then the figure of the single mother 

who works outside the home and contributes to the moral instability of the black family shadows 

Lavinia. Through the work of the caption Baker is reconfirmed as a model race man and Lavinia 

is situated within a gendered and classed structure of morality.  

Cooper’s desire to return the photograph to its place in uplift rhetoric is a symptom of 

turn of the century black leader’s inability to imagine structures of kinship outside of criminality 

or bourgeois identity even when the photograph demands as much. But is there another way of 

reading the caption, can it work in productive tension with the photograph? Might text prove to 

be as unruly as the photograph? Just as a caption works as a parasitic message that “quickens” 

and directs how we read the photograph, it can also function in productive tension laboring with 

the photograph. In addition to this regulatory function, “foully” and “interesting” alter the 

caption in such a way that the discursive field against which the photograph signifies is always 
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shifting. These are, after all, modifiers; parts of speech that qualifies rather than defines, and as 

such, is relatively flexible. This process requires altering our understanding of the caption as 

more than a text identifying the photograph, and instead a device that has the power to challenge 

the viewer’s relationship to what appears as a relatively simple visual account of black family 

life or racial violence and re-forms the relationship between blackness, lynching, and the 

photographic. The multiple frameworks offered by the caption disrupt the intimacy between 

photograph and viewer that the caption purports to offer.  

If we consider how “foully” shifts the photographic code by inviting the viewer to 

consider the specificity of his murder and the historical signification of black violence. For just 

as “foully” situates the murder outside of black criminality, it also suggests that the murder was 

extra-legal. What else, if not a lynching, is a “bad” or “wrong” murder? In the extensive range of 

critical work on lynching photographs, scholars have argued that historically, the power of the 

lynching photographs derives from their ability to present black bodies as abject and disposable 

objects. The active refusal on the part of white supremacists to grant any ounce of personhood to 

the victim worked to “figure black victims of white mob violence as emblems of modernity, or 

distinct parts of an interchangeable mass” thus repositioning blacks as chattel.243 Resting with 

“foully” for a moment, the term reorients the viewer to approach the photograph by way of the 

historical circumstances that conditioned the photographs’ production, the violence of the 

lynching. The Baker’s image resists challenges the dehumanizing effects of lynching by refusing 

to make the visible black body the terrain upon which white racial identity is solidified. 

Lynching photographs, particularly lynching postcards, did function by inviting the photograph’s 

viewer to take part in the violence. In almost all of the photographs of lynched blacks, the crowd 
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of onlookers is central to the construction of the scene. The circulation of postcards cemented 

networks of kinship and visual taxonomies and at the same time invited senders and receivers to 

imagine themselves in relationship to the lynching.  

According to Shawn Michelle Smith, the imaged dead black body mimics the affective 

work of the postcard.  As Smith explains, postcards construct communities by creating bonds of 

affiliation between individuals who are separated by space and time. In lynching postcards, the 

black-death occasioning the production of the postcard, marks the ways in which a collective 

community of whiteness was formed in opposition to black life. In the images the spatial and 

temporal gap separating sender from receiver, and in the case that Smith points out, white son 

from white mother, “will be sutured over the dead body of an African American man; 

sentimental bonds will be sutured over the dead body of an African American man; sentimental 

white familial bonds will be reinforced through black death.”244 Thus, the caption stages a refusal 

on the part of the subjects to exist as bodies that can suture sentimental bonds or reproduce 

systems of racial oppression leaving open the affective bonds that lynching images purport to 

seal. The historical framing of the lynching resists deploying the violated black body as the 

common cultural code upon which man becomes integrated into society. The caption then resists 

“freezing” the image in time, and in turn, transforming the subjects into “facts.”  

Like “foully,” “interesting” also works to resist sentimental identification with the bodies of 

black victims. More than interrupting the closure of affective bonds, “interesting” signals that the 

ordinariness of the photograph is what will haunt viewers. In his canonical treatment of 

photography in Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes sets out two oppositional photographic 

meanings: stadium and punctum. Studium refers to the “average effect of a photograph,” the 
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historical or cultural interest one takes in a photograph. A photograph of rebellion in Nicaragua, 

Barthes qualifies, is “interesting” but it is has no lasting effect. While the image provides crucial 

information (Barthes points to a group of seemingly disaffected soldiers who stand in the 

distance as a group of loved ones look over the deceased body lying in the street) its value stems 

from a “kind of human interest,” an ethical responsibility to take note of historical circumstances 

taking place throughout the world. The stadium is thus, “that very wide field of unconcerned 

desire, of various interests, of inconsequential taste”; it motivates what we “like” and “do not 

like.” “Punctum” on the other hand, and with which Barthes is primarily concerned, is that 

photographic element that “disturbs the stadium,” it is “that accident which pricks me (but also 

bruises me, is poignant to me).” The punctum reaches out to the viewer to haunt and linger. 

Later in Camera Lucida Barthes’ elaborates and invests “punctum” with a temporal 

dimension, with “punctum” a photograph has “a power of expansion,” it can produce endless 

meanings and ultimately, challenge the photographs status as trapped in a past tense.245 For in 

spite of “however lightening like it may be, the punctum has, more or less potentially, a power of 

expansion” that can either extend the past-tense of the photograph, transforming the photograph 

from a “sign” to the “think itself,” or which “fills the whole picture.”246 Thus if the punctum 

“pricks,” “stabs,” and “wounds,” then the action is not isolated to the moment when the 

photograph is viewed, but stays with the spectator, repeatedly imposing itself on his or herself. 

If we follow Barthes’s paradigm, not to mention his treatment of press photographs of which he 

is even less impressed, the Baker photographs are coded with stadium. As survivors of lynching, 

Lavinia and her children of are historical interest and the captions specify the details of the 
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newsworthy event. Thanks to the text, we know who the family is, why they are being 

photographed, and the date and time of their lynching. Indeed, the addition of “interesting” the 

very word that Barthes uses at least twenty times to highlight the banality of stadium, would 

seem to certify the Baker’s photographs as belonging to the realm of important, but not piercing. 

To be sure, stadium and punctum can coexist in a photograph. In fact, while the stadium is often 

the thing that draws us to the photograph, the punctum makes a belated appearance. Such is the 

case when Barthes’ takes up a photograph of an African American family taken by famed 

Harlem Renaissance photographer James Van der Zee. Admittedly, Barthes is “sympathetically 

interested, as a docile cultural subject, in what the photograph has to say, for it speaks (it is a 

good photograph).”247 Echoing the formal conventions of portraiture that are set up in the Baker 

images, the Barthes both describes, and reprints, the picture of a seated woman flanked by a man 

and a woman. While the photograph interests Barthes (stadium) it is the belt worn by one of the 

women and “above all her strapped pumps.”248 Likewise, in the Baker family photograph we 

might guess that Barthes would be pierced by the crumpled piece of paper in Lavinia’s hand 

(indeed, this is the feature of the photograph that haunts me) or the slightly cocked head of the 

eldest daughter Rose (this is undoubtedly the aspect of the image that most people who 

encounter the photograph comment upon).  

But I want to read the thing that is “interesting” – the predictability of the poses, the signs 

of Victorian propriety that emerge in the clothing, set, and materiality of the photographs, and 

the genre of family photography as the very thing that, within the context of survival, haunts 

viewers making it impossible to disavow the crime of lynching. But even more powerful, I 
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would suggest, is that the photograph’s stadium insists that we read lynching as an ongoing event, 

as a narrative that exceeds the scene of the crime and is manifest in family photographs.  

Photography Hesitant  

It is significant that Du Bois began mobilizing lynching photograph when he reconceived his 

relationship to sociology. In the self-reflective essay “My Evolving Program for Negro Freedom,” 

Du Bois argues that just as he began editing The Crisis, his primary mission was “interpreting to 

the world the hindrances and aspirations of American Negroes.”249 As part of this project, he 

reassessed his role as editor of the Atlanta University series of sociological studies that he began 

in 1897 and continued well into the nineteen-teens:  

 

Gradually and with increasing clarity, my whole attitude toward the social 
sciences began to change: in the study of human beings and their actions, there 
could be no such rift between theory and practice, between pure and applied 
science, as was possible in the study of sticks and stones. The "studies" which I 
had been conducting at Atlanta I saw as fatally handicapped because they 
represented so small a part of the total sum of occurrences; were so far removed 
in time and space as to lose the hot reality of real life; and because the continuous, 
kaleidoscopic change of conditions made their story old already before it was 
analyzed and told.250 

 

The transformation in Du Bois’ sociological theory hinges upon the realization that the airtight 

scientific formulas, in which measured variance among samples was used to predict social 

outcomes, could not account for the actual variation defining black social life.  The recourse to 

“types” which Du Bois had relied upon suddenly seemed outdated and inaccurate in the face of 

the constantly shifting and moving variables. But what is also provocative here is how Du Bois 
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figures the patterns of black life as not only dynamic, but as necessitating a visual technology 

that, like the kaleidoscope, could express what has been identified as his, “dialectical 

formalism.”251  The formal and visual challenge was quickly resolved by his second realization:  

Facts, in social science, I realized, were elusive things: emotions, loves, hates, 
were facts; and they were facts in the souls and minds of the scientific student, as 
well as in the persons studied. Their measurement, then, was doubly difficult and 
intricate…..I knew all the more definitely, that in the cold, bare facts of history, so 
much was omitted from the complete picture that it could only be recovered as 
complete scientific knowledge if we could read back into the past enough to piece 
out the reality. I knew also that even in the ugly picture which I actually saw, 
there was so much of decisive truth missing that any story I told would be 
woefully incomplete.252 

 

In this section, I would like to suggest that we read Du Bois' reflections here be read as a 

celebration of the productive interplay between the factual and the imaginative; he admits that 

narrating the “complete picture” of black social life is next to impossible. The “ugly picture” 

could never be completely told, he suggests, except by moving back in time, and even then the 

project would never be complete. But at the same time, Du Bois’ reflections imply that a method 

that dissembles the teleological ordering of past, present, and future by shuttling backwards and 

forwards in time might approach a “true” and “complete” picture of present. Indeed, this moment 

is precisely when Du Bois began turning to formally experimental practices with a greater 

frequency. Quest of the Silver Fleece appeared in 1911, the same year that Du Bois published his 

speculative short story “Jesus Christ in Georgia” in The Crisis. By 1919 he issued a second 

collection of essays in Dark Water. In his reading of the Black Flame Trilogy, Brent Edwards 
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claims that romance provided the formal apparatus through which Du Bois could stage his 

“dialectical formalism,” enabling the dramatization of an “erotic union.” Echoing descriptions of 

Quest of the Silver Fleece that as “psychological romance,” in his later novels romance’s formal 

strategies enable the emplotment of an allegorical union. But what tale would the lynching 

photograph need to tell in order to announce a kaleidoscopic perspective? Put another way, what 

narrative strategy would resist the photograph’s compulsion to “double death”?  

What I am arguing can be read as Du Bois’ formal photographic challenge also 

anticipates James Weldon Johnson’s description of his own near lynching as a “melodrama that 

might have been tragedy.”253 Together tale, melodrama, and tragedy suggest that the narrative 

force of lynching, to borrow again from Goldsby, cannot be contained by realist structures. In 

this regard, lynching is out of sync with the spatiotemporal dimensions of the photograph, a 

document celebrated for its ability to capture a fragment of time. But even more particularly, 

Johnson’s tragedy turned melodrama, and Du Bois’ tale imply that the narrative structures of 

these genres have the potential to reframe visual representations of lynching. 

In his autobiography Along This Way, James Weldon Johnson recounts his brush with a 

lynch mob as the violent consequence of his meeting with a fair-skinned newspaper reporter in a 

secluded park in Florida. Assuming that Johnson was preparing to engage in some unwarranted 

act of sexual aggression, the National Guard was called and prepared for a spectacle lynching. 

Only when Johnson revealed the “white” woman as actually black, was he released. Against this 

backdrop, his description of the event as a “melodrama” is fitting. As Susan Gillman explains in 

her extensive reading of turn of the century race melodramas, the genre hinges upon plot 

conventions of “mistaken, disguised, double, or multiple identities” that create both formal and 
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narrative excess.254 Indeed, Johnson’s near lynching mirrors the stock melodramatic scenes of 

misread bodies that emerge in quintessential turn of the century melodramas such as Charles 

Chesnutt’s’ House Behind the Cedars and Pauline Hopkins’ Hagar’s Daughter. Further, as 

Saidiya Hartman reminds us, melodrama is also the generic site at which blackness becomes wed 

to “a vulnerability to violence” and conversely, to pleasure and entertainment. Not unlike the 

lynching spectacles, in antebellum melodramas “blackness aroused pity and fear, desire and 

revulsion, and terror and pleasure.”255 In either the lynching melodrama, the romantic race 

melodrama, or the anti-slavery melodrama, the black body stands in as the site at which the 

moral struggle between good and evil, white and black, and safety and danger were waged. And 

it was through marriage, death, or emancipation of the black body that these tensions were safely 

resolved.  

But what about the story of the survivor of lynching, one who, like Johnson and the 

Bakers, plays their part in the melodrama only to comes out to live “inside the space of death for 

the rest of his life?” What genre tells the tale of ongoing violence, perpetual vulnerability, and 

the liminal space between life and death? After all, as Jackie Goldsby claims in her reading of 

Johnson, after he survived the lynching his life was anything but resolved. The “might have been” 

of tragedy, however, suggests a potential structure for imagining a different kind of future. In his 

treatment of tragedy as a narrative structure that houses the possibilities for imagining alterative 

historical trajectories. As David Scott explains, “Tragedy offers the most searching reflection on 

human action, intention, and chance, with significant implications for how we think the 
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connections among past, present, and future. And consequently, for tragedy the relation between 

past, present and future is never a Romantic one in which history rides a triumphant and 

seamlessly progressive rhythm, but a broken series of paradoxes and reversals.”256 If, like 

romance, the melodramatic script of blackness is predetermined (“I was already anticipating the 

burlesque finale to this melodrama), then tragedy suggests an alternative and potentially 

transformative ending.  

When the first lynching photograph appeared in the December 1911 issue of The Crisis, 

the tale of racial was told with the help of the short story “Jesus Christ in Georgia.” Along with a 

line drawing, the story acts as a caption to the photography, directing the viewer’s engagement 

with the image. Like the caption accompanying the Baker photographs in The Colored American, 

the text here acts in productive tension with the photograph, extending and suspending 

interpretation instead of quickening it. Here the narrative force of the short story undercuts the 

photograph’s indexical power and instead refuses to mark lynching as an event that happened in 

the past.  

“Jesus Christ in Georgia” is the first in a series of religious fiction published in The Crisis 

and which included “The Gospel According to Mary Brown” (1920) and “Pontius Pilate” (1920). 

Like the other stories, “Jesus Christ in Georgia” recasts a parable, this time the gospel of Luke, 

with a black Jesus. But to think of “Jesus Christ in Georgia” as a caption to an image of hanged 

black body is to shift away from the story’s moral or ethical lesson to consider how the text is 

directing us to read the photograph. “Jesus Christ in Georgia” revolves around the brief 

appearance of Jesus Christ in a small and unnamed town in Georgia. As the story opens, the 

resurrected Jesus, simply described as a “tall stranger” appears as a “promoter,” prison guard, 
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and “colonel” are finalizing a deal for convict labor.257 Addressing the men without explicit 

judgment, the stranger questions the ethics of convict leasing and subtly challenging the men to 

consider the stakes of their labor scheme. Inquiring whether “It will be a good thing for them?” 

before the stranger the three men “felt a desire to justify” their actions. “Well at least it can’t 

harm them; they’re beyond that” explains the colonel” while the promoter “shrugged his 

shoulders” and answered “It will do us good.” Under pressure of the stranger’s eyes the colonel 

is compelled to account for his involvement explains, as much to himself as to the stranger, “Yes, 

it will do them good; or at any rate it won’t make them any worse than they are.”258 Ultimately 

the deal is successfully made, but not before the convict in question “met the eyes of the stranger” 

and as if recognizing in him Jesus Christ, drops the hammer that he is working with and stands in 

awe. 

This type of encounter repeats itself throughout the story with the stranger prompting a 

moment of ethical self-reflection on the part of whites and moral and physical freedom for blacks. 

In the home of the colonel he encounters the family’s black nurse an instructs her to “Go, and sin 

no more!” Responding with a “glad cry” the “maid left the house, with its open door, and turned 

north, running.”259 In the final encounter, the stranger confronts the now escaped convict as a 

gang of bloodhounds is chasing him down. Stopping the dogs in their tracks, the stranger drapes 

his “long coat” around the convict, a gesture that makes the stripes of his uniform disappear and 

informs him “Thou shalt not steal.” The short story ends with the convict finding temporary 

employment at a nearby farm, but when he is told that he will be force to sign an unfair labor 
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contract, and when the stranger appears and is recognized as a black man by the farm owner’s 

wife, a series of chance encounters lead to a lynching. The ex-convict steals and replaces a watch 

from his employers home at the same time that the woman, “shrieks in terror” upon realizing that 

she has been conversing with a black man. The convict and the white woman confront each other 

on the path, and, “before he could stop he had run against her and she feel heavily to the earth 

and lay white and still.”260 In the stock scene from a lynching, the convict is accused of attacking 

the woman, and is hanged and burned. In the final moments, the woman looks out from her 

window at the burning tree and “there, heaven-tall, and earth wide, hung the stranger on the 

crimson cross, riven and blood stained, with the thorn-crowned head and pierced hands.”261 

David Levering Lewis has argued that “Jesus Christ in Georgia” is a short story “whose 

ethical and social messages the reader could readily interpret.”262 To be sure, the familiarity that 

character’s feel when they encounter the “stranger” (one visitor at the colonel’s house cannot 

shake the feeling that ‘Surely, I know you. I have met you somewhere”) and the ambiguity of the 

final scene (it is unclear whether the woman is watching the convict or Jesus being lynched) 

enforces the age old parable that “Jesus walks among us). But at the same time, the moral 

compass in “Jesus Christ in Georgia” is not so clearly drawn. The escaped convict, for example, 

provides a convincing argument for stealing when he the stranger commands him “Thou shalt 

not steal”:” “But what about them? Can they steal? Didn’t they steal a whole year’s work, and 

then when I stole to keep from starving – ”.263 As if anticipating the logical power of this 
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argument, the convict’s defense is interrupted by a glance from the stranger after which moral 

order is restored. Backtracking on his position, the convict revises his claim and explains, “No, I 

didn’t steal to keep from starving. I stole to be stealing. I can’t seem to keep from stealing. 

Seems like when I see things, I just must – but yes, I’ll try.”264 While the moral dilemma is at 

least temporarily resolved, then Du Bois provides a convincing argument on behalf of the 

convict’s compulsion to theft.  

Ethics are not the only things that are up for debate in “Jesus Christ in Georgia.” In fact, 

the entire story is shrouded in vagueness and uncertainty. Just as the stranger suddenly appeared 

while the contract for convict labor was being drawn up, conversations, knowledge, and events 

spontaneously occur. “In some way, they did not exactly know how,” the colonel and his family 

get the “impression that the man was a teacher,” and after a “curious conversation” in their home, 

“they did not remember exactly what was said and yet they all remembered a certain strange 

satisfaction in that long, low talk.”265 Formally, unfinished thoughts, countless dashes, and vague 

pronouns fill each sentence so that everything and everyone emerges in a state of conceptual, 

visual, and logical chaos.  

When mapped onto a photograph, a technology of veracity that purports to always 

register unobjectionable facts, the uncertainty that abounds in “Jesus Christ in Georgia” creates a 

photographic message that is equally confounding. If, as Barthes suggests, the caption, “loads the 

image, burdening it with a culture, a moral, an imagination,” the information produced by “Jesus 

Christ in Georgia” resists the idea that a photograph documents a single event from the past and 
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instead leaves pries open the space where visual evidence is transformed into object fact.266 The 

vague ending of the story would seem to enforce this point. In what is perhaps the most 

ambiguous moment in the text, the convict and the iconography of a crucified Christ blend 

together. As the woman crawls to the window, unable to resist watching the violence she: 

Saw the dead man writhe. He stretched his arms out like a cross, looking upward. She 

gasped and clung to the window. Behind the swaying body, and down where the little, half 

ruined cabin lay, a single flame flashed up amid the far-off shout and cry of the mob…. 

Suddenly whirling into one great crimson column it shot to the top of the sky and threw great 

arms athwart the gloom until above the world and behind the roped and swaying body form 

below hung quivering and burning a great crimson cross. Transcending the sensory experience 

that came with witnessing a lynching, the “stranger,” “did not hear. He did not see. His calm 

dark eyes, all sorrowful, were fastened on the writhing, twisting body of the thief, and a voice 

came out of the winds that night, saying: “This day thou shalt be with me in Paradise!” If the 

story illustrates the photograph as much as the photograph illustrates the story, then the ending 

here resists the disavowal that makes the spectacle incomplete by reminding us that the narrative 

force of lynching exceeds the generic boundaries of realism and at the same time, resists closure.  
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Chapter 4: Through the Anthologists’ Spy Glass 

  

In the last decade something beyond the watch and guard of statistics has 
happened in the life of the American Negro and the three norns who have 
traditionally presided over the Negro problem have a changeling in their laps. The 
Sociologist, The Philanthropist, and the Race-leader are not unaware of the New 
Negro, but they are at a loss to account for him. He simply cannot be swathed in 
their formula.” 
    - Alain Locke, “Enter the New Negro”267 

  

As if responding directly to W.E.B. Du Bois’ concern that visual technologies were 

missing crucial parts of the “Negro problem,” in the above quote Alain Locke announced the 

emergence of a modern, artistically awakened, and spiritually advanced black American that 

could not be contained by the “old” methods of sociological, philanthropic, and political analysis. 

The now famous declaration was made in “Enter the New Negro,” one of the introductory essays 

in Survey Graphic’s special issue “Harlem: Mecca of the New Negro.” Harlem, the issue 

suggests, is not only a microcosm of the “metamorphosis” underway within black America, but it 

also a crucial aspect of American national identity.268 Harlem, the essay goes on to argue, “stands 

for the folk-movement which in human significance can only be compared to the pushing back 

of the western frontier in the first half of the last century, or the waves of immigration which 

have swept in from overseas in the last century.”269 But even more significant, the geographic 

and cultural transformations taking shape in Harlem were producing a “younger generation” of 

“New Negros” whose artistic productions, intellect, and psychology are representative of a “new” 
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race consciousness.270But Locke, warns the transformative “spirit of a racial awakening” is 

escaping the gaze of outdated modes of social inquiry: “The younger generation is vibrant with a 

new psychology; the new spirit is awaken in the masses, and under the very eyes of professional 

observers is transforming what has perennially been a problem into the progressive phase of 

contemporary Negro life.”271 In demanding that readers take note of the, “resurgence of a race,” 

Locke implies that one such practice depends upon the creation of interpretative frameworks and 

expressive forms able to comprehend the “spiritual,” political, and perhaps most important, 

aesthetic transformations taking shape within African American life.272  

 Indeed, in “Enter the New Negro” the spiritual, political and aesthetic are never really 

separate. But both the demographic changes wrought by the, “migrant masses shifting from 

countryside to city,” and the, “life attitudes and self-expression of the Young Negro in his poetry 

and art,” require a radical overhaul of critical apparatuses and expressive forms before their 

significance would be understood.273 More to the point, Locke explains, the present condition: 

Requires that the Negro of today be seen through other than the dusty spectacles 
of past controversy.  The day of ‘aunties,’ ‘uncles,’ and ‘mammies,’ is equally 
gone. Uncle Tom and Sambo have passed on and even the “Colonel” and “George” 
play barnstorm roles from which they escape with relief when the public spotlight 
is off.  The popular melodrama has about played itself out, and it is time to scrap 
the fictions, garret the bogeys, and settle down to a realistic facing of facts.274 
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In one full swoop, Locke both draws and exposes a tenuous line linking visual technology, social 

science, and form. As he frames it, the modern “Negro” exceeds the perspective range of the 

“dusty spectacles,” the visual logic that, as we have seen, framed blackness as a conceptual 

category to be known, assessed, and solved. At the same time, by attending the ways in 

blackness has been ascribed in fictional forms Locke makes the link between visuality and 

representational politics. Mirroring the claims that he would draw out in his 1928 essay “The 

Negro’s Contributions,” “Enter the New Negro,” makes the subtle yet striking claim that 

scientific knowledge offers a paradigm for social praxis and aesthetic form. Following his logic, 

a new body of “facts” will engender a new literary moment that leaves behind the antebellum 

compulsion for melodrama and its cast of characters. Indeed, as he saw it, the aesthetic 

revolution was already well underway, and if scientists and theorists did not adjust their gaze, 

they would miss it. The “spiritually awakened” artist was stirring, and as the sprinklings of art 

and poetry throughout the issue suggest, he hard at work producing evidence for the new, “racial 

drama,” that was playing itself out in Harlem; social science and visual technology just needed to 

keep pace.275  

 Writing ten years after the publication of, “Harlem, Mecca of the New Negro,” in the 

introduction to her 1935 folklore collection Mules and Men Zora Neale Hurston echoes Locke’s 

call for a departure from “old” methods of social science. Comprised of material collected over 

the course of multiple research trips to the American South between 1927 and 1932, Hurston 

frames the text as a product of a new critical perspective enabled by her introduction to academic 
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Anthropology at Barnard College and Columbia University.276 In the often cited introduction 

Hurston explains:  

I was glad when someone told me, ‘You may go and collect Negro Folklore.’ In a 
way it would not be a new experience for me. When I pitched headfirst into the 
world I landed in the crib of Negroism. From the earliest rocking of my cradle, I 
had known about the capers Brer Rabbit is apt to cut and what Squinch Owl says 
from the house top. But it was fitting me like a tight chemise. I couldn’t see it for 
wearing it. It was only when I was off in college, away from my native 
surroundings that I could see my garment. Then I had to have the spyglass of 
Anthropology to look through at that. 277 

 

Hurston’s suggests that anthropology endowed her with the racial vision that unlike, a birthright, 

was denied. Instead, such knowledge was fostered by her education and professional perspective. 

As Hazel Carby has suggested, “anthropology was important to Hurston because it enabled her 

to view the familiar and the known from a position of scientific objectivity, if not distance.”278 

But at the same time, Hurston’s relationship to anthropology was vexed. Rather than blindly 

peering through anthropology’s theoretical rubrics, she was highly aware of their limitations.  

 This is precisely the point that Hurston makes in her 1942 autobiography Dust Tracks on 

the Road as she describes her first research trip to Florida in 1927. “My first six months were 

disappointing,” she explains.  

I found out later that it was not because I had no talents for research, but because I 
did not have the right approach. The glamour of Barnard College was still upon 
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me. I dwelt in marble halls, I knew where the material was all right. But, I went 
about asking, in carefully accented Barnardese, ‘Pardon me, but do you know of 
any folk tale or folk songs?279 

 

If Hurston’s own relationship to black folk culture depended upon seeing through the techniques 

and technologies of anthropology, then as she describes, her training prevented her from seeing 

anything at all. What interests me is how, in addition to offering her “distanced” perspective, 

anthropology was also important to Hurston as a tool that when focused on black life, would 

reveal its own perceptive limitations. In other words, not only does anthropology fail to grant 

access to black cultural life, but also as this chapter will argue, it is precisely such a failure that 

allowed Hurston to reassess black cultural value. Put another way, Hurston’s encounter with 

anthropology Hurston did not expose her ignorance of “negroism,” but rather that she needed its 

limited frame in order to realize what social science had been missing. Although less obvious 

that Locke’s explicit derision of sociology, and its “truth apparatus,” to borrow useful phrase 

from Leigh Raiford, Hurston can also be read as registering and recognizing the stakes of 

adopting a new critical perspective in order to re-valuate blackness.280  

 Locke’s demand for an epistemological overhaul, and Hurston’s recognition of 

anthropology’s transformative capacity to, for better or worse, register black cultural production 

anew brings focus to a pivotal moment in the racial data revolution. Whereas the study of black 

life in the years following the end of Radical Reconstruction was determined by social scientists 

(both black and white) who used scientific methods (particularly statistics) and tools of 
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mechanical objectivity, (photographs, graphic charts, and taxonomies), to explore the behavioral 

and biological roots of racial difference, as the century wore on, culture was offered as an 

equally promising index of race. This reorientation was echoed in an increased production of 

cultural ethnographies, the boom in enrollment in anthropology departments, Locke’s own 

investment in developing African and African American museums, and shifts in editorial content 

of black periodicals, such The Urban League’s Opportunity and the NAACP’s The Crisis, which 

expressed a sustained interest in both politics and aesthetics.  

 But as both Locke and Hurston make plain, this transformation was accompanied by an 

equally pressing demand for formal strategies that could restage the relationship between 

blackness and cultural value, and register the emerging class of black cultural producers. While 

the new vanguard of black artists differed for Locke and Hurston, (Locke was invested in the 

figurations of the “masses” while Hurston investigated the folk culture of the masses in their own 

environments), this chapter suggests that the anthology emerged as a key tool in both of these 

projects. I argue that for Locke and Hurston, the anthology emerges as an expressive form 

capable of producing transformative cultural knowledge, while doubling as praxis for theorizing 

black aesthetics as an index of black social life. Both Locke and Hurston turned to the anthology 

as a form, framework, and analytic lens, during key moments in their career. Within months of 

being charged with editing the Harlem issue of Survey Graphic, Locke transformed the one 

hundred-page issue into what has become the most well known text of the Harlem Renaissance, 

The New Negro: An Interpretation (1925). Although lesser known that Locke’s status as 

anthologizer, in 1926 Hurston published a three part series in The Messenger, entitled “The 

Eatonville Anthology.” Although Hurston’s work does not resemble an anthology in any easily 

identifiable way, her decision to classify her text within the anthologizing project occupying so 
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many writers in the first third of the twentieth century, offers insight into the political, aesthetic, 

and cultural purchase of the anthology and its particular relationship to the politics and 

ideologies of anthropology.   

 Locke and Hurston were just two of the countless writers, intellectuals, and collectors 

who embraced the anthology during the first quarter of the twentieth century. For blacks in 

particular, the anthology was a valuable site of formal, aesthetic, and political because of, as 

Brent Hayes Edwards has shown, “the particular way an anthology frames race, the particular 

way that it articulates an epistemology of blackness.”281 With regards to the 1920s, the anthology 

operated as a mode that offered a strategy for “accounting for a given cultural conjecture” 

because it, “delimit the borders of an expressive mode or field, determining its beginning and 

end points, is local or global resonances, its communities of participants and audiences.”282 To 

think of the anthology as a mode that registers, “cultural conjectures,” is to consider how it 

navigates and intervenes within disciplinary, political, and aesthetic debates concerning the value 

of black life and black cultural productions. That is, what would it mean to consider the 

anthology as not just an exhibition of black cultural life, but as a rubric that, like the serial, the 

survey, the cosmos, or the photograph, can order new epistemological models for reading, 

interpreting, and seeing blackness?  

 This chapter considers the relationship between the formal contours of the anthology and 

the claims about the value of black culture, and the perceptual models that were being used to 

assess it. I begin by reading the anthology as a form that derives directly from, or as a challenge 

to, the social survey through a reading of the transformation of Survey Graphic’s “Harlem Mecca 
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of the New Negro,” to the anthology The New Negro: An Interpretation. While the editorial 

changes between the two texts are often theorized as emblematic of Locke’s increasingly 

conservative politics, or his emphatic celebration of nationalism, I maintain that the 

transformation from the survey to the anthology is as much matter of Locke’s shifting politics, as 

it is a matter of the formal and ideological limitations of the survey. While Locke argued for an 

interpretative practice that would reveal the New Negro as a “man” and not a “formula,” the 

survey’s inability to register development undercut the central thesis of Locke’s cultural-political 

vision. From this vantage point I suggest that the anthology’s commitment to exhibiting a past 

and a future enabled Locke to fully express his vision of a modern black subject who could 

inhabit time and space both diachronically and synchronically. 

 The second half of this chapter turns towards Zora Neale Hurston. Like Locke, Hurston 

was deeply invested in anthropology and anthologizing, albeit towards very different political 

and aesthetic ends. Beginning with a close reading of the, “Eatonville Anthology,” I argue that in 

Hurston’s hands the anthology eschews successive narratives of time altogether in favor of an 

aesthetic practice of disorder that would always remain impenetrable to the social scientific gaze. 

Here the anthology engenders a subject that resists the totalizing narrative of history, personhood, 

subjectivity, and black essentialism being touted by her peers. In the final section, I read two of 

her short film clips that she compiled during her research trips in the late 1920s to argue that as 

both forms of racial data and entertainment for two of her white sponsors, Charlotte Osgood 

Mason and Franz Boas, Hurston activates her anthologist aesthetic as a strategy of what she 

would later call “featherbed resistance.”283 But perhaps most intriguing is the way in which 

Hurston’s anthology aesthetic mirrors her mentor Franz Boas’ claims about the ability of 
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ethnographic films to abstract the body into the smallest units of analysis. Hurston’s anthological 

practices adopt this filmic perspective only to leave the body dissembled, rejecting the embodied 

human in favor of a fragmentary and seemingly incongruous series of parts. 

Beyond Statistics, Towards the Anthology    

  In what has become something of a legend in Harlem Renaissance histories, the special 

issue of Survey Graphic Magazine that would later morph into Alain Locke’s seminal anthology 

The New Negro: An Interpretation was conceived at the 1924 Opportunity Magazine dinner 

party. Bringing together the, “newer school of writers,” making their mark throughout urban 

centers like Washington D.C., Boston, and Chicago, but especially Harlem, the event set in 

motion the special Harlem issue of Paul Kellogg’s Survey Graphic Magazine. Within weeks of 

sketching preliminary plans for the project, Kellogg sent Locke a letter outlining his vision. As 

he imagined it, the issue would offer: 

 …a new approach – different from the economic-educational approach of 
Hampton and Tuskegee on the one hand; and on the other hand, different from the 
political approach of Negro rights, lynching, discrimination, and so forth. We are 
interpreting a racial and cultural revival in the new environment of the northern 
city; interpreting the affirmative genius of writers, thinkers, poets, artists, singers 
and musicians, which make for a new rapprochement between the races at the 
same time that they contribute to the common plot of civilization.284 

 

Committing to a cultural position rather than an explicitly political stance would, Kellogg 

imagined, be the perfect fit for Survey Graphic’s recently updated identity, one that was shifting 

away from institutional reform and towards cultural reform. By 1924, Kellogg’s reputation as a 

prominent figure in the American social survey movement was solidified. In addition to 

overseeing the production of the 1907 multi-volume The Pittsburgh Survey, Kellogg also served 
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as editor of Charities Commons (later renamed Charities), a publication dedicated to the popular 

turn of the century vision of scientific philanthropy. After the publication of The Pittsburgh 

Survey, Kellogg rebranded Charities as Survey, simultaneously announcing the publication’s 

interest in purely sociological methodologies (the view that surveyor could act as the investigator, 

analyst, and recorder of contemporary social conditions), while distancing itself from the 

philanthropic tradition from which the survey’s research methods emerged.  

 In 1922 Kellogg announced plans to publish Survey Graphic, a bi-monthly illustrated 

companion that would augment the professionally oriented Survey. Literally picturing social 

conditions, he explained, would, “engage the attention of a wide audience by use of graphic and 

literary arts in partnership with the social sciences, to catch the eye and heart as well as the 

intellect."285  While its formal features changed – photographs, art, poetry, and drawings came to 

replace statistical charts, analytic prose, and graphs – Survey Graphic maintained its commitment 

to a model of change through investigation. Thus, during the 1920s saw issues offering sustained 

investigation of social “problems” like “The Women’s Place” and populations such as “The New 

Mexicans” and the “New Irish.” The new strategy produced what Kellogg would later describe 

as the practice of making “pageants out of problems.”286 

 Whereas the turn of the century survey fashioned itself as a textual panorama, throughout 

the magazine’s publication run, Kellogg would repeatedly deploy pageantry as an organizing 

metaphor for the visual-narrative work of the survey. To be sure, the turn of the century pageant 

was a fascinating, and quirky, blend of history, entertainment, and moral lesson. Across the 

country, local community members and national performance troops staged reenactments of 
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historical dramas but during the Progressive Era pageants were also a strategy for bringing 

national attention to public issues during civic holidays.  

 In addition to presenting a visually appealing spectacle, the celebration of historical 

narration and enactment was particularly resonant with what we have seen, in the introduction, 

was Locke’s interest in spatially mapping black cultural development. As Mabel Wilson shows 

in her reading of African American pageants staged during Expositions and fairs, large-scale 

productions like W.E.B. Du Bois’ massive Star of Ethiopia, emphasized black historical progress 

over the sustained investigation of isolated social problems. Revising the survey’s efforts to 

incite individuals to fix a social problem by laying bare the facts, the “pageant’s underlying goal 

was to promote in its audience a comprehension of the Negro’s past in order to foster agency in 

the fight against current forms of racial oppression and as a means to reclaim foreclosed rights of 

U.S. citizenship.”287 Du Bois’ staging (which reportedly included a cast of over three hundred 

and fifty performers, music, speeches, and dance but eventually swelled to include thousands) 

audiences’ witnessed a “full-scale live performance,” that gave them “a spectacular history of 

Africans and the Negro in the Americas that rivaled any Western narrative of civilization.”288 As 

an organizing principle for relaying social data, the pageant figures its objects of study as 

historical actors, bodies with agency instead of problems to be solved. Unsettling the cause and 

effect paradigm that united visibility and social reform, in the pageant the “remedy” did not 

depend on the intervention of outsiders, but was acted out, or at least gestured towards, by the 

actors.  
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 The political possibilities enabled by the pageant would seem to be the ideal framework 

for Locke’s new Negro, a figure whom is described as a still developing “changeling” whose life 

cycle will at once provide invaluable data to the race scientists and set the terms for a culturally 

transformative modern black subject. As the first essay, “Harlem,” maintains, “these moving, 

half-awakened newcomers provide an exceptional seedbed for the germinating contacts of the 

enlightened minority.”289 While Locke would later contribute an article to Survey Graphic 

lamenting the never fulfilled promises of Harlem, in 1925 the neighborhood and its population 

was framed as on the threshold of possibility, of continually and rapidly changing in such a way 

that attempts to “know” and “solve” would utterly miss the very action that was underway. 

“Statistics” were, “out of joint with the fact of Harlem, and will be for a generation or more.”290 

For now, then, one needs only watch and learn. Returning to the terms of pageantry, the essay 

made this prescription clear: “We shall also view it as a the stage of the pageant of contemporary 

Negro life. In the drama of its new and progressive aspects we may be witnessing the resurgence 

of a race; with our eyes focused on the Harlem scene we may dramatically glimpse the New 

Negro.”291 The staging would take onlookers “layers deep under the Harlem that many know but 

few have begun to understand.”292 Beneath the popular representation of Harlem as “a black belt 

and nothing else,” as the home of “racy music and racier dancing, of cabarets famous or 

notorious to their kind of amusement in which sophistication are cheek by jowl,” or as the 

ground of “monster parades and political flummery,” viewers/readers would encounter a vibrant 
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“race capital” breeding a “new vision of opportunity” and home to the “half-awakened” 

population of “newcomers.”293 

 Even with Kellogg’s letter to Locke, Survey Graphic’s revised interest in the visual and 

artistic, over the strictly political, and Locke’s commitment to making visible the New Negro, on 

the pages of “Harlem Mecca of the New Negro,” the “drama,” of the “Harlem scene,” struggled 

to get its footing. Nowhere can this be more clearly seen than in Locke’s own essay “Enter the 

New Negro.” Returning to the passage that introduced the chapter we see Locke dismissing the 

methods of the “old guard” in favor of an as yet to be determined set of principles and practices. 

While the answer to his formal challenge remains unanswered, what gets suggested, at least at 

the outset, is that the New Negro’s paradigm will have to eschew positivism. Yet, as a trained 

sociologist, Locke seems tentative about completely disregarding science. Declaring since the 

modern Negro is actively trying to, “be known for what he is” he “welcomes the new scientific 

rather than the old sentimental interests.”294 The emphatic turn away from social science towards 

an ambiguous “new scientific” returns the new Negro to the very analytics that Locke so 

urgently works to set himself apart from.    

While Locke is unable to articulate a method or model for announcing a black subject 

that develops as both cultural producer and political actor, then within the issue, Arthur 

Schomburg’s “The Negro Digs Up His Past” offers a model that can apprehend the new Negro. 

An avid collector and historian, Schomburg frames archiving black life in books, institutions, 

and libraries as pivotal to the black political and social development. The practice of collecting 

books and uncovering a hidden black historical narrative exist under the rubric of “digging,” an 
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“educative process” that both yields a new document of black history and reciprocally, produces 

a new mode of engaging with the newly discovered texts. As Schomburg imagines it digging 

peels back the layers of the “facts” that we think we know so well, exposing a complex and 

dynamic body of “evidences.” 

 Articulating the link between recording historical “facts” and constructing a new and 

modern black subject, Schomburg explains “There is a definite desire and determination to have 

a history, well documented, widely known, at least within race circles, and administered as a 

stimulating and inspiring tradition for the coming generations.”295 While novels, historical 

pamphlets, slave narratives, and other textual artifacts are the key to, “rewriting important 

paragraphs of our common American history,” they are equally crucial to the construction of a 

future.296 Indeed, if Schomburg is invested in digging up the past, in sifting through archives, 

dust, and documents to uncover a buried artistic tradition and valuable black past, then he is also 

digging for a future. The paradoxical spatiotemporal orientation (what after all does it mean to 

move in and through an archive in search for a future rather than a past?) emerges as the very 

practice upon which black vitality depends. That is, rather than being captured in the present, as 

anterior to modernity, or without history at all, digging draws a line backwards while clearing a 

space for blacks to move forward.   

 The call for black libraries, collections, and cultural institutions is not without its onset of 

ideological challenges. Most obviously here is the strained status of museums and archives as 

receptacles of the past. While following Foucault’s theorization of archives as a system of 

utterances that delimit what can and cannot be said offer a way of thinking of the futurity of 
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archives, of what they can engender, we might also think about how within an institutional 

setting, such as Schomburg’s library, museum, or between the covers of Survey Graphic, 

archives and histories are largely fixed. The promise of the collection was, after all, one “of 

conservation, of preservation, of permanence.”297 Brought into focus as objects of the past, 

artifacts remained relics of another, not quite modern, time. But what is striking is the way in 

which Schomburg reaches for a mode of exhibition that will challenge the space-time of the 

museum, the survey, and the archive (in the conservative non-Foucauldian sense). As I will 

argue in the next section, this goal founds its formal analog in the anthology. Or, to return to the 

visual forms previously set in place, how do you make the pageant permanent? 

The “Portable Exhibition”  

 Within months of agreeing to edit the Harlem issue of Survey Graphic, Kellogg sent a 

letter to Locke sharing the news that Albert Boni, a publisher who was incidentally also 

responsible for publishing Jessie Fauset’s first novel, was interested in issuing a book length 

version of Harlem, Mecca of the New Negro.298 Locke agreed, and while he was busy at work 

compiling, editing, and organizing the material for “Harlem, Mecca of the New Negro,” he was 

also revising, expanding, and radically altering the political and aesthetic goals of what would 

emerge just nine months later, in December 1925, as The New Negro: An Interpretation. In 

obvious ways The New Negro departs from its previous incarnation: the volume grew from under 
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one hundred pages to over four hundred; the expanded the geographic focus moved from Harlem 

to include key black cities like Charleston, South Carolina and Hampton, Virginia; the anthology 

is divided into topic oriented sections such as music, art, and literature; and as Barbara Foley has 

noted, the figure of the “folk” features prominently in the New Negro as the touchstone of black 

authenticity.299 What interests me is Locke’s embrace of the anthology as a form that could 

encompass his editorial vision for exhibiting black cultural production. This section suggest that 

the anthology also offered formalist strategies that could house and bolster the central tenets of 

the New Negro that remained ambiguous in “Harlem Mecca of the New Negro” and only half 

formed in “The Negro Digs Up His Past.” Or, put another way, what does anthology offer 

aesthetically, politically, socially, and ideologically?  

 In his historical treatment of the African American anthology, Theodore Mason asks us to 

consider the anthology as part of the “classificatory grid” that, along with the census, the map, 

and the museum defines the qualifications of national identity. Moving through Benedict 

Anderson’s logic that nation was “bounded, determinate, and therefore countable,” Mason 

maintains that African American anthologies are thus positioned at the dubious intersection of 

inclusion and exclusion that is the very condition of American citizenship. In the black anthology, 

“the grid the colonial power uses to establish a taxonomy of control becomes reframed in the 

interest of the colonized and works towards similar aims.”300 “Any anthology of African 

American literature,” he goes on to explain, “represents such a grid, though its domain is not 
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principally demographics, but rather hermeneutics.”301 That is, the African American anthology 

works to identify who, “counts in the nation,” by constructing, “a museum of the imagination, a 

museum dependent on literary representation.”302 

 If we can understand the anthology as a museum, as Mason is right to asks us to, then in 

addition to its imaginative content, what strikes me as imaginative about the anthology is its 

ability to negotiate the temporal and geographic confines of the museum. The idea of history that 

gets presented in the anthology is one that announces and predicts the very history that it seeks to 

define.303 The anthology thus has the unique, and I would argue, radical, potential of capturing 

futurity, or in the words of Schomburg, digging for a future; it renders both simultaneity and 

progression. Moving out from the framework set in place by his colleague Schomburg, Locke 

takes the present that he uncovered for the future, and sketches a clear trajectory from the present 

to the future. From this perspective the anthology, the pageant, and the museum have more in 

common than we might think. If the pageant performs the work of the museum, then the 

anthology is its formal correspondent, a “portable exhibit,” (to borrow a phrase from Mabel 

Wilson), that shifts focus from a living past, to a pulsating and promising present. Locke marks a 

successive movement from past, to present, to future the earliest pages of the text where he 

dedicates the volume to, “the Younger Generation,” whose recognition of emphatic break with 

the past is the key to ushering in the New Negro. The stakes of looking back with anything other 

than historical interest, Locke warns, are invaluable: 
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But while the minds of most of us, black and white, have thus burrowed in the 
trenches of the Civil War and Reconstruction, the actual march of development 
has simply flanked these positions, necessitating a sudden reorientation of view. 
We have not been watching in the right direction; set North and South on a 
sectional axis, we have not noticed the East til the sun has us blinking.304  

 

Looking towards the past, Locke suggests, risks missing altogether the contemporary 

developments that are taking shape on the no less crucial periphery of normative historical 

narratives.  

To be sure, The New Negro is almost compulsive about deploying rhetoric of futurity. 

Take for example Locke’s essay on the up and coming generation of black writers “Negro Youth 

Speaks.” Within the essay Locke frames these writers, including Rudolph Fisher, John Matheus, 

Jean Toomer, Zora Neale Hurston, Bruce Nugent, and Eric Waldrond, as prophetic. In the 

“Negro youth” we have “arresting visions and vibrant prophesies; forecasting in the mirror of art 

what we must see and recognize in the streets of reality tomorrow, foretelling in new notes and 

accents the maturing speech of racial utterance.”305 In a move that suggests an explicit rewriting 

of Du Bois’ The Star of Ethiopia, in which the opening scene reveals four banners bearing the 

names of African and African American’s “gifts” – iron, the Nile, faith in righteousness, and 

humility – Locke proclaims, “The Younger Generation comes, bringing its gifts.”306 Replacing 

morality and natural resources with fiction, Locke implies that the progress of the race lies not in 

a once glorified past, or in a less than celebratory history of enslavement and failed 

Reconstruction, but in the present “stirring” artist.  Sketching out the power of the writer even 
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further Locke suggests, “What stirs inarticulately in the masses is already vocal upon the lips of 

the talented few, and the future listens, however present may shut its ears.”307 Locke’s adoption 

of this signal phrasing implies that Locke deployed the anthology to revise, or more severely, 

rewrite, the script of black futurity enacted by Du Bois’ pageant and its stars.  

The progressive movement from provincial black to cosmopolitan citizen comes into full 

view when we trace the link between the first full essay, Locke’s “The New Negro,” and the 

final essay, W.E.B. Du Bois’ “The Negro Mind Reaches Out.”  Towards the middle of the essay 

Locke offers an argument for the necessity of cultural pluralism. Locke writes, “The Negro mind 

reaches out as yet to nothing but American wants, American ideas. But this forced attempt to 

build his Americanism on race values is a unique social experiment, and its ultimate success is 

impossible except through the fullest sharing of American culture and institutions.” Here the 

black advance is framed as longing, but Locke is quick to note that this gesture is ultimately 

naïve. Recognizing the “great discrepancy between the American social creed and the American 

social practices,” Locke reveals comfort in the “constructive” global “channels opening out into 

which the balked social feelings of the American Negro can flow freely.”308  

In the last essay of the collection, Locke recycles the phrasing “The Negro mind reaches 

out,” replacing the air of condescension with a glimpse of hopefulness and foregrounding the 

reflection as the title of Du Bois’ essay. Importantly, the essay was reprinted from Foreign 

Affairs: An American Quarterly Review where the essay was titled “Worlds of Color.” The 

decision to extend the outward oriented language to the title of Du Bois' essay implies an 
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editorial desire to link the two arguments while enforcing the progressive chronology of the 

anthology. 

The Brown Bag of Miscellany: An Anthologist Aesthetic  

 In September of 1926, The Messenger, an African American monthly magazine, printed 

the first installments of Zora Neale Hurston’s series “The Eatonville Anthology.” Over the next 

four issues, The Messenger printed fourteen entries, ranging in length from seven lines to half a 

page, that are a motley mix of fictional and non-fictional anecdotes, sketches, jokes, folktales, 

and vignettes set in Hurston’s hometown Eatonville, Florida.  

 Nineteen twenty-six marks the beginning of what would turn out to be a career spent 

negotiating the landscape of cultural anthropology and aesthetics. One year earlier Hurston 

enrolled at Barnard College where she began studying with Franz Boas, the leading cultural 

anthropologist and pioneer in ethnographic research methods such film and photography, both of 

which would prove to be especially important to both Hurston’s artistic labor and research 

methodology. During the summer of 1926 she also began, “being trained for anthropometry.” 

and was spending “all day” taking measurements of black bodies for Melville Herskovits, who 

hoped to use her findings to discredit the still prevalent correlation between physiology and 

racial inferiority.309 At the same time, Hurston was positioning herself as a central figure in 

Locke’s, “younger generation,” of writers. The previous fall her short story, “Spunk” appeared in 

The New Negro, and she was also busy writing short fiction for publications like The Pittsburgh 

Currier and the short-lived magazine that she helped to co-found, Fire! Like, “The Eatonville 

Anthology,” these texts are marked by formal experimentation and reveal her attempts to locate 
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an expressive space that might contain, if not reconcile, her competing interests in social science 

and art. 

 Hurston’s turn to the anthology as home for a serialized collection of fragmentary stories 

is interesting, especially given what I have argued was Locke’s investment in the anthology’s 

sustainability. In one of the only extended treatments of “The Eatonville Anthology,” Michael 

North suggests that the collection succeeds where other attempts at anthologizing black culture, 

namely Nancy Cunnard’s massive 1934 Negro, have failed. For North, Hurston’s manipulation 

of authorial voice connects the otherwise disparate pieces of “The Eatonville Anthology.” By 

moving seamlessly between, “standard English narrator,” and  “dialect voice,” North argues 

Hurston knits the fourteen sketches together to produce an, “original folk genre of verbal 

performance.”310 North’s claim about the collection’s cohesiveness pivots on the view that, since 

black culture has its basis in performative language, it is, “inherently anthological, receptive in 

form to individual utterances of any kind, so long as they respect the basic performative ethic on 

which the social linguistic form depends.”311 While Locke’s texts gains its power from 

exclusivity, what Mason calls the regulatory function of its hermeneutic grid, North frames the 

black anthology as completely diffuse as long as it has an organizing frame. Thus the, “weirdly 

dissociative effect,” which he finds in Nancy Cunard’s massive anthology, is resolved by 

Hurston’s skillful rendering of black performative speech.312 Her language operates as the 

connective tissue binding political action and aesthetic performance, the task that North 

identifies as the ongoing challenge faced by black artists in the 1920s.  
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 But if “The Eatonville Anthology’s,” “linguistic moments,” are what “joins the overall 

jagged harmony,” of black life, then this view assumes that Hurston’s goal is, “redeeming black 

culture,” and re-presenting it as an index of black value.313  However, Hurston’s relationship to 

black culture, particularly in the mid-1920s, was less about recovery, and more about negotiating 

the fine line between blackness as object of scientific inquiry, the writing subject, and the subject 

of writing. That is, Hurston did more that achieve Locke’s vision of reconciling the division 

between folk traditions and aesthetics. In fact, we might even consider her work as pushing 

against the practices and politics of cultural recovery. Hurston recognized blackness as an 

esteemed commodity. But in her hands it gained value by being persistently unavailable. Writing 

to Langston Hughes two years later, Hurston made this exact point when she expressed her goal 

of producing a collection of folklore that was impenetrable to scientific analysis. Hurston 

explained, “I not only want to present the material with all the life and color of my people, I want 

to leave no loop-holes for the scientific crowd to rend and tear us.”314 In addition to 

anthropologists and sociologists, whose poking and prodding Hurston was intimately acquainted, 

the “scientific crowd,” extends to include both black and white audiences who, caught up in the 

1920s obsession with “authentic” or primitive black culture, considered black art as the key to 

“knowing the Negro.”  

 “The Eatonville Anthology” resists evaluation, and devaluation, by dispensing with the 

very apparatus that grants an anthology its power, a frame. In anthologies in particular, framing 

prefaces are especially crucial. In what can otherwise be read as a collection of floating parts, the 

preface announces the orientation of the text and invests the anthology with its rhetorical power; 
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the “anthology’s expressive force” is concentrated in “its discursive frame – in its preface, 

introduction, or opening statement.”315 Prefatory framing strategies are “the place where the 

collection itself is collected.”316 Indeed, together Locke’s “New Negro” and Du Bois’ “Negro 

Mind Reaches out” orient the reader, casting a directive line from which it becomes difficult to 

stray. Thus, perhaps most important is Edwards’ suggestion that the preface is a “formal device” 

that allows readers to enter the text, it “opens it for us and shows its contents.”317 Prefatory 

power is what, in The New Negro, announces Hurston’s “dialect” writing as explicitly modern.  

  While North suggests that on the pages of “The Eatonville Anthology” Hurston’s 

authorial persona performs the framing gesture, I want to put some pressure on this reading and 

argue that aside from the title, Hurston offers nothing in the way of a formal framing device. 

While we can read the broader contents of the September through November issues of the 

Messenger as frames, we might also consider what it means to read “The Eatonville Anthology” 

as a frameless text. After all, even approaching the articles as the Messenger’s articles as frame, 

an argument that I made in Chapter One, this apparatus is unstable. The articles that immediately 

precede and follow “The Eatonville Anthology” undoubtedly have a closer relationship to the 

text then say, the advertisements that appear at the end of each issue. But periodical reading 

practices are inherently uneven. Readers might start at the beginning of the issue or direct their 

reading to a particular column, feature, or story. Thus, to think of the newspaper as a wider frame 

is to think about how the frame is persistently shifting.  
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 Hurston’s refusal to deploy the formal strategy of the preface suggests a broader 

resistance to providing full access to blackness. If the frame provides the conditions under which 

readers can access knowledge, and in the case of the black Anthology racial knowledge, then 

Hurston does not provide any easy entry point. Rather, the parts of “The Eatonville Anthology” 

are united by their inaccessibility. Hurston would later describe this practice in another 1928 

letter to Langston Hughes as, “leaving the story material almost untouched.”318  She went on to 

outline her aesthetic as one of minimal mediation and explained, “I have only tampered with it 

where the storyteller was not clear. I know it is going to read different, but that is the glory of the 

thing, don’t you think?”319 

 In The Eatonville Anthology impenetrability is activated in fragmentary lists and partial 

narratives. Each entry is assigned a number, and in a few cases, a number and a title. Readers 

quickly move through the chronological sequence, encountering pieces that almost always begin 

with the same descriptive phrasing: Mrs. Tony Roberts is…; Jim Merchant is….; Joe Lindsay 

is…This, however, is a non-taxonomic list that is offered without a correlation between number 

and value; nor is “The Eatonville Anthology” underwritten by an invisible hierarchy. Rather, this 

is a list that lacks any recognizable order and eschews a narrative development. While the entries 

are sequentially place, it is not clear why. That is, Mrs. Clarke’s story does not reveal itself to be 

any more deserving of the ninth position than Mrs. Duffy, whose character sketch is placed as 

number ten. Further, Hurston periodically interrupts the numerical sequence with the occasional 

title. Entry Seven, for example, is subtitled “Village Fiction” and entry eleven is granted the title 

“Double-Shuffle.” Thus, Hurston’s schema resists the equivalency between quantification and 
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knowledge that anthropometrics, physiognomy, and race science depended upon. But even more 

than these violent forms of racial knowledge production, Hurston’s elision of a progressive 

teleology undercuts the evolutionary schema that was being taken up by cultural anthropologists 

and black intellectuals, such as Locke, as a lens for evaluating black culture. 

 But if Hurston’s anthologizing works to deny access to blackness by at once providing 

black knowledge and denying readers access to the proverbial key, then the anthology also works 

in a trickier way by convincing the audience that they are approaching authentic blackness. By 

the 1920s, the anthology was widely recognized as an authoritative document. While twentieth 

century anthologies did not make the same claims to totalizing knowledge as their nineteenth 

century counterparts, like the scientific atlas for example, they did announce themselves as 

institutions that, to return to the theme taken up at the start of this project, stake out and 

announce traditions. The Eatonville Anthology promises to give valuable knowledge about rural 

black life, but what readers get are parts that satiate their immediate hunger but are of little 

recognizable value. That is, Hurston gives the impression that we are getting to know the life 

pulse of Eatonville. We are, after all, introduced to a range of its residents, are informed of its 

cultural practices, (“double shuffle” is a “buck dance” that was performed for fun in the “good 

old days before the World War’), and even some aspects of its local economy (Mr. Clarke is a 

butcher who gives in to the pleas of Mrs. Tony Roberts who goes “from door to door begging for 

things” even because she “just loves to ask for things”). But on closer inspection it becomes clear 

that these are merely slices of life that add up to little more than a collection of parts. By offering 

unframed blackness, Hurston renders black life as a series of unrelated and discrete parts. 

While Hurston would never explicitly return to the anthology form she continued to mobilize its 

formal strategies.  In 1928, the Christian leaning magazine The World Today, published Zora 
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Neale Hurston’s “How it Feels To Be Colored Me,” a short essay that narrates catalytic moment 

of racial self-consciousness that emerges in so many African American literary productions and 

that also finds its analog in the anthology.320 Hurston identifies her move from the all black town 

of Eatonville, Florida to Jacksonville, where she was to attend school, as the “very day that I 

became colored.” Echoing Du Bois' famous realization that blacks are gifted with the sense of 

“always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others,” Hurston’s transformation from “Zora 

of Orange County” to “a little colored girl” is symbolically staged within the terrain of a school. 

The similarities between Du Bois and Hurston’s racial education stop there, however. For while 

Du Bois’ rejection by a white classmate was the moment when “the shadow swept across me” 

and he became painfully aware “I was different from all the others; or like mayhap, in hear and 

life and longing to be shut out from their world by a vast veil, ” then for Hurston the process of 

racial codification that emerges at the intersection of competing gazes, (his classmate refused his 

card “with a glance”) for Hurston, the process of racial consciousness us much less stable. In 

spite of the title’s promise to give readers an intimate glance at the affective experience of race, 

how it feels to be colored, Hurston has no difficulty admitting “I do not always feel colored” and 

divulging how “at certain times I have no race.” 

 Hurston’s essay undercuts theories of racial essentialism, casting race instead as a 

contingent category that depends upon whiteness – I feel “most colored when I am thrown 

against a sharp white background” – and challenges race as modality of the visual, while 

rejecting claims that race is grounded in historical experience or genealogy. Resisting the idea 

that slavery is the shared temporal and experiential event that defines black American experience, 
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Huston imagines an identity that is dissociated from the past: “Someone is always at my elbow 

reminding me that I am the granddaughter of slaves. It fails to register depression with me. 

Slavery is sixty years in the past. The operation was successful and the patient is doing well, 

thank you.” Refusing to look back, Hurston figures herself in motion, “I am off to a flying start 

and I must not halt in the stretch to look behind me.” She is after all, the “cosmic” Zora, who like 

Henry Blake, cuts across space, time, and racial logic.  

 Just as Hurston is determined that revisiting the past, and with it, the failures of freedom, 

reconstruction, and black citizenship, will not yield access to the facts of blackness, she is just as 

apprehensive about the radical potentials of contemporary racial analytics like jazz. Hurston is 

suspicious of jazz’s capacity to bring blacks and whites together, translate the value of black 

culture, or organize a uniquely black aesthetic. Towards the middle of the essay, Hurston takes 

readers inside the New World Cabaret, a jazz club. Unlike the process of racialization of Barnard, 

where she is thrust against “sharp white background” and  “feels her race,” in the cabaret 

Hurston’s moment of racial activated by an affective disconnect between herself and her white 

friend.  

 For Hurston, the music activates an emotional flood that brings with it “my color.” As the 

“orchestra grows rambunctious” she experiences a racial revelation: “I dance wildly inside 

myself; I yell within; I shake my assegai above my head, I hurl it true to the mark 

yeeeooww!...My pulse is throbbing like a war drum. I want to slaughter something – give pain, 

give death to what, I do not know.” While the recourse to primitivism in the description of jazz is 

not unproblematic, what is equally important is that the music’s ephemerality makes it 

impossible to offer any meaningful racial praxis. As abruptly as the music starts, “the piece ends.” 

Whereas Hurston is compelled to “feel” something, her white friend remains impervious to the 
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music, “the great blobs of purple and red emotion have not touched him. He has only heard what 

I felt” (emphasis mine). Although the nameless white friend is able to assess and access the 

music, He remarks ‘Good music they have here’, drums the table with his fingertips, and can 

even catch the rhythm, he remains in the problematic terrain of consuming without interpreting, 

of knowing without understanding.  

 In the final paragraph of the essay, Hurston offers “the brown bag of miscellany” as a 

productive organizing principle for theorizing and organizing blackness. Rejecting history, 

genealogy, and music as critical apparatuses, Hurston explains, “But in the main, I feel like a 

brown bag of miscellany propped against a wall. Against a wall in the company with other bags, 

white, red, and yellow.” Here, the “little colored girl” who learns of her racial identity in 

Jacksonville is refigured as an inanimate, portable, and exceedingly banal “brown bag.” For a 

brief moment, Hurston seems to be offering full access to blackness by offering up her body, 

figured as bag, and its contents for scrutiny. Instead of gaining uninhibited access to the facts of 

blackness, to the truth about “how it feels to be colored me,” a “jumble of small things priceless 

and worthless” spills out. If the brown bag is a metaphor for the black body and racial knowledge, 

then as in “The Eatonville Anthology,” blackness is a series of seemingly unconnected parts. 

Hurston offers “a first-water diamond, an empty spool, bits of broken glass, lengths of string, a 

key to a door long since crumbled away, a rusty knife blade, old shoes saved for a road that 

never was and never will be, a nail bent under the weight of things too heavy for any nail, a dried 

flower or two, still a little fragrant.”  

  Hurston gives readers full access, “in your hand is the brown bag” she reminds us, but 

the relationship between the parts remains a mystery (What does a rusty knifeblade have to do 

with a dried flower?)  If there is an organizing principle here it is disorder, the parts are in a 
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jumble, they are “heaped” and “dumped” together. She does not sort, catalog, and analyze them 

for us but instead leaves readers to shuffle through them. Given what we know of Hurston, we 

can imagine her standing on the sidelines as readers try desperately, and surely unsuccessfully, to 

make sense of her parts, to unlock the key to blackness and the problem of the Negro. Indeed, 

Hurston is all too aware of her master puzzle and warns us that any attempts to make sense of it 

are destined to fail: “On the ground before you is the jumble it held – so much like the jumble in 

the bags, could they be emptied, that all might be dumped into a single heap and the bags refilled 

without altering the content of any greatly. A bit of colored glass more or less would not matter. 

Perhaps that is how the Great Stuffer of Bags filled them in the first place – who knows?”  

The Visual Anthology 

 After graduating from Barnard College in 1928, Hurston embarked on her second field 

trip through the American South. Equipped with a $200 a month budget from her patron 

Charlotte Osgood Mason, the academic support and training of Franz Boas, a car, a shotgun, and 

a motion picture camera, Hurston left New York City and began the work that she would later 

describe as “poking and prying with a purpose.”321 During her time in Florida gathered materials 

that would eventually end up in Mules and Men. But she also continued to refine her plans to 

create a national black theater with Langston Hughes, drafted a version of the anthology-like 

“Characteristics of Negro Expression” that was officially published in Cunard’s 1934 anthology 

Negro, and not unrelated, took up the motion picture camera to record a series of short clips 

ranging from 3 seconds to 3 minutes. 

 Hurston’s turn to filmmaking is striking, particularly within the context of the highly 

racialized filed of ethnographic research films. In histories of race, science, and film, French 
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anthropologist Felix-Louis Regnault is generally granted the status of pioneering the craft of 

visual ethnography. As Fatimah Tobing Rony explains, “For Regnault, film offered not only an 

improved means of getting to an index – he thought that the races reveal themselves in 

movement, and felt that film could assist him in studying the indexical.”322 In his own 

theorization of race and film, Regnault explained: 

It provides exact and permanent documents to those who study movements. The 
film of a movement is better for research than the simple viewing of movement; it 
is superior, even if the movement is slow. Film decomposes movement in a series 
of images that one can examine at leisure while slowing the movement at will, 
while stopping it as necessary. Thus it eliminates the personal factor, whereas a 
movement, once it is finished, cannot be recalled except by memory, and this, 
even put in sequences, is not faithful. All in all, a film is a superior to the best 
descriptions.323  
 

Regnault’s description of an anthropologist leisurely gazing at the bodies of non-white others 

recalls the entertainment value placed on black bodies and blurs the already unclear boundary 

between surveillance and entertainment that was also muddied in spaces like the social survey, 

world’s fairs and expositions, and the popular Natural History Museums that were cropping up in 

urban centers. Most importantly, the ethnographic film could provide unmediated access to 

blackness through the endless production of isolable pieces that, once strung together in cinema, 

brought blackness within the investigative reaches of scientists and captured it in real time. 

Regnault elaborated on the new space-time of ethnographic film explaining, “Cinema expands 

our vision in time as the microscope has expanded it in space. It permits us to see facts which 
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escape our senses because they pass too quickly. It will become the instrument of the 

physiologist as the microscope has become that of the anatomist. Its importance is great.”324 

 Like Regnault, Hurston’s mentor Franz Boas, who is the likely source of her introduction 

to ethnographic research films, also embraced film as a valuable resource for theorizing culture. 

Even before actually taking up the camera to record the work, play, and social life of the 

Northwest Coast’s Kwakiutl Indians, Boas was interested recording and reading body parts in 

isolation. While Boas made a name for himself, especially with African Americans, by arguing 

that culture was the nexus of custom, kinship, values, norms, and history, he found the most 

valuable data in “isolable actions.” With its ability to capture extended periods of time, Boas was 

confident that film could provide a complete record of a, “behavior fragment, apart from the 

complex social matrix of which it was usually apart.”325 Free from the distraction of outside 

influences, in film Boas could endlessly compartmentalize the body while furnishing the archive 

of anthropological material with an endless source of data.   

 Hurston’s 1928 research films combine the ethnographic with the aesthetics of the 

anthology that I explore in the previous section. In filming rural black life, she perfects the 

illusion of giving unmediated access to the body while withholding, or, as we shall see, making it 

highly difficult to isolate any single action. In so doing, Hurston’s cinematographic practice, I 

argue, challenges the ethnographic impulse to hold the body of the other up for scientific inquiry.  

 In one of the few critical readings of her films, Elaine S. Charnov claims, “the strategy 

that Hurston employs here can best be described as placing the camera on a tripod and letting it 

run without interruption, a favored approach by ethnographic filmmakers since the early 
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1950s.”326 But she also branches out and uses a hand held camera moving around and even 

amongst the scenes that she films. In the nine short clips Hurston never appears, although 

anthropologists often made cameo appearances in their films. Although physically absent, we 

can imagine Hurston standing behind the camera, or off to the side, carefully watching and 

directing the scene being refracted by her spyglass. In some respects, Hurston appears to have 

successfully embodied her role as participant observer who seamlessly blends with the 

community under study. In addition to the one clip in which she physically appears to have been 

filming from within a circle formed by children playing a game, most of the scenes extend a 

sense of organic action, as if Hurston is simply a fly on the wall. Of the footage, these nine short 

clips have been classified as the most ethnographic, leading Charnov to read them as “an attempt 

to create an ‘objective’ record for future use and analysis by Boas, herself, and others.”327 

 According to Dust Tracks on a Road offering the films as proof of her research and 

findings was certainly one of the goals of Hurston’s filmic experiments. In what may be the only 

place where she explicitly discusses her relationship to film, Hurston describes how she and 

Miguel Covarrubias would “exhibit our movies” to her patron Charlotte Mason who would 

subsequently “praise us and pan us.” More complexly, the films themselves suggest that Hurston 

did more than just set up her camera and record the daily lives of Southern Blacks. In these short 

clips in particular, we can see Hurston deploying a directorial strategy that activates the 

aesthetics of the survey in at least two ways. The first strategy involves filming such that 

multiple scenes of action are always included; the second strategy involves the filmed subject 
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recognizing Hurston and thus breaking the invisible and fragile frame separating observer from 

observed.  

What I am arguing is the performance of the anthology aesthetic comes into focus in two 

clips in particular, although we can certainly see this technique emerging in each of the segments. 

In each of these clips a young boy emerges on screen holding a white piece of paper just above 

his forehead. The first film is a three second closely framed shot. The boy’s body takes up most 

of the frame and he stands so close to the camera that it is impossible to make out what, if 

anything, is printed on the card, (although both Charnov and Tobing Rony suggest that it holds 

some identifying data that would appeal to Boas and Mason). But while his body fills the image, 

his pose (hands holding a paper just above his head), creates four distinct perspectives; the space 

between his bent elbow and his ear on either side of his head, and the space to the left and right 

of his body. The effect is a dizzying kaleidoscope such that instead than anchoring our focus, the 

boy’s body divides the scene so that we get the sense of looking at games being played through a 

barbed wire fence. Through one frame we are granted access to a buckle on a boy’s overall; the 

space between the boy’s elbow and his ear reveals a boy playing with a friend who remains 

hidden while another figure darts behind them. In yet another frame a group of girls plays a hand 

game.  The competing views make it impossible to isolate a moment. The body that we can 

observe, the young boy holding the card, turns out to be the least interesting part of the clip. 

Importantly, at just three seconds, by the time the viewer realizes all of the action taking place 

and where to direct his gaze, the scene ends. Hurston has again played a trick on us. Giving us 

the illusion and the feeling that we are getting closer to living black culture, the cropped 

perspective emphasizes this point, we are once again left with disparate parts that we struggle to 

connect.  
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In the second clip the frame is widened but effect is no less cognitively confusing. As in 

the first one, a young boy appears on screen holding an identifying white card, and again, it is 

impossible to make out what it says. At just over five seconds, this clip is only slightly longer. 

This boy stands a bit further away from the camera and within seconds, likely heeding the 

directions of Hurston, he slowly raises the card above his head, pauses, and then begins to walk 

forward. What we can imagine is Hurston’s voice also catches the attention of a group of girls 

who stands near the left edge of the frame a few feet behind the boy. Behind them yet another 

scene is taking place as a group of boys engaged in play move in and out of the frame. Finally, 

near the end of the clip another figure dances into the right corner before the scene ends. For at 

least a second, we have the sense of more stability here. The boys starting position away from 

the camera creates a more balanced image and it feels easier to apprehend the entire scene. As if 

anticipating her viewer’s comfort, Hurston immediately yanks the perspective away by directing 

the boy to move forward. As he comes closer, paper still held near the top of his head, the 

kaleidoscopic effect kicks in again. The unified tableau is broken into pieces, just before the 

scene changes.  

The second way that these films activate the anthology aesthetic is through Hurston’s 

invisible yet palpable presence in each clip. In each of the nine fragments, the women, men, and 

children being filmed take note of both the camera and, it would seem, Hurston. Like the young 

boy who responds to her directions, in a fourth clip, a boy moves into the frame that is occupied 

by a group of boys who lean against a car and hang over what appears to be an outdoor vendor. 

As he enters the frame, the boy looks shyly into the camera, hides his smile with his hand, and 

then retreats beyond the camera’s lens. But his quick exit disrupts the otherwise still scene. 

Hurston pans the camera to find him, but he has escaped the anthropologist’s spy glass. But he 
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has also punctured the seemingly contained scene that we first encountered. As the camera 

moves, and presumably Hurston shouts for him to come back, a group of boys who previously 

faded into the background come alive. Their eyes follow the camera, Hurston, her voice, and 

their renegade friend.  

Other moments of recognition are not so dramatic. In multiple shots taken at the logging 

camp where Hurston conducted a great deal of research, she films men at work, who look at her 

before returning to their work. In another scene she appears to be cajoling a white toddler to 

come towards the screen, the young girl complies and happily hastens towards Hurston. Scenes 

of children playing hand games also register the occasional glimpse, often followed by a change 

in action which suggests that Hurston was indeed actively directing them. Because it is 

impossible to ignore Hurston’s presence in these films, the sense of proximity that ethnographic 

research films are supposed to covey is interrupted.  

As in “The Eatonville Anthology” and “How it Feels to Be Colored Me”, the key theme 

in these clips is the illusion of access. Hurston used film to not only create a historical record that 

challenged the evolutionary narratives of written and visual ethnography, or “as a means to 

participate in and transmit to the ongoing artistry involved in the highly visual world of black 

culture,” as some critics have argued.328 Rather, Hurston refuses to give full access to black 

culture. Much like the young boy who escapes the gaze of her camera, Hurston’s filmic practice 

suggests that the value of black culture rests in its irreducibility, its capacity to resist being 

captured by the anthropologist’s spy-glass. 

  

                                                
328 Fatimah Tobing Rony The Third Eye, 67.  
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